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Abstract
Within this thesis a model to initiate studies of rotational fluid flows (fluids with vorticity) 
is presented. We begin with a stochastic heat equation with a vector potential and 
relate this to a stochastic Burgers equation with vorticity. Consideration is given to level 
surfaces of the heat equation and classifying the corresponding shockwaves (caustics) of 
the Burgers equation. The theory is illustrated beautifully by both deterministic and 
stochastic examples.
In Chapter 1 the idea of a heat equation with a vector potential is introduced and its 
relation to a Burgers equation with vorticity discussed. The semi-classical solution of the 
heat equation is found by utalising Hamilton-Jacobi theory, Feynman-Kac formula and 
a variety of other stochastic analysis techniques.
In Chapter 2 we follow work of Truman and Zhao to use stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi 
theory to study stochastic heat equations and viscous Burgers equations with vorticity. 
We construct solutions of stochastic iterated Hamilton-Jacobi continuity equations to 
give semi-classical asymptotic expansions for the stochastic heat and Burgers equations. 
Finally, by using the logarithmic Hopf-Cole transformation and Nelson’s stochastic me­
chanical processes a solution of the stochastic viscous Burgers equation with vorticity is 
given with the remainder term as a path integral.
In Chapter 3 we discuss and rework geometrical results of Davies, Truman and Zhao, that 
link caustics (shockwaves) of the Burgers equation and the corresponding level surfaces 
(wavefronts) of the heat equation. We introduce the notion of a reduced action function 
as a vehicle to study discontinuities across the caustics of the Burgers velocity field. 
Moreover, the notion of this function allows turbulence of an n dimensional problem to 
be studied using a one dimensional analysis.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to a deterministic harmonic oscillator example. This example is 
used to complement the analytical and geometrical results of previous chapters. Par­
ticular attention is taken with regards to methods of classifying the caustics as hot or 
cool.
In Chapter 5 we continue our theme by studying the consequences of adding a noise term 
to the underlying classical mechanics of our deterministic example. We consider touching 
points of pre curves to account for the turbulent times of the Burgers velocity field. The 
turbulent times are shown to be the zeros of a stochastic process whose properties are 
examined.
In Chapter 6 ideas for making the Burgers fluid incompressible is presented as motivations 
for possible future work.
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Chapter 1
Prelim inaries on a Burgers Equation  
with Vorticity and V iscosity
__________________________________ Sum m ary__________________________________
This chapter is intended as a brief introduction to key ideas and concepts found later 
within the thesis. The idea of a heat equation with a vector potential is discussed and a 
semi-classical solution found using Hamilton-Jacobi theory. We show how this relates to 
a Burgers equation with vorticity.
1.1 Introduction
In what follows the element a, which can be space, and time dependent, is referred 
to as the vector potential The notion of a vector potential originates in the realms of 
electromagnetics where one often denotes a magnetic flux density B  as B  =  V  X a. 
The idea of a vector potential is discussed concisely in Richard Feynman’s second volume 
of his three volume work on physics [12]. Simon in [30] studies Schrodinger operators 
H (a ,V )  for electromagnetic forces
H (a ,V )  = ^ ( - i V - a ) 2 + V,
where a  and V  are the vector and scalar potentials respectively. Simon points out that 
one can use the power of the Feynman-Kac formula to study e~tH using Wiener integrals 
and proves in [31] that it can still be used when V  is unbounded as it is for the harmonic 
oscillator potential. Here for simplicity we assume continuity and quadratic bounds on 
V, and that a  is smooth in space and time variables and of compact support.
In this next section we use Simon’s ideas of the Schrodinger operator for a particle 
moving in a magnetic field to construct a heat operator with a vector potential. The idea 
of studying a stochastic heat equation with a vector potential to obtain a stochastic Burg­
ers fluid with vorticity is in no way my own. In addition to Simon, arriving at this work 
is largely thanks to previous studies by Herman Weyl in [39] and private communications 
with Aubrey Truman.
6
7The following formal Proposition details the equivalence between the Stratonovich 
heat equation and the stochastic viscous Burgers equation. We will continuously lean 
upon this result throughout the thesis.
P ro p o s itio n  1.1.1. Let a ( x , t )  = a t (x) G Co°(Rd x R1), V(x)  G C2(M.d) with quadratic 
bounds, k{x , t )  = kt(x)  G C 2(Md x R 1) and W t be a one dimensional Wiener process on 
the probability space {fi, T P}. Then the Stratonovich heat equation for uM(cc, t) = u t(x), 
x  G R d, t > 0
dut(x) = A u t( x ) +  (at (x) • V ) u t(x) +  ( a * ^ . +  V ( x ) ^ u t(x )^d t
+ e ^ p - u t o dWt (1.1.1) 
T
with initial condition rP (x , 0) =  exp is related to the stochastic viscous Burgers
equation for velocity field v ^ (x ,  t) = v t (x)
d v t(a )+ ^ (u t(a :) • V ) v t (x) + v t (x) A curl v t ( x ) jd t
= —dat ( x ) — W ( x ) d t  — £^7kt(x)dWt +  2~l p2 A v t (x)dt  +  2~lp2A  at (x)dt
( 1 .1.2 )
with initial velocity v fX(x,  0) =  V 5 0(cc) — o(®, 0), for So(x) = S(x ,  0), by the logarithmic 
Hopf-Cole transformation v fJj(x , t )  = —p 2V x \ogufJ'(x,t)  — a(x , t ) .
Proof Let ut satisfy the Stratonovich heat equation (1.1 .1) for almost all u. Then St{x) — 
—fi2 logut(x) satisfies
dSt(x) = - p 2 dut(x)
ut(x)
P2 f 0 - 1 „ 2 a . ,  M  . ( „  ( „ \  T T \ . .  f ~ \  i  ^ ( a2(X)2 1p 2A u t(x)  +  (at (x) • V ) ut(x) +  —---—------h V ( x ) \  ut(x) > dt
u t(x) { ^  ' p2 \  2
-  ekt(x) o 8Wt.
But ut(x) = exp gives
A ut(x) =  div ^ - ^ ' V S t (x )exp
=  ( ~ L A $ ( * ) )  exp ( - ^ )  +  £  |V 5 4(x )|2exp ( - ^ )
=  — ^ A S t(x)u t(x)  +  \ V S t(x)\2ut(x).
p p
2
Therefore, we obtain dSt(x) = — dut(x), i.e.
dSt(x)  =  |- |A S ,( a :)M t( i )  +  |V 5 t(x )|2«t(x) -  ( a t (x) ■ V ^ X'l f i t(x)
+  ~ 2  dt ~  eh ( x )  o dWt.
8That is to say St(x) satisfies the viscous stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a vector 
potential
dSt(x) +  2_11 V5*(cc) — a t {x) |2 dt +  V(x)d t  +  ekt(x)  o dWt = 2_1 /i2A S t(x)dt. 
However, since kt(x) is a deterministic function St(x) also satisfies
dSt{x) +  2_1 |V 5 t(®) — a t (x)\2 dt +  V(x)dt  +  =  2~l /i2 A S t(x)dt.
If we set v t (x) = V 5 t(x) — a t ( x ), then
dSt(x) +  2_1 |vt(®)|2 dt +  V(x)dt  +  ekt(x)dWt = 2~1(j?ASt(x)dt,
taking the gradient and using the identity V  =  iv t • V )vt +  A cu rl v* we obtain
d(V St(x)) -  dat(x) +  dat (x) +  ((vt(*) * V )u t (x) +  v t (x) A cu rl ut (aj)) dt 
=  2"V 2A (V 5 t(®) -  Ot(®))di +  2 - y  A a t (x)d£ -
therefore
dut(®) +  ((v t (®) • V ) v t (x) +  vt(®) A cu rl v t {x)^jdt
= —dat (x) — ^7V(x)dt — £yV k t(x)dWt +  2-1 fi2 A v t (x)dt +  2 ~1fi2A a t (x)dt.
□
Equation (1.1.2) can be thought of as the stochastic viscous Burgers equation with a 
viscosity term 2~1fi2( A v t +  A a t)dt.
Having illustrated this important link via the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, let us pro­
ceed in the following section with a deterministic heat equation and an inviscid Burgers 
equation. We emphasise at this point the paramount importance throughout this work 
of the underlying Hamilton-Jacobi theory.
1.2 Heat equation with a vector potential
Here we present the main theorem of the chapter. A semi-classical solution for the heat 
equation, under a deterministic set-up, with an n-dimensional vector potential a(x,  t). 
We follow Simon by assuming a (x , t )  € Co°(Rn x R 1) throughout the thesis, V  being 
continuous and bounded as explained above [31]. In practice the vector potential could 
belong to a bigger class of functions so long as the solution of the heat equation is unique. 
In this thesis we use Simon’s result and therefore use the same class of functions.
D efin ition  1.2.1 (no caustic  cond ition ). There exists T  > 0 such that the underlying 
classical mechanics is defined by a diffeomorphism <I>t : Rd —> Rd for all 0 < t < T. 
Under the no-caustic condition, for 0 < t < T, S(x ,  t) is the classical C 1,2 solution of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation with a vector potential given by equation (1.2.8).
9Remark 1.2.1. The precise definition of the map is considered in Section (2.2) of 
Chapter 2.
Theorem 1.2.1. Consider u^(x ,t )  a solution of the heat equation
x , t) = 2~1p 2A u fJ'(x, t) + a ( x , t) ’ V u M(cc, t ) +  /x-2 y u^(x, t)
= —H(a, V)ufJ'(x, t) (1.2.1)
with conditions on a ( x , t ) and V(x)  as described above and initial condition u(x,  0) =
  g p )
T0(£c)e '^2 ; /zere T0 : M —► M1 is positive and C°°. Then, under a no-caustic condition
we define a non explosive diffusion process
d X »  = p d B s -  ( V S t- 8(X?)  -  a t- s(X£))ds,
X g  = x , (1.2.2)
where B s is n-dimensional Brownian motion defined on (Q, T ,  P) and X j f  is assumed to 
be a unique solution of the stochastic differential equation (1.2.2). Here S  satisfies the 
corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.2.8) with 5 (0 ,x) = S${x). Following these 
assumptions the solution of the heat equation is given by the semi-classical representation
S i X x )u^(x,t) = e Ep T0(X?) exp (-1 jf ASt-s(X£)ds
where Ep is the expectation with respect to the probability measure P.
Remark 1.2.2. In order to determine a  uniquely we must impose a condition on its 
divergence, since i? =  V  X a  =  V  X a  where a  =  a  +  V /, irrespective of the form that 
the function /  takes. Therefore, we must impose a condition on the divergence of a. This 
condition is called the gauge condition. The natural choice being V  • a  =  0.
To prove Theorem (1.2.1) we require a few elementary lemmas.
Lemma 1.2.2 (Feynman-Kac formula). For p £ M+ and our usual conditions on 
a{x, t)  a ndV (x )  define
- H ( a ,  V)  =  2 - y  A +  o(x , t) • V  +  /T 2 ( S ^ l F .  +  ^ ( x ) )  (1.2.3)
and
(.PTu)(x) = EPexp (/T1 jf a(T - s, B») ■ dBs + n~2 ^  V(B»)df\ u(T - t, B?)
(1.2.4)where Bfjf = x + pBt, then
f t (Pru)(x) =  Pt ( - H u)(x ).
10
Proof. For fixed T  let us compute the differential of 
Ztu ( B t^ T - t )
=  exp L , - 1 J  a ( B / ,  T  -  s) ■ d B a + n~2 j f  V ( B S ) d s j  u {B t\  T - t )
=  exp (Yt) u ( B / , T - t ) .
By Ito’s lemma we have
dZt = Z t (dYt + 2- \ d Y tf )
= Z t L ~ la (B? ,  T - s ) - d B t + / i~ V (B?)ds)  +  2~1Z t (ji~2o (B »*, T  -  s)2d s j ,
and similarly
d { u ( B ? ,T - t ) )  =
du (.B £, T - t ) d t + n 22 - 1 Au{B£ ,  T - t ) d t+ t iV u { B £ ,  T - t ) - d B t .
d(T - 1) 
Suppressing the arguments,
d(Ztu) = Ztdu +  udZt +  dudZu 
= Z t (  ~~ <9(T ^  t ) dt +
+  u ( z t ( iT la  • d B t +  fj,~2Vdt) +  2~1Zt [fi~2a 2d t +  Zta  • V udt,
=  Zt (/d'Vu +  /i_1au) • d B t +  (/x22—1 A u +  a  • V u  +  ( T 2Vu  +  fi~22~la 2u)dt
Therefore, reinserting the (.B^, T  — t) dependence, for t > r 
Ztu ( B £, T - t )  -  Zru(B ?, T  -  r)
=  I Z. + a ( B ^ , T  -  s) ■ V  + f i -2
a \ B » T - s )fJ r
+  f  ZS(/J,V + fi~1a(B%, T  -  s))u(B», T  -  s) ■ dB„. 
Taking expectations yields
+  V (B » ) u ( B » T - s ) d s
Ep Ztu(B£,  T - t ) -  Zru { B T - r ) - fJ U E, - H u ( B » T - s ) Z s ds
Dividing by (t — r) and letting t —► r gives
d
which yields the desired result. □
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L em m a 1.2.3. Set X ( s )  = for  0 < s < t, where x 0(x,t )  is defined to be $ t l x.  
Here <1>S is the diffeomorphism defined by
d ^ s \ i \ d $ s d a ( $ s,s)=  — VV (^^>S) — curl  a ($ s,s) Ads2 ds ds
(1.2.5)
initially $ 0 ^ 0  =  &o and <E>0aio =  V5o(*o>0) — a (# o,0). This $ t map corresponds to the 
Hamiltonian
m , , r . t ) - i p - al q M  + V {, )
where q = (qi, q^ ,. . . ,  qf) and p  = (pi,P2 , • • • ,Pd) are canonical coordinates. Set
S0(x,t )  =  So(x0(x,t ))  +  [  C (X ( s ) ,X ( s ) , s )d s ,  (1.2.6)
Jo
where C is defined as the Lagrangian
£{X (s ) ,  X ( s ) ,  s) = 2~1X \ s )  +  X { s )  • a (X (s), s) -  V (X (s)), (1.2.7)
here X (s) =  <&sXo satisfies the associated Euler-Lagrange equation w i t h X ( 0) =  VSo(xo> 0) 
—a ( x 0 ,0), see Section (3.1) for more details on this. Then Sq(x , t) satisfies the Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation with a vector potential, namely
2
d s  , ( V 5 ( * , t ) - o ( * , t ) ) '  , , n
T t +  5---------------+  v (* )  =  o.
Proof. Differentiating (1.2.6) and using the chain rule gives
dSo
(1.2 .8)
dx
‘ '  a c  a x  a c  a x
d X  d x  Q X dx
ds.
Abusing notation, since integration by parts yields
V xS0(x, t)  
dS0 , ,
s=t
s= 0
* ))§ “ (*> *) + X ( t )  + a (X ( t ) ,  t) -  ( x (0 )  +  o(JT(0), 0)) ^ ( * ,  <)dx
= X ( t )  + a (X{t ) , t ) .  
Moreover,
^ ’(a!>t ) =  l z 2-(a:o(a:,i))r £ !1(a:,i) + dP { x (s ) , x { s ) ) ^ { s )
d x  0
cte0 v~uv~ ’ dt 
+  2_1 x 2(t) +  a(aj(t), t).x(t) — V(x( t) )  
d x
= (a(x{t), t)  + x(t)) —  {s = t) + £(x( t ) ,x{ t ) , t ) .
s=t
s=0
12
However,
and
d X . . f d X d X o(s = t ) = l
dt
d x  d x 0 
d x 0 dt
d X o dt s=t
s=t
. / \ <9cc + * (* ) =  _ = ( ) .
Consequently, we conclude
and so
®?(Xi t ) +  (V 5(a!’ t) ° ( a ’ i ) ) 2  +  V(x)  = 0
L/ C Z
proving the result.
L em m a 1.2.4. Define a Hamiltonian function H (q ,p , t )  by
H {q>P, t ) = i p - a!:g ' t ) r  +  K(g)
□
(1.2.9)
and let S (x , t )  be the classical C 1,2 solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1 .2 .8 ) where 
5(cc,0) =  S q( x ) .  Then v  = v ( x , t )  — VS(as, t) — a ( x , t ) is a classical solution of the 
Burgers equation
r\ r\
^  +  ( u 'V ) u  +  vA  curl v  = —'VV — (1.2.10)
with v(x ,  0) =  V 5 0(aj) — a(x,  0).
Proof Hamilton’s equations read,
Qi =  Pi (1.2 .11)
Pi =  - ( p i - a j ) ( - g j )
Differentiating Equation (1.2.11) and using Einstein’s summation convention gives
dV
dqfi
Qi Pi  hj
, . (  d a j \  dV  dai . dai
dq{ dqj
For clarity set i = 1 to observe
. dai . da2 . da$ dV  dai . dai . da\  . da\
Qi =  Qi~z----1- <7 2 7 ;---1- <73 v; «------— Qi ~  — Qi ~  — <73 — wrdqi dqi dqi dqi dqi dq2 dq3 dt
. da2 . da3 dai . <9ai  . dV  dai
=  <72 v;------H Q3T, t ;— Qi ~  v;— <73dqi ' ^ d q i  dq2 
= — {curl a  A q}1 — (VVr)i —
dq3 dqi 
dai
dt
dt
13
It becomes clear that this is nothing but
da
q = —curl a A q  — 'VV  — — .
dt
Then for S{x , t )  satisfying (1.2.8) we observe
v  A curl v  +  (u.V)u =  ^ ^ ( c u r l  v)k +  VjVij
= £ijk£klmVjVm,l T VjVij 
— i&il&jm T  VjVij
= VU*0
and so by taking the gradient of (1.2.8) and suppressing the (x, t) dependence we obtain
r\
— (V S) +  (V S -  a) A cu rl (V S  -  a) +  ((V S  -  a) • V ) (V S  -  a) + V V  = 0.
C/ 6
Setting v = V S - a  yields
dv , da
—  +  (v • V ) v  +  v  A cu rl v  = — V V  — — , 
dt K ' dt
for v(x ,  0) =  V<So(cc) — a(x,  0). □
Remark 1.2.3. This can be thought of as an inviscid Burger’s equation with non-zero 
vorticity £{x,t)  =  cu rl v ( x , t ) =  cu rl ( V S ( x , t )  — a(x , t ) )  = —cu rl a (x , t )  prescribed 
in advance.
To prove the main theorem of this section we require a transformation of measures. 
For this we utilise Girsanov’s theorem. In layman’s terms this states that if we change the 
drift coefficient of a given ltd process (with a non-degenerate diffusion coefficient), then 
the law of the process will not change dramatically. Moreover, the law of the new process 
will be absolutely continuous with respect to the original process and we can compute 
explicitly the Radon-Nikodym derivative. We state Girsanov’s theorem in terms of our 
set-up with the following lemma.
L em m a 1.2.5 (G irsanov). Let X ( t )  = X x (t) G Kn and Y ( t )  = Y x (t) G Mn be an ltd 
diffusion and an ltd process, respectively, of the forms
d X t =  — (V*S — a)dt +  jidBt,
X 0 = x  (1.2.12)
and
dYt = fidB t ,
Y 0 = x  (1.2.13)
14
where x  G Mn, t < T, for T  a given finite constant, ( V S  — a) : Mn —► Rn is a bounded 
measurable function. Define a function h{ t , u) = h 0(Yt (uj)) for h0 : R" -+ Rn by
h 0 = C 1 (V 5  -  a)
which satisfies the Novikov condition
E exp h 2(s,u)di <  00 .
Define the measure P\ on (fi, !F) by
dPi(u) = MT(u)dP(u)
where
Mt = exp f  h 0(Y3) - d B s - ^ f  h 02(Ys)di
Then with B ( t )  =  B t defined by
Bi := f  h 0{Ya)d. 
Jo
s +  Bf
for t < T  we have that 
and consequently 
for all f  G Co(Mn) and t < T .
dY( t)  = ( V S  — a) dt + yidBt 
E [f ( X t")] =  E [Mtf ( B t)]
(1.2.14)
Remark 1.2.4. The Novikov condition is sufficient to guarantee that {Mt}t<T is a mar­
tingale. Moreover, since Mt is a martingale we have that
MTdP  =  MtdP (1.2.15)
on T  for t < T.
Remark 1.2.5. Equation (1.2.15) is equivalent to saying Pi is absolutely continuous w.r.t. 
P  with Radon-Nikodym derivative
dPi
~dP
Mn
on T .  One should observe that Mt (u ) > 0 a.s., so P  is also absolutely continuous w.r.t. 
Pi therefore we have that the two measures P  and Pi are equivalent.
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Proof. We have
Mt = exp
2 (i
= exp
and for fixed T  <  oo 
on P . Then
B t =
■n'1 [  ( - V S ( X „  t - s )  + a ( X s, t - s ) ) -  dB s 
Jo ^f \ V S ( X a, t - s ) - a ( X s, t - s ) \ 2ds 
T  Jo
fj,-1 [  (VS(X„,  t - s ) -  a ( X s, t - s ) ) -  d B e 
Jo
\ V S ( X s, t - s ) - a ( X s, t - s ) \ 2d
T Jo
dPl = MTdP
(1.2.16)
f i -1 f  ( V 5 ( X a, t - s )  -  a ( X a, t - s ) ) -  d B a +  
Jo
B*
is a Brownian motion w.r.t. Pi for t < T  and in terms of B t the process Y t has stochastic 
integral representation
dYt = — V 5 (X S, t — s)dt +  a (X s, t — s)dt +  n d B t .
Now because Y0 = x  the pair (Y t , B t) is then a weak solution of (1.2.12) for t < T .  By
weak uniqueness the Pi-law of Y t = f iB t coincides with the P-law of X x (t), so that
EP [ /(* * ) ]  =  \ f (Y t)}
=  Ep [MrfiBt)]
for all /  € Cj°(Mn) and t < T .  □
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section
Proof of Theorem (1.2.1). Define an Ito diffusion and an Ito process, respectively, of the
forms
on (fl, P , P) and
d X t — — (V S  — a)dt  +  f idBt , 
-X"o —
dYt =  n d B t , 
Y 0 = x,
on (Q, P , Pi). It then follows from lemma (1.2.2) that
Ep\ f (Yt) } = E Pl[ f (X t)\
= E j f ( X t )
dPx
~dP
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where ^  on the filtration T  is given by Equation (1.2.16). Writing rP(£, x)  = wf(x), 
recall from Lemma (1.2.2) that Equation (1.2.1) has a solution given by the Feynman-Kac 
formula
v%(x) = EP Ta{ B / )  exp + H '1 f  a { B / ,  t - s ) - d B e + ^  j ‘ V ( B / ) d s )
(1.2.17)
or in the equivalent notation
u?(x) = Ep T0(Yt ) exp (-^1 +  l*~2 f  a{Ya) ■ dYs +  n~2 J *  V (Y s)ds
by Girsanov’s theorem
U t ( X ) =  E P l
=  Ep
T0( X t ) exp ( - ^ ^  +  f  a t- s(X e) ■ d X s +  ^  J‘ V ( X s)dt
T0( X t ) exp ( + ft-2 f* V ( X s)ds 
\  T Jo
+  / i " 2 J a t- s( X s) • (fidBs -  { V S t- s( X s) -  a t- s( X s)} ds) j  .dPl
~dP
This is nothing but
< ( x )  =  Ep T0( X t) exp ( - ^ ^  +  VT2 [  V ( X s)ds +  ^  j f  at. s( X B) • dB ,
-  n~2 f a (_a(X „) • (V S t_s( X s ) -  a t_ ,(X ,) )  ds 
Jo
+ »-' f ( V S t- s{ X s) - a t- s( X a) ) -d B ,
Jo
~ 2 \ v s t-*(x B) -  a t-.s( X B)\2ds
which reduces to
u%(x) = Ep T0( X t ) exp ( - ^ ^  +  IT 2 J* V ( X B)ds
H~2 f  a t. s( X s). (V S(_ ,(X .)  -  a t_s(X s)) ds + ^  f V S t_»(X.) ■ d B , 
Jo Jo
~  j \ V S U X ' ) - a ( X B)\2ds
V
We need to remove the stochastic exponential term, namely
(1.2 .18)
f i -1 [  V S t- s{ X s) - d B s. 
Jo
(1.2.19)
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For this we invoke Ito’s formula. Consider the stochastic differential equation 
d X 8 = b ( X s)ds +  cr(X3)dB8, then
f ( X u t) = f {  X o ,0 )+  f
Jo ds
( X 3, s) + b ( X 3) ■ s) +  2- V 2(X s) S ( X s, a)d x 2
ds
+  j  a ( X 3) ^ ( X 3, s ) - d B 3.
Consequently applying Ito’s formula to St- s{ X 8) for the stochastic differential equation 
(1.2.2), yields
S ( X t, 0) =  S(x,  t) +  f  ( ^ f ( X 3) -  V S t - s( X 3) ■ ( V S t- s (X 3) -  a t_s( X 3)) 
+  2 - V 2A 5 t_s( X 5) ) d s  + f t j ‘ V S t. 3{X3) ■ d B s.
This implies that
n~' f  V S t. s( X 3) ■ dB .  =  fj,-2S ( X t , 0) -  n~2S(x,  t) -  it~2 f  ( ^ f - ( X . )  
+ V S t. , ( X 3) ■ (V S U (X fl) -  a t. 3( X 3) ) y s 
- 2 - 1 /  A St- 3( X 3)ds 
Jo
Substituting into (1.2.18) gives
u%(x) = EP T0( X t) exp (-^ 1^ +  ft~2 f  V (X .)d i
-  it~2 [  at- 3( X 3) ■ ( V S t- 3(X .)  -  a t. 3( X 3)) ds + ft-2S(0, X t) -  i T 2S{t , x)
Jo
- M - 2J  - ^ ( X 3)ds + It-2 I V S U X 3) - ( V S U X 3) - a U X 3))ds
-  2 -1 j f  A St. , (X . )d s  ~  J \V S t- 3( X 3) -  o (_s(X»)|2 ds)
Collecting terms
u f (x) = e ^ E p  T0( X t ) exp ^ - 2 _1 J AS t- s( X 8)ds
- 2  d S t - a ( X 8) -  2"1 1V S t. s( X 8) -  a t. s( X 8)\z -  V ( X 8) ) ds
ds
Now since
d
d(t — s)
St_ ,(X .) +  2 |V 5 (_S(X S) -  a t_s(X » )r +  V { X 3) =  0
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we obtain a semi-classical solution of the heat equation (1.2.1) in the form
We now encounter the challenge of finding exact semi-classical expansions for solutions 
of viscous stochastic Burgers and heat equations up to arbitrarily high order powers of 
viscosity fi. We will handle this in the next chapter where we initiate our study by turning 
to Truman and Zhao [37].
Chapter 2
Sem i-Classical Expansion of a 
Stochastic Viscous Burgers Equation  
w ith Vorticity
__________________________________ Sum m ary___________________________________
Here we mimic the workings of Truman and Zhao [37], No startling originality is claimed 
for the arguments herein. Most of the contents of this chapter follow analogously from 
Truman and Zhao’s study with little effort required to generalise their results to a Burgers 
fluid with vorticity. This part of the study centres on times before the caustics whereupon 
existing stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi theory is used to study stochastic heat and Burgers 
equations. We begin our study with a stochastic heat equation containing a vector 
potential as well as the usual scalar one. We present the solution to this equation and 
via the Hopf-Cole logarithmic transformation we give a solution to the stochastic viscous 
Burgers equation with vorticity.
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we use the method of constructing iterated stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi 
continuity equations to obtain exact semi-classical expansions up to arbitrarily high or­
der powers in the viscosity fi. The semi-classical asymptotic expansions for stochastic 
heat and Burgers equations are then presented and obtained using a Nelson stochastic 
mechanical process with drifts given in terms of the solution of the iterated stochastic 
Hamilton-Jacobi continuity equations. The explicit formula for the remainder term is 
given in terms of a path integral as in the Truman and Zhao paper [37].
Consider the stochastic viscous Burgers equation with vorticity
(x) +  A at(x))dt
= dvt(x)  +  [(vt (x) • V) Vt{x) +  Vt{x) A curl v^(x) +  W ( x ) ]  dt +  dat (x) -f e V k t(x)dWt
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here v^(x) = v^{x,t)  G Rd is the Burgers velocity field and fi2 is the coefficient of 
viscosity. As before at{x) = a(x, £), V (x ) and kt(x) = k(x,t)  represent the vector, scalar 
and noise potential terms respectively, with conditions discussed shortly. Wt = W(t)  
is a one-dimensional Wiener process on the probability triple (Q, J7, P). Let vfi(x,t)  = 
V5^(x, t )—a(x, t) with an appropriate initial condition for t). Then t ) satisfies 
the following stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation with a vector potential
dS^(x, t) +  (x i t ) — y (x jd t  _|_ s k d W (t ) = A 5 /i(x, t)dt.
z z
As we shall see admits an asymptotic expansion, so writing S fJ,(x , t) T,T=o»2iSi(x ’ *) 
and omitting the (x, t) dependence, it follows that
o°
E ^ + ? E ^ v s , -
j=o
2 2 00 
dt +  +  ekdW  ~  E  ti2j&Sjdt.
j = 0j=0
Comparing coefficients of /z2j for j  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., it can be shown that
^  +  5 E  VSi, ■ v s *  -  a • VS, =  (2.1.1)
ii+i2=j
with \  A*9_i =  — ( v  +  ^  where Wt is the time derivative of a one dimensional
Wiener process. These equations are the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobli continuity equations 
for a vector potential. In the following sections we shall place great importance on finding 
solutions to these equations which are given by the iterated continuity equations. The first 
m  solutions of the iterated continuity equations give the first m  terms in the asymptotics 
of the solution for the stochastic heat and stochastic viscous Burgers equations.
Remark 2.1.1. Truman and Zhao [37] give an excellent account of the history, motivation 
and work of predecessors. Consequently, in order to avoid duplicating their introductory 
section the reader is asked to consult the original text for such details.
Remark 2.1.2. Observe the cumbersome bold face notation for vectors has been omitted. 
We shall continue this theme for the remainder of the thesis.
2.2 The set-up
Assume our usual conditions on the vector and scalar potentials so that V  G C2(Rd), 
a G Q °(R d x R 1), div(a) =  0, k G C2(Rd x R 1) and 5(-,0) G C2(Rd) and consider a 
stochastic classical mechanics defined by
di>s =  —W ( $ s)ds — curl a ($ s, s) A d$s — da($s, s) — eVk ($s, s)dWs,
$o(x) =  x,
i 0(x) =  V 5 (x ,0 ) -a (x ,0 ) .  (2.2.1)
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For each x there exists a solution ^ ( z ) ,  consequently <I>S : Q x Rd —► Rn is a random 
map for each s. In this set-up a no-caustic condition is assumed. This means that there 
exists a T(u) > 0 a.s. such that for 0 < t < T(u),  $*(<*;) : Rd —> Rd is a diffeomorphism 
for a.e. u  G fi. The proof of the existence of such a T(u) > 0 depends on whether 
each of the first and second order spatial derivatives are all bounded (Truman and Zhao 
[36]), if they are in fact bounded, then there exists a T(u) > 0 such that if 0 < 5 < T, 
: Rd —» Rd is a diffeomorphism for a.e. u  G Q.
Define Sq : [0, oo) x Rd —► R by the following non-anticipating Ito integral
S0(y, t) =2 1 [  | $ s(y) \2 ds +  S(y,  0) +  [  $ s(y) • a($s(y), s)ds 
Jo Jo
-  f  V ( $ s ( y ) ) d s - £  f  k ($ s(y),s)dWs. (2.2.2)
Jo Jo
For 0 < t < T (c j) ,  define So( x, t )  for a.e. u  G f i  to be
S0(x, t) = S o ^ t ' x ,  t), (2.2.3)
this is the infimum of the action. Here we assume is continuous in s, for all y G Rd,
with probability one and $ sy is T a measurable as usual.
2.3 Results
T h eo rem  2.3.1. Assume that V  G C2(Rd), a G Co°(Rd x R 1), k € C2(Rd x R 1), 
£>(•, 0) G C 2(Rd), defined by (2.2.1) satisfies a no-caustic condition for  0 < t  < T(u)  
and So defined by (2.2.3). Define the classical mechanical (diffeomorphism) flow by the 
classical Hamiltonian
H(tl,p,t) = 2~ \ p  -  a(q, t))2 + V(q), 
where q = (qi, q2, . . . ,  qf), it follows that
da
qi = -(curia  A q)i -  (V 7)j -
for  0 < s < T, for some T  > 0. In other words q = p — a and the classical flow map
satisfies
r \
4V =  -£ !($ .- , s) A <I>S • - W ( $ ,- )  -  ^ ( 3 v ,  s),
where B  = curl a($s', s), in our case, with appropriate initial conditions defined by 
(2 .2 .1).
1. Then for a.e. u  G D and 0 < t < T(u),
=  V 50($ t, t) -  a ($ t , t), (2.3.1)
and So(x,t) satisfies the following stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation
dSo(x, t) +  2_1 |V5o(a;, t) — a(x, t ) |2 dt +  V(x)dt  +  ek(x, t)dWt = 0. (2.3.2)
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2. Define </>(x,t) = |det 1^ ) |. Then for a.e. u  G Q, any x  G M.d and 0 <  t < 
T{u), 4>{x,t) satisfies the following continuity equation
Q
—4>(x, t) +  div {</>(x, t ) (V S 0(x, t) — a{x, t))} = 0. (2.3.3)
Suppose T0 : R d —> is positive and C°°. The function T q( x ) is related to the initial
condition of the stochastic heat equation (2.3.43). Define for the random map $ s(t<;) : 
M.d i—> M.d,
T0(y,t) = T 0(y)
and
T j (y , t )=  f  ds (2.3.4)
J 0  $ 3(y)
for j  = 1,2,..., and
ipfix, t) = T j($ t~lx, t)y/(j>{x,t), (2.3.5)
for j  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., then we obtain the iterated continuity equations detailed in Lemma 
(2.3.2).
Proof. We prove the theorem for k = 0 (for k ^  0 see [38] and [36] for ideas). Let
H{q,p, t) = 2_1(p -  a(q, t ))2 + V(q). (2.3.6)
Then Hamilton’s equations read,
Qi = Pi — ai (2.3.7)
. . (  da< \  dV  . 0.
Pi = -(Pi  -  *,) ( - ^  J  -  (2-3.8)
where a = (ai,a2, •••>&<*) in Cartesian coordinates. Differentiating (2.3.7) gives
Qi Pi hi
. . (  d a j \  dV dai .
= - ^ - ^ { - W i ) - W i - w p
Setting i = 1 helps to clarify what is happening,
dai
dt
. dai . da2 . da3 d V  dai . dai . dai . dai
Q i =  Q i~ ^ -------------1- Q2~z -h  ---------------« ---------------— Q i ~  — <?2 —  — Q 3 --------- w rdqi dqi dqi dqi dqi dq2 dq3 dt
. da2 . da3 dai . dai . dV  dai
=  Q2~Z-1- #3T; Ti— Q2 — a — Q3 — o-------------oT"a<?i dqi dq2 dq3 dqx dt
= -  {curl a A q}1 — (VV)] -
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where curl a = curl a(qs, s). Hence we see that
This nothing but
d&
= -(cu rl a(q,t) A q)i -  (W (g ))t -  -^ ( tf ,  *), 
= ~(B(q , t) A q)i -  ( W ( q ) ) i  -  ^ ( , j , t).
s) A $ s • -  W ( 3 v )  -  s).
For the moment let us note that defining the classical mechanical flow <FS as in (2.2.1) 
implies that S(x ,t )  must satisfy the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation (see Truman 
and Zhao [36]). In what follows we concentrate on proving the continuity equation (2.3.3).
We observe, from the first part of the proof that <£>s corresponds to the classical 
Hamiltonian H(q,p,t)  as defined by (2.3.6). Let So(x,t) = S o ^ ^ x . t )  where So(y,t) is 
defined by (2.2.2).
Consider
So{y,s) = S0(x0(y ,s ) )+  [  C{X(u), X(u) ,  u)du, (2.3.9)
Jo
for time 5, such that 0 <  s < T  where the Lagrangian C is given by
£(X (s), X(s), s) = 2~1X 2(s) + X(s).a(X(s))  -  V(X(s)) ,  (2.3.10)
with y =  <FsXo =  ^ ( s) and x o = x o{%, s). Now differentiating (2.3.9) and using the chain 
rule gives
dS0, . dS0 . , „ d x 0, . , [ s ( dC d X  dC d x \  ,
w (v, s) = s) +  +  _ _ j
Since integration by parts on the last term yields
dSQ dS0 , , d x 0
% - (2/’ s) =  ^ (xo(2/’ s ) ) ^ (2/- s)  +
- § « » > . * < • > . « ) §  w
=  X (s )  +  a (X (s), s).
A simple rearrangement gives
u=0
X(s)  =  - ^ j - ( y , s ) - a ( y , s ) .  (2.3.11)
Recall, from the definition and the first part of the proof, that the diffeomorphism $
da 
dssatisfies i>s(7o = P — a($sQ, s) and <FS =  —B  A i>s — W  — 1^, with =  x  and <feo(z) —
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(V5o — a). A restatement of equation (2.3.11) allows us to say for the diffeomorphism 
<$s, for 0 < s < T, satisfies
dS$ s£0 = - ^ { $ sx0, s) -  a{$sxo, s).
Next, define the Jacobian determinant J(x,t) as
(2.3.12)
(2.3.13)
and a vector field j  6 I 4 =  T x 1, where T is phase space, by
j(x,t)  = T$(x0(x,t))J(x,t) (VS0(x,t) -  a(x, t), 1), (2.3.14)
where x0(x,t) = $ J lx and the final coordinate is the time coordinate t. Consider the 
surface E generated by the diffeomorphism (flow) <£s acting on a volume V, see Figure 
(2 .1).
Time
dE
% xots)
Space
Figure 2.1: Diffeomorphism on R4.
Then it follows from equations (2.3.12) and (2.3.14), that in the time-slice volume cor­
responding to time s, j  J_ dE. Hence, the “surface integral” f  f  f  j.dE consists of two 
terms, the first of which comes from V and the second from $^"1V that is
By a change of variables together with the fact that x0(x, 0) = xo these are shown to 
cancel i.e. J  J  J  To(xo(x X ) ) ^ d x  -  J  J  J  T$(x0)dx0 = 0,
It follows that
divj =  0
and this reduces to the continuity equation (2.3.3).
□
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L em m a 2.3.2 ( I te ra te d  C o n tin u ity  E q u a tio n s). For a.e u  £ 0 , i fj{x,t) defined by 
(2.3.5) satisfies the following iterated continuity equations for  0 < t < T(u):
d'ipj +  (W j)  • (V50(x, t) -  a(x: t)) = --' ipjASoix, t ) +  A (^--i) (2.3.15)g t  V r j ,  V —  u v  , ,  V , 2
for j  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., with the convention =  0.
Proof. Differentiate the identity Q ^ ^ x )  = x  with respect to x  and t to obtain for
y — $ 7 l x
(V ,* t( * r 1*)) V*,"1* =  I  (2-3.16)
and
=  0- (2.3.17)
Multiply both sides of (2.3.17) by 1 x and using (2.3.16) we have
=  0 ,
$ , ( $ - 1x) +  $ ~ lx = 0, (2.3.18)
in other words
i,-1* = -(v^ -'x) [i,^ ,-1*)
— —(V ^ _1x) (V5o(x, t) — a(x, t ) ) . (2.3.19)
Now using the definitions of ifrj and Tj we have 
d
t) + (V ^j) • (V50(x, t) -  o(x, t))
+ (V#,-1*)* V„2}(*,-1*, t)4 (*) • (V50(x, t) - o(x, t))
+ Tj ( $ ; 1x, t)V<t>i(x) ■ (V 50(x,t) -  a (x , t ) ) .
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Using equation (2.3.19) and the definition of 'ipj-i we find that 
d
— t) +  (V^-) • (V50(a:, t ) -  a(x, £))
=  0* (xj t ) • [^ _1x +  (V^>t_1x)(V 50(a:, t) -  a(x, £))]
+ Tj ( ^ 1x, t)  ( j ^ ? ( z )  +  V<${x) ■ (VS„(x,t) -  a )J
+  A ,
=  T ^ x ,  t) (x) + (x) ■ (VS0(x, t ) -  a(x, t ) ) )
+ a  (^t’ W ^ - i ^ r 1 (* •* ))) .
=  T ^ x . t )  +  v 4 ( z )  • (V5o(x,t) -  a (x , t ) ) j
Prom the continuity equation (2.3.3) we immediately have 
d  i  l  i d
f t * ’ =  2*
=  - i 0 _^div(0(V5o(x, £) -  a(z, £))),
=  ( div(0V5o(a:, £)) -  div(</>a(z, *))),
=  ~\<F*  (0V (V 5o(x,t)) +  • V 50(x,f))
=  (0A5o(x, t) +  V(f> • V 50(rc, £) -  V0 • a(x, £)).
z
Finally substituting this expression into (2.3.20) yields 
— tl>(x, t ) +  (V ^ )  • (V50(x, £) -  a(x, £))
=  iipj</>~* (x) (  -  (<fiAS0{x, t) +  V<f).VS0(x, t) - V ( p -  a(x, t)) 
+  V(/)J(x) • (V50(x,t) -  a(xt t))^ + A ( ip j - i ( x , t ) ) ,
=  - ^ A 5 0(M ) +  A (^ j-i)
as required.
This result has the following important corollary
(2.3.20)
□
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Corollary 2.3.3.
^  + V  j  ■ (^S 0 ( x , t ) - a ( x , t ) )
1 1 A  { Y ^ J
= - - & S o { x , t  + - /x 2 /    r A  2.3.21
2 2 (E?-o  j r M i M )
Proof. Consider the following linear combination of 'ipj
§ i  + V  ■(VS0 ( x , t ) - a ( x , t ) )
= ~ \  *) j  ASofo t) +  ^  ^ n 2j ^j (x,  t)J  ,
on division by 2 j= o  arM2-7^ ^ ?  t) the result follows. □
Let vll(x,t) = V 5M(x, t) — a(x,t),  v G C(Md x R1), be a solution of the stochastic 
viscous Burgers equation with vorticity and appropriate initial conditions. Then S^(x, t)  
satisfies the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation
dS^{x, t) +  ^ V S ^ a :, t) — a(x , t)\2dt +  V(x)dt  +  ek(x, t)dWt =  ^ /i2A 5 M(x, t)dt. 
z z
If we formally write S 1* =  5 M(x, £), where
oo
s* ~ '% 2 t i 2j s j, (2.3.22)
j=o
then from the last equation, by equating coefficients of powers of /x2j we arrive at the 
following theorem that gives the solutions of the iterated Hamilton-Jacobi continuity
equations. Observe that the first equation will be the corresponding classical Hamilton-
Jacobi equation for a vector potential.
Theorem 2.3.4 (Iterated Hamilton-Jacobi continuity equations). Assume that 
V  G C 2(Rd), a G C ^ ( R d x R 1), div{a) = 0, k G C2(Rd x R 1) and 5(-, 0) G C 2{Rd), 4>s 
defined by (2.2.1) satisfies a no caustic condition for 0 < t < T(cj), then for a.e. u  G Cl, 
the solutions of the following Hamilton-Jacobi continuity equations:
Sj + \  Y ,  V S ^ - V S f c - a - V S ^ l A S j - ! ,  (2.3.23)
i \ ,12^0, 
i i+ *2=J
f o r j  > 0, with the shorthand convention that |A 5 _ i =  — ( v ( x )  +  la^^ l +  sk (x ) t)Wt j^, 
for  0 <  t < T ( u ) are given by Sq defined by (2.2.3), Si(x ,t )  = —logip0(x,t) and for
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j >  2
1 j I 0ii0Z2 ^2 0 ii  0^20^3
g . ^  ^  _  I _ z 2 z i  _(_ n+*2 = J - l  ii+ t2+ i3= j-l
n  '  2 >-i i 0 o 2 0 o 30o
+••• +  ( - l ) j ~Y  ) (*.*)• (2-3.24)
U 1 ) 0 0
Proof. For clarity suppress the space-time dependance of variables. Then for j  = 0 the 
left hand side of (2.3.23) reads
So +  1 VS0 ■ VS0 -  a • VS„
=  So + V 50 +  a | 2 +  V  + ekWt -  ( ^  +  V  +  ekW,)
=  0 -  ( ^ y  + V  + ekWt
1 «  „
-  j  A S -i
For j  =  1 we begin by dividing both sides of the continuity equation (2.3.15) for 0 O by 
— (0 o) to obtain
- 0 ^ °  -  0 V^° • (V 5° -  fl) =  i  A 5° -  ^ r 1 -00 Ot 00 2 00
This is nothing but
y t ( -  log ^ o) +  V ( -  log* ,) • (VS„ -  a) = 1 AS„■
Recall that 5i(x, t) =  — log0o(x,t) so that
^ 5 i  +  VS, • VS0 -  a ■ VS, =  ^A S 0 ot 2
as required. For j  = 2 multiply the iterated continuity equation for 0 i by 0 O and the 
continuity equation for 0 o by 0 1 to obtain
5 1
007^01 +  0 oV0 i • (VSo -  a) =  - - 0 0 0 1 A 50 +  0 OA(0 O) (2.3.25)
and
<9 1
0 i^ 0 o  +  0 iV 0 o • (V50 -  a) =  —- 0 i 0 oA 5o. (2.3.26)
Now if we subtract (2.3.26) from (2.3.25) and multiply through by — ^  we get
d ,  01  ^ , r7 / 01 \ /rTO  ^ A ( 0 O) /o o o ^ N
d t {- w J  + v { ~ W ^ { V S a ~ a ) = i~ ^ -  (2-3-27)
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By definition Si := — log^o(^> £)> which implies
W o
V 5 i  =
and
Consequently
2 _
Tpo
=
2^o ’
substituting (2.3.28) into (2.3.27) we obtain
d ( ^  ^+ V (-^7-) • (VSo - a) = ^ A(5i) - i(V51);
(2.3.28)
dt V 2V>0/  V 2^o / 2 v ' 2
However, this is just
^ S 2 + V S 2 ■ (VSo -  a) =  iA S , -  i (V 5 ,) 2, 
which rearranges to give the desired result
o  -j -|
—S2 +  VS2 • V 50 +  - V S !  - V S i - a -  V S 2 = - A  S x. ot 2 2
The method of proof for the case of an integer j  > 3, although similar to the method 
previously undertaken, is quite involved and cumbersome. To aid the reader in following 
this part of the proof we list the systematic steps for obtaining the result.
1. Step 1: Having proved the result for j  =  0,1, 2, we concentrate, firstly, on the case 
where ii, z2 > 1 with ii +  i2 =  j  — 1. This ultimately leads to an alternate form to 
the expression
j t S, +  V S j  ■ (VSo -  a).
2. Step 2: We concentrate on simplifying the main body of the sum, namely
Y  V5jj • VSi2,
h + i 2 = j
notice that this sum does not include the terms i\ =  1 and z2 =  1.
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3. Step 3: We next find an answer to the remaining case needed to complete the 
desired limits of the summation term, i.e. when i\ =  1 and z2 =  j  — 1 and the 
respective symmetric case z2 =  1 and i\ =  j  — 1. For this we compute
VSi • VSj_i.
4. Step 4: We add the three quantities, together with a • VSj, in their appropriate 
ratios, to obtain the desired result.
Step 1
To succeed in obtaining the first expression we begin by multiplying the continuity equa­
tion for xpo by 4>j~\ and the iterated continuity equation for z/^-i by z/>o to obtain
d 1
ipj-1 — ^ 0  +  ipj-1  W o  ■ (VSo -  o) =  --ifi j-i tpoASo (2.3.29)
and
d 1
• (VS0 -  a) = - -V w ^ -iA S o  +  V,oA(^-_2). (2.3.30)
In a similar manner to before, taking (2.3.29) from (2.3.30) and multiplying through by
S1VeS
d (2.3.31)
Now for any zi,z2 > 1 with i\ +  z2 =  j  — 1 multiply the iterated continuity equation for 
*0*! by and the iterated continuity equation for rfji2 by i/jqipi we find
d  X• (VSo -  a) = ASo + ^oV'iaV^ia-i) (2.3.32)
and
^  X
+  ^oViiVfc • (VS0 -  a) =  --V^uV^ASo +  # i i V ( f e - i ) .  (2.3.33)
By adding (2.3.32) to (2.3.33) it turns out that
^ o T ^ i ! ^ )  +  ^oV^ii^ia) * (VSo -  a) 
= “ 5^0 x 2('ipil'iph)AS0 + i>l V(^i2-i) + ^i2 V (^u-i)).
By symmetry of the indexes i, and i2 we have that 
/  \  /
^1^*2 +  V>oV X ] ^ 1 ^ 2  '( V S o - a )
=  -^ o
i i + t 2 = j - l ,Ui^ 2^ 1
(2.3.34)
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However, if we now multiply the continuity equation for -00 by
2^o X  ^ 1 ^ 2
i i + i 2 = j - l ,U,i2>l
we have
\  /
9  , 2
/
\
h + i 2 = j - l ,\ llt-l2=.7  \ U>i2>l /
=
11+12 =  7-1 , ii,i2>l /
AS0.
It follows from (2.3.34) and (2.3.35) that
O /5Z*l+i2=J —1, /0il'?/,i2 \  /  5Z*1+*2=J —1,^ I * 1 ii.io>i
<9£ 23-1 x 2 ^
+  V
5Z*l+*2=j —1, ^('012 — 1)
i i , i 2 > l
2i - ^ l
Using the same method we can prove that
O /  X^U+^2+i3=j-l, '*Pii'iPi2 t^ i3 ^  ' U,i2,i3>l
dt 2J- 1 x 3$J
+  V
X^U+i2+i3=j-l, ”0ii^ 2^ ( ^ 3- 1) ______U,i2,t3^ 1_______________
2 j-V 03
i i , t 2 l
2*'"1 x 2V^o
(VS0 -  a)
X^ii+i2+i3=j —1> ”0ii’012 '^
il,i2,i3>l »3
2-?-1 x 3^o (V50-
J —1 .
J - 1
2J_1 x (j -  1 ) ^F T  • (VSo
=  ( - 1)
V’l 2A(f/>0)
2 j - v r 1 '
Using equations (2.3.31), (2.3.36) and (2.3.37) this is nothing but 
J s ,  +  VS* ■ (VSo -  a)
1 (  A ( i l ,  \  X ^ i l+ * 2 = j  —1, ‘0 i l ^ ( V ,l2 —1 ) X ^ i l + i 2 + i 3 = j  —1, ^ t i  V;12/^ ( V ;Z;1 j ZA^j_2J ii,i2>l ii,t2 ,t3>l
2J"1
2A ^ q\
v r 1 y
(2.3.35)
(2.3.36) 
- a )
- a )
(2.3.37)
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Which leads to
j t S} +  V S ,  • (V S o  -  a)
1 I A ( ^ _ 2) S i .+ f e = i r 2 > i l A(tAi2)
I / O I
2'7-1 I i/’o
X^i+*2=j—2, ^ 1 2 +12+13=.?’ —2,
il ,12>1 11,12,13^ 1
4>0 ^0
+  ■ ■ • +  I ■ (2.3.38)
Step 2
Differentiating 5ix for ii > 2 with respect to the space variables x  gives
1 I X 7 ih  7b  X 7 ih  ^  J i J 2 > l ,  ^ ( ' 4 )j i ) ' tP.
vs^om) = Jzr I + ,i+”=,i:,2
?2
2*1-1 I V'o Wi V'o
E . jiJ2>i, V’ji^ V ^ o) E .  iij2,j3>i.
________ j l + J ~ 2 = i l - l ___________________________________ j l + j 2 + j 3 = i l — 1________________________
E  jlj2j3>l, V’j l ^ ^ V ^ o )
_|_  j l + j 2 + j 3 = l l - l ________________________________ |_
A, /
Similarly for z2 > 2,
V S i2(I t t )  =  - 2 -  - - I 2 2 z i  +  +
2'2-1 I ipo 4>o 4>i
E  ^ i ^ V ^ o )
_  j l + j 2 = l 2 ~ l ________________________
■4>o
E  ilj2,23>l. V(^31 )4}j2^h
___ jl+j2+j3=^ 2—1___________
r 0
E  J1J2J3>1, V'jlV'22V’23V (^0)
, Jl + J2 +.73 =12 1_______________ ,
+ ( _ i )i2 - i ^ r ! w 1 _  (_ 1)i2- 1< - 1v ^ \
^o2_1 TPo )
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It follows that
V ^ - V S
ii ,12 >2, 
ii+i2=j
+
1 AWii-iV^2-i (V ^ -i^ -i + ^ - 1  V i^2-i)V^o
2,-2 d^A ^
i i + i 2 = j
V,i1- l ’/,i2 -l(V ’/,0)2 
^0
________________ j l + j 2 = i 2 - l _______________________________J l + J 2 = i l —1_______________r0
, , , lV,+i,-2 ^ 1+i2- 4(V ^ l)2 , , y, +i,-2 ~3VV-x V^Q
, i i + i 2 —2 (
. ( 1y ,+i,-2 ^ 1+i2~2(W ’o)2A
1 j i^+i2 A
Step 3
Note that it immediately follows from the definition of Si that V 5i =  — 
quently this means
r7o xjo  _  W  VVj-jVV 0V ^ _ i -  -   —2- +  3
+
^ -a ^  o xpj—2 (V t^o)2
2J_2 V
E  ji.j2>i, E  jid2>i, ^ 1 ^ 2  (W o)2
j l+ j2 = j -2  J l+ j2 = j-2
^0 V’o
_2W "3W i W o , 1,,_ 2^ “2(V ^o)2
(2.3.39)
Conse-
(2.3.40)
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Step 4
Finally using (2.3.38), (2.3.39) and (2.3.40)
$ + 5 E  VS.-V^-a-VS,
U.^ 2>0,
ii+i2=j
1
2J-i
A ( ^ _ 2) +  ifjj- 2 A-00 +  2 / V ^ _ 2V^o 2(V^o):
+
+
■00 Y'O \  Y'O
E  ii,i2>l, ^iiA(^i2) E  ii,<2>l, o)ii+i2=j-2 ii+i2=j-2
r 0
h+i2=j- ‘2__________
4  X ^  i i , i 2 > l ,  f f l '& i i  )V ^ 2  V ^ O  3  X ^  ^ > 2 ( W 0 ) 2
i i + i 2 = j —2 ______________ j_ U + i2 = J l’- 2
ifg
+ ... + ( - 1)j - 2 ^  3A-0! ^  2A^o +  (j -  3)^J “(W ’,)2
%j - 2 ^ r 1
(j -  l)i/^~2(Vip0)2 2(j -  2)^'-3V V iW o\
’/’o V0W "1
A simple straightforward computation shows the right hand side of the above expression 
equals |A 5 j_ i. Therefore, for j  > 0,
Sj +  J  E  VSit ■ V Sb -  a • VS, =  l ^ S , . ,
h+i2=j
□
C oro lla ry  2.3.5. Assume that V  £ C2(Rd), a £ Cj°(Rd x R 1), div(a) =  0, A; £ C 2(Rd x 
R 1) and 5(-, 0) £ C 2(Rd), defined by (2.2.1) satisfies a no caustic condition for  0 < 
t < T(uj), then for a.e. u  £ H,
r, /  m \  m (  \  / tn, \ |
at (X>*s, + 2 E^' E  vs^-vsi, - a.v(jr>«s,)+h
\ j =0 /  j =0 \ii,*2>0, ■ ^
\ii+i2=i /
j ii,*2>0,
h j
/  m—1 \
( 771
E
j=o
\  1 . 1 2  
2~
+ V + ekWt = ^  m2a  ( £ / ^ J  
Proof This follows directly from Equation (2.3.23).
(2 .3 .41)
□
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In what proceeds we follow Truman and Zhao’s notation in [37] by introducing a 
stochastic process x J defined on a probability space (17, j*7, P) by the following stochastic 
differential equation
m ^
dx» = fidBs -  (VS0(x£, t - s ) -  a(x£, t -  s)) ds +  p 2V log ^  —/i2^ ( x £ ,  t -  s)ds ,
j=o
4  =  x (2.3.42)
where is a standard Brownian motion on Rd on the probability space (17, J7, P).
Turning to earlier work of Truman and Zhao ([38], [36] and [35]) we observe that 
x £ is also a process on (17, .T7, P). In the endeavour to make the stochastic integral 
Jq k(t — s, x s)dWt- s well defined in the Ito sense we denote W* = Wt~s and T* is the 
enlargement of the filtration {.T7*}, where
J *  =  a (W ; : r < s).
Then Wt- S = W* is J7* measurable and J7^  C J-*2 if Sx < s2.
We will use the process xf, if it is J7* measurable and non-explosive to construct a 
solution to the following stochastic heat equation of Stratonovich type:
d < (x )  = i / i 2A < (x) +  a(x, t) ■ (x) +  fi 2 f +  V(x)  \ < (x) dt
k(x, t) p. . OTT/+  e——  < (x )  o d W u
UQ(x)=T0(x)e (2.3.43)
T h eo rem  2 .3 .6 . Assume that V  G C 2(Rd), a G Co°(Rd x R1), /c G C 2(Rd x R 1) and 
5(*, 0) G C 2(Rd), $ s defined by (2.2.1) satisfies a no caustic condition for  0 <  t < 
T(u),  ij}j(x^t) are defined by (2.3.5) and the stochastic process defined by (2.3.42) is J7* 
measurable and non-explosive. Then for a.e. u  G 17, 0 < t < T(u),  the solution of the 
heat equation (2.3.43) is given by
x E < exp
2r
3=0
  2 (m +l)  f  S ) )
2m+1 J0
Proof The Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to a new probability measure Pi is
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given by 
dF1
dF
= M f
exp < —ji- i -  (VS0« ,  t - s ) -  a(x£, t -  s))
171 1 \
+ /i2v  log (x s, t - s ) ) - d B s
j =o '
\ r l m i
_  V  J o  t ~ s ^ ~  a ^ ’ 1 ~  s )) +  lo g X j  2^ ^ ^ ' (x?>4 “  5) ds > .
Using E j to denote the expectation with respect to the measure Pi and simply E for the 
measure P. If we define = x  +  fiBt the Feynman-Kac formula gives
S0 (B?)
r 0( s n e x p { - ^ f d  +  / i - 1 f  a(B*,t  -  s) ■ dB* +  n ~2 f V(Bi)dt
I M Jo Jo
fi~2E [  k ( B » , t - s ) d W t_
J o
u t (x ) =  E  
+
For the new probability measure Pi and the stochastic process z%, using Girsanov’s 
theorem, we have
T o K )  exp <j - So^  +  li 2ut ( x ) =  E i
+  i T 2z f  k { x ^ t  — s)dWt 
J o
f  a(x%, t — s) • dx^ +  fJi 2 [  V(x^)di  
J o  J o
t—s
and consequently 
< (x )  =  E T0(x%) exp +  /x 2 [  a { x ^ t - s )  
Jo
x ^fidBs -  (VS0(a£, t - s ) -  a(a£, t -  s))ds +  (jl2V  log ^  1 -  s)ds j
4- n ~2 J V(x%)ds + fi~2e J k(x^,t  — s)dWt-s j^ .M% (2.3.44)
We now concentrate on the exponential stochastic terms, namely
't
li ‘ / a (x^  t — s) - dB1 [  { % , t - s )
Jo
~ ^ '~ 1 J0 | - ( v 5 o W ,i  -  s) -  a ( x ^ t  -  s)) +  /i2V l o g ^ ^ / i 2^ j (a £ ,*  -  s ) j  •dBs 
= li~l ^ V 5 o « , t - s ) - / z 2V l o g ^ ^ - / x 2j^ W , ^ - s ) ^  ’ dBs.
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In an analogous manner to Truman and Zhao in [37] and similar to Chapter 1, we invoke 
Ito’s formula for
2-7j=o
i n  -«
So(a£, t - s ) -  n 2V log ^  n 23^ j ( x ^  t -  s)
which yields
50(a;t,0) -  / / logToixt) =
m ^
S0(x, t ) -  /x2 log ^  —/x2^ - (x £ , t -  s )
2 r
J= 0
+  -  s) -  l o g ^  t -  s) j  ds
^ -(V S o O C  t - s ) -  a(a£, t -  s)) +  /U2V l o g ^  4 -  s )J
x ^V 50 W , t - s ) -  n 2V log ^  t -  s )J  ds
+ Y  J0 ^ A 5 ° W ’ 4 - s ) -  A  l o §  ^  4 - s )  J  d s
+  ^ l o  ( V50^ ’1 ~  ^  ~  logZ j  4 -  S)J  ’ dB>-
This immediately implies
1 Jo ( v S 0( x » , t - s )  - / i 2V l o g ^ ^ / x 2^ ( ^ , t - s ) j  -d £ s
1 /  m i  \
=  2^ 0) — /X2 log To(Xf) -  S0(x,t) +  /x2l o g ^  — fj2j'ipj { x ^ t  -  s)J
1 f l (  d J71^ 1 \
y dsS°(x s ’t ~ s) ~ i j 2 f o loz Y 2 % v 2j ^ j {x s , t - s ) J ds
+ ~2 Jo | V 5 o ( ^ ’ t - s ) -  /X2V log ^  ^/X2tyj (xf, t -  5 )  j
X ^(V S0« , t  -  s) -  a ( x ^ t -  s)) +  /x2V l o g ^ ^ / x 2^ ( x £ , t  -  s ) j  ds
~ \ J q | A 5 oW> t - s )  -  /x2A  log ^  t -  s)^ ds. (2.3.45)
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Observe the identity
i ,. , A  A ( E A ^ !A K . ‘ - S))
771 1
V log X I 5 7 ^ ^  W  ’4 _  s )
3=0
(2.3.46)
Now consider, for the purposes of cancellation, the following expression
M t . exp j ^ -1  J  a(x s> t — s) ' dBs |
f rl I  m i  \
=  exp < /x-1 / I V5o(x^, t — s) — /i2V log ^  t - s )  • dBs
I J° \  j =0 Z J
1 /** m 1
J0 - ( v 5 o « , t - s ) - a « , i - s ) ) + M 2v l °gXJ ~ s)
j=o
ds
Using equation (2.3.45) and (2.3.46) the above turns out to be
Ad{\exp|^  1 J  a(x^,t  — s) • dBs
= exp j i  ^ 5 0(xt, 0) -  (i2 logTo(xt) -  S0{x, t) +  \x2 log ^  t -  s)^
+  ~2 Jo ( ~ dsSo(x%, t -  s) -  i  |V5(x^, t - s ) -  a(x%, t - s )  |2 ds
+  -^2 [  V5(x^, £ — s) • (VS(x%, t — s) — a(x%, t — s)) ds 
f1 J o
a2 /** i
+  _2 Jo V l o s ' J 2 % t i2j^ ( x ‘ ’t ~ s)
rl f) 771 i i
+ /  ^log5Z27/*2jV’i« ,« -s)--A 5o(x^ ,t-s)
771 ..
-  V S 0W , i  -  s). l o g ^  — fi23ipj(x^, t -  s) 
j=o
H2 A (EJLo > * -  «))
(2 .3 .47)
 /£_
'771 1  i2 4. 2
2 E f c o ^ j W . * - 5) v log S  W> *- s)j=0 ds
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If we transfer our attention to (2.3.44) we find that we may rewrite this equation as
u t ( x )  =  E
m ,  ^  J So(x?) 1 rt
T o { x t )  e x p  <  j  j
I A4 A^2
[
Jo
t — s)
x ^(VSo« ,  t - s )  -  a « >  t -  s))ds -  /i2V log ^  W , t ~  s )d s j
+ A  f  V(x$)ds + ^  f  k(x> i , t - s )dW t. \
A4 J o  A4 J o  J
x J\4f. exp ^ A 4” 1 J  a(x s i t  — s) • dBs
Substitution using (2.3.47) yields
SoCtf)T0(xt) exp + Jo a ^x ^ t ~ s ^ '  | v l o g E ^ 2^ W ’ t - s ) j
A4
1
H— n 
A4
1 f t
— / a (a £ , t — s) - (VSo(x^, t  — s) — a (x £ , A — s ))  d s  
 Jo
"2 [  V (x s)ds + ~ 5  [  k ( x * , t -  s)dW t- 8 
1 Jo A4 Jo
1 /  m i \
+  ^ 2  0) -  fi2 logT0(xf) -  50(x, t) +  /i2 log ^  t -  s)J
+ ~2 Jo ^-dsSo(x^  t - s ) -  i I VS«, t - s ) -  a(x%, t - s )  |2 ds
+  —2 /* V5(rr^, t — s) • (VS(x%, t — s) — a(x%, t — s)) ds 
A4 Jo
//2 A4 m 1+ Y j 0 vl° s £ i^ 2^ jW,t-s)
C* (  B 771 i i+ Jo (^ lo g ^ ^ 2^ j« ,t-s )--A 5oW,<-s)
m 1
-  V50« ,  t -  s). log^ -jfJ.23tpj{x^ t -  s)
3=0
n 2 A (£7=0 isn2i i>j(x s, t -  s))
V log (x s . t -  s)
j=o
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Cancellation and collecting like terms gives
— [ -5 b (x ,t)T0 Or*) exp
+  ~ 2  /  ( ~ dsSoK> * -  s) -  \  I t - s )  -  a(a£, t -  s)T
f1 Jo \  1
+V(x») + ek(x“s , t  -  s)Wt_s)  ds
(  r) m 1
+ l  (aIlog§2J
m 1
-  V log ^  i -  s) • (VS(a£, t - s )  -  a(a£, t  -  s))
j=o
-  W "  t -  *) +2 °( *’ 2 E 7 = o ^ 2^ « t - S)
m ^
-  logTofe) +  l o g ^  — t -  s)
j=o
Finally, by using the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.3.2) and the continuity equa­
tion (2.3.21) this reduces to
n( \ (  So(x,t) \  ^  1 2j i (u?(x) = exp ^ ----- - j —  J 2 ^  C
x E exp 2*71+1
3=0
2(m+l) r  A  
Jo T*Lo
(4>m( x » , t -  s))
U  t -  s)
Observe this result to be consistent with the zero vorticity case, i.e. when a(x, t ) =  0, 
published in Truman and Zhao’s paper [37]. The only difference being that the x% process 
satisfies a stochastic differntial equation with different drifts. □
We have succeeded in obtaining the solution of the stochastic heat equation (2.3.43). 
The remainder term is nothing but a functional integral. However, problems with the 
remainder term can occur if we endeavor to perform the logarithmic Hopf-Cole transfor­
mation. As stated by Truman and Zhao, under this transformation the remainder term 
is not explicit and it turns out to be given by a series whose convergence seems ques­
tionable. To circumvent this problem and arrive at a solution to the stochastic Burgers 
equation with vorticity we consider an alternative, slightly different stochastic process, 
namely the Nelson stochastic process defined by
dyH = V>dBs -  ^ 5 ^M2jV Sj(2/£\* -  s) -  a(y%,t-  s)^ ds,
y o = x - (2.3.48)
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As before, B s is a standard Brownian motion on Rd on the probability space P).
Under these definitions we have the following theorem
T h eo rem  2.3.7. Assume that V  £ C2(Rd), a £ CJ°(Rd x R 1), div (a) — 0 , k e  C 2(Rd x 
R 1) and 5(-,0) £ C 2(Rd), 4>s defined by (2.2.1) satisfies a no caustic condition for  0 < 
t < T(to), Sj(x ,t)  are defined by (2.3.24). Suppose the stochastic process (2.3.48) is P* 
measurable and non-explosive. Then the solution of the heat equation (2.3.43) is given by
u: (x) = ex p  x £ p  eXP( - ^ 2Tn/  A Sm( y ^ t -  s)ds
t 2m
2 0 - 1) E VSjj • V 5i2
j = m + 1
(2.3.49)
Proof. Let ^  be defined by (2.3.48). Define a new probability measure Pi, for each 
u  £ n , by
dPi
dF
= m r
• (IB.=  exp | - 1  -  ^ / i 2,V Sj(y», t - s ) -  a(y£, t -  s) j
- T p l  -  ( E  tx2i V S AVs< t - s ) -  a{y%, t -  s) j
Then for each u  £ 17, y% is a Brownian motion on (fi, T ,  Pi) with variance ji2. Then y% 
must be “isometric” to B f  = x  +  f iBt on (Q ,^7, P). Isometric in the sense that the Pi 
law of y% is identical to the P law of B In a similar manner to the previous proof, using 
the Feynman-Kac formula and Girsanov’s theorem yields
u t ( x )  = E To(yt) exp (  —  ^ \  f a ( y % , t - s ) - d y lf  + ^  [  V(y»)dtI T T Jo T Jo
£
H---- 2V2
By the definition of dy^ this becomes
S M )u?{x) = E T0(y?) exp
+  / ?  JQ a ^ ’ ^ “  s ) ' i^ dBs ~ T23VSjiVs, t - s ) -  a « ,  t -  s) j  ds j
h f V ( t f )  +  4  f K v i , t -  s)d,Wt- s}  .M? .
1 JQ T Jo J
(2.3.50)
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We concentrate on the removal of the exponential stochastic terms. Applying Ito’s for­
mula to Y ^ j L o A t — s )  yields
So(yu 0 ) -  /I2 logT0{yt)
m  r t  171
=  y " u 23S j ( x , t ) +  /  y ' n i3d,Sj(<jfi, t-a)ds
3 = 0  3 = 0
+  J 0 ~  \ J 2 fJ‘2:''VSj{yZ,t -  s) -  a{y%,t -  s ) j  ■ -  s ) j
+ H f  ( i F V S i W . t - a ) )  ■ dBs
ds
0 v j=0 
2 rt /  m
J =0
which immediately implies
't /  m
V J  o
' £ ^ S j ( y ^ t - s ) ) - d B ,
j = 0
=  -^2 ^o(yoO ) -  fj,2 \ogT0(yt)
I f t  I 171 
+  (2/?^  “  5) +
j=0
Y s ^ V S ^ y ^ t - s )
3=0
j= 0
s )  ds-
3=0
Substituting (2.3.51) into (2.3.50) and collecting like terms yields
ut (x ) = E ^  t - s ) -  a{y%, t -  s)
j=o
+ fi~2 [  V  (yg)ds +  /i-2e [  k(y%, t -  s)dWt- s 
Jo Jo
+ - k  ( - f i 2 logT0 (yt) -  j r n 2i S j ( x , t )J  + - K  f  ( - j r , i i 2i d,Sj (yZ,
M V 3 = 0  /  , i J o \  3 =0
(2.3.51)
t — s) I ds
. j. m 
-  J = U
JVi/ss , t - s ) d s
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If we observe that
m
^ 2 fi2j V S j - a ( y ^ t - s )
j=o
2m
= E^2J' E  va,1-vs„+ P  E  V5ii-V5i2
j — 0  i i , i 2 > 0 ,
11+12= j
j = 7 7 1 + 1  0 < i l , i 2 < 7 7 l ,
h + i 2 = j
-  2 a(y%, t - s )  - ^ 2  n 2]V S j  + \a(y%, i — s)|2,
3=0
then one obtains
u^(x) = E
1 f* r 771T«W) exp {^2 E  y2j E  V5*> • V5i2
I r" «/0 . „•—n7=0 i i , i 2 > 0,
i l + i 2 = j
2 m
+ E  ^  E  V5« • V5« - 2°( ’^ * - s) • E  ^  vsi + !*(»?•4 -«) i
j = m + 1 0<ii,i2<m, j'=0
h + i 2 = j
+ h f  v ^ ) ds +  4  /  *(»?. * -  * W - .A4 */o A4 ./o
+  ^  ^ - / i 2io g r0(?/t) - J0 ds
I rt 171
-  o /
J=0
Which can be rearranged to give
< ( s )  =  E
I i rl m 
7o(j/f) exp s —j /  -  ^ 3+ Si ( v t <1 -  s )
1+ •/o j=o
1 m  77i
+ (2 E  ^  E  VS -^VS -^a .^t-«)•][>« VS,
j = 0  i i , i 2 > 0 , j-o
h + i 2 = j
+ V{y%) + ek(y%,t-  s)Wt- s^ds
~ \ J 0 s ) ^  d s  +  ~ 2  ^ - ^ 2 ! ° g T o ( y t ) - t f S f a t ) }
2 m \ 1 1
E  »v E  V5- V 5i2 +  |a ( y £ , t -  s ) |2 ds >
V= 7 7 1 + 1 0 < i i  ,1 2  < t m ,h + i 2 = j J .
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By using (2.3.41)
ut ( x ) = E
{ C* 1 m~l
To(Vt) exP ( y o 2 A E  ^ 2lS i (x ’J) |q(j:, t) |:2 / i 2 ds
+
1
I
2/x2
which turns out be
nt 2m
/  E  ^  E  VSi.-VSj. + aV.t-fl)
0 4 iyyi I 1 /. q'n mj = m + l  0 < i i , * 2 < ^ i  
ii+i2=j
ds
uf(x) = ex p  E e x p ^ - i / i 2m^  A Sm( ^ ,  £ -  s)ok
-i 2™ /-t
+ 5  E  /i20'1) E  / V S i i - V S i M ' t - ^ d s
n  mX 1 n < 4. 4n 444 ^j  = 771+1 0<ti,i2<rn>
ii+»2=j 7
□
In equation (2.3.43) consider the special case when T0 =  1. The Hopf-Cole logarithmic 
transformation vfJ,(x , t) = — /x2V loguf (x) — a(x, £) then gives the solution of the following 
viscous stochastic Burgers equation with vorticity:
-}i2A vt(x )d t  +  i/z2Aa(x, t)dt 
2 2
=  dvt(x)  +  [(uf (x).V) Vt(x) +  uf (x) A curl v£(x) +  W ( x ) ]  dt +  da(x, £) +  eVk(x, t)dWt
(2.3.52)
with the initial condition
vg(x) =  V S 0(x) -  a(x, 0) =  v0(x).
If we denote v 0 ( x , t )  =  V S o ( x , t )  — a ( x , t )  and V j ( x , t ) =  V S j  then, in a similar manner 
to the iterated Hamilton-Jacobi continuity equations, V j ( x , t )  must satisfy the following 
iterated Burgers equation for j  > 0, j  ^  1
^  1 
f a vi + E  ' vh )vi2 + vh A curkij2] =  -
U,i2>0,
h + i2 = j
and
d
d t
X ! KV ' vii)vi2 Acurlui2] =  ^ A v j - i  +  ^A a, if j  =  1 ,
ii,^ 2>0,
il+i2=j
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with the convention that |A u _ i =  — ff(£ , t) — VV(x)  — eV k{x , t )W t. The initial con­
dition for these iterated equations being uo(x,0) =  V5o(x) — a(x,0), V j ( x ,  0) =  0 for 
3 =  1, 2 , - . - .
A straight forward application of the Hopf-Cole transformation to equation (2.3.49) pro­
vides us with the following theorem:
T h eo rem  2.3.8. Assume that V  G C2(Rd), a G x R 1), div (a) =  0, k E C2(Rd x
R1) and 5(-, 0) G C 2(Rd), defined by (2.2.1) satisfies a no caustic condition for  0 < 
t < T(lj) and Sj(x ,t)  are defined by (2.3.24). Suppose that the stochastic process ys 
defined by (2.3.48) is J7* measurable and non-explosive. Then the solution of the viscous 
stochastic Burgers equation (2.3.52) is given by
m  (  /  . .2m r t
vt{x) = ^ 2 / j t 23vj (x,t) -  lo g E je x p ^ — — J  V ' v m( y ^ t - s ) d s
1 2m \
+  2  E  V2{3~1) /  V<1 ' V i M , t - s ) d s
n m I 1 < 4. 4 - ^ ryi 0j = m + l  0 < i i , i 2 < m ,
i 1 + 1 2  =.7 /
w/iere u0(x, t) =  V5o(x, £) — a(x, £) /o r j  =  0 and V j ( x , £) =  V5j(:r, t) for j  > 1.
This last result provides a solution to the viscous stochastic Burgers equation up to 
an arbitrarily high order in the viscosity p2. The Burgers equation (2.3.52) describes a 
fluid whose particles pass through each other subject to a body force — VV(x) — —^  — 
£Vk(x, t )Wt and vorticity £ =  curl v. As Truman and Zhao remark, it is immediate from 
the above formula that iterated Burgers equations give the higher order terms of the 
asymptotics which arise beyond the inviscid limit. The explicit formula for the remainder 
term is given by the logarithmic derivative of a path integral.
Chapter 3 
Extending Existing Geom etrical 
R esults
Summary
In this chapter we follow earlier results of Davies, Truman and Zhao (DTZ) in [8] and 
try  to extend their findings for rotational fluids, i.e. fluids with vorticity. We discuss 
their results which link caustics (shockwaves) for Burgers equation and wavefronts of 
the corresponding heat equation. Furthermore, we use these results to account for the 
turbulence for the Burgers velocity field.
3.1 Introduction
Recall from the previous chapter the stochastic viscous Burgers equation with vorticity, 
for the velocity field vf(x)  =  vIJ'(x, t), x  € Rd, t > 0
y ( A i^ ( z )  +  A a t(x))dt
= dvt(x)  +  [(vt(x) • V) v^(x) +  Vt(x) A curl v$(x) +  W ( x ) ]  dt +  dat(x) +  eV k t(x)dWt
where the initial velocity is vfi(x, 0) =  V5o(x) — a(x,0), /j? is the coefficient of viscosity 
and Wt is a one dimensional Wiener process on the probability space (f2, T ,  P). As before 
at (x) = a(x ,t), V(x)  and kt(x) =  k(x,t)  represent the vector, scalar and noise poten­
tial terms respectively. The Stratonovich heat equation corresponding to this Burgers 
equation was shown to be
du%{x) = ^fi2Au^(x) + a(x,t)  • V u f(i)  + / i  2 (a + ^ ( 3;)^ v£(x) dt
+ £ k(x, t) u ^ ( x )o d W tl
5(s,0)
u%(x) = T0(x)e ^ (3.1.1)
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_ Sq(x)
where u^(x) = uM(x, t) is the temperature and 0) =  T0(x)e ^  . Function T0 is
a convergence factor related to the initial Burgers fluid density. The connection between 
these two equations is the logarithmic Hopf-Cole transformation
t) = — /i2'V\ogUt(x) — a(x,t).
In this chapter we study the discontinuities of the Burgers velocity in the inviscid limit, 
i.e. discontinuities in the velocity field
v°(x , t) = lim vfJ'(x, t).fi—>o
Following DTZ’s notation, define
S(x, t ) : =  inf [A(X(0), x, t) +  S0( X ( 0))],
X( 0)
where, under the vorticity set up,
A ( X ( 0 ) , x , t ) =  inf A[X]
X(0)
X ( t ) = x
A[x] = I  ( ^ - ' , (J f W ) ) * +  f  a ( X ( s ) , s ) - d X ( s ) - e  k(X{s) ,s )dWs.
(3.1.2)
Here A[A(s)] denotes the stochastic action of the stochastic mechanical path X (s) G 
Here we assume X s is continuous in s with probability one and is T s measurable as usual. 
From results of Freidlin et al in [14] and [15], as /i \  0 one can expect
—/a2 ln u M(x, t) —> S(x, t). (3.1.3)
where S(x , t )  satisfies the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a vector potential
dS(x , t) +  a(x ’t)\ ^  y  t)dWt = 0, So(x) =  S ( x , 0).
z
D efin ition  3.1.1. Define A[X] := A(X(0), x, t) +  5o(X(0)).
Remark 3.1.1. Minimising A[X] over X (0) gives S(x, t) which satisfies the above Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation and hence is a Hamilton characteristic function. See following paragraphs 
for more information on this.
D efin ition  3.1.2. Define the stochastic wavefront by {x : S(x, t) = 0}.
As in the case of just a scalar potential, we can still expect from (3.1.3), that as /i —* 0, uM 
can switch continuously from being exponentially large to exponentially small as we cross 
the wavefront. However, uM and can also switch discontinuously, as will be explained 
shortly. The conclusion of S(x, t ) being Hamilton’s characteristic function for a stochastic 
mechanical path can be seen with the following argument:
Assume that X(s)  is a continuous process with the integration by parts property (ibp2). 
This means for all deterministic u E
[  u{s)X(s)ds = u ( t ) X ( t ) - u ( 0 ) X ( 0 ) -  [  u(s)dX(s),  (3.1.4)
Jo J o
this last term being a stochastic integral. If we fix u{t) = 0 and set A[X] = A[X] +  
S0(X(0)) then we obtain for Sq E C1, V  E C 1, k E C 1,0
d_
dr)
A[X  +  r)u\ = —
d_
drj
+  [  a((X + rju)(s),s) • d ( X  + r)u)(s)
J o
—£ J  k ( (X  +  Vu)(s), s)dWs +  So((X  +  7/u)(0))j . 
The term that causes most difficulty is
a((X + r)u)(s), s) • d (X  +  r)u)(s).
(3.1.5)
d_
dr) r]—0
However, dropping the s dependence, one should realise that the above quantity is nothing 
but
lim
7 7 \ 0
a(X  +  rju)' (dX  +  rju) — a(X)  • d X
V
= lim77\0
r){ujV j)akd X k +  akr)uk \
V I
— j ' ) O ' k J X k T  CLk U k
and so
L‘ d_ o dv 77=0a((X  +  r)u)(s), s) - d( X  + r)u)(s)ds
= /  {ujVjak)dXk(s) +  / akuk{s)ds.
J o  J o
Applying the ibp2 property on the last term above yields
J '  UjVjakdX k J* -^^^CLkuk XiWiakuk j^ ds cli^ ^X^0))'U/c(0).
Due to our gauge condition, V • a =  0, this is nothing more than
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A [X  +  r]u]
rj—O
Once again, using the ibp2 property and setting X(s) =  X s Equation (3.1.5) reduces to 
d
dr]
= J jd X s +  W ( X s)ds +  curl a(Xs, s) A d X s +  da(Xs, s) +  e V k ( X s, s)dWs|  u(s)
+  u(0) ( x 0 -  VSo(Xo) +  a ( X 0)) .
Hence, the necessary conditions for the extremiser are, for s G [0, t],
d X s +  curl a(Xs, s) A d X s +  W ( X s)ds +  da(Xs, s) +  £ X k (X s, =  0,
X0 =  V5o(X0) - a ( X 0,0). (3.1.6)
As observed by DTZ, if one demands that, for a fixed time t and position x, X( t)  = x, then 
the X (s) process satisfying Equation (3.1.6) is not necessarily unique. Consequently, the 
shockwaves for the Burgers velocity v occur from precaustics (in (xo, t) variables) where 
infinitely many of these classical mechanical paths originating at xq , and its neighborhood, 
focus on a set of zero volume centred at X(t)  = x. This scenario can be stated succinctly 
with the following condition: for paths originating at xo and focusing on a point x at 
time t,
Det ~  Q (Precaustic).
Define the random map 4>s : corresponding to the classical mechanical flow by
ds$ s = —W ( $ 3)ds — curl a ($ s, s) A d $ s — d a($ s, s) — £V/c($s, s)dWs,
$ o ( x )  =  X ,
i>o(x) =  V S 0(x0) -  a(x0 , 0)
Under this set up X(s)  = ^ g Q ^ x .  The image of the precaustic under the <£f map is 
denoted by the term caustic
=  0 (Caustic).
X0=<^ t
It is expected that the non-uniqueness of xo(x,t)  =  lx  will be associated with the 
occurrence of discontinuities in u°(x, t) and u°(x, t).
Remark 3.1.2.
Up to the caustic time T(u),  x 0 (x,t)  is unique and therefore
v°(x1t) = &t$ 7 1x (3-1.7)
is a C 1 solution of the classical inviscid Burgers equation with vorticity. After the caustic 
time, for polynomial So, X o ( x , t )  will have finite multiplicity so long as the minimising 
Xo(x,t) is unique. In which case Equation (3.1.7) may still be assumed true if we only 
consider the part of the level surface of Hamilton’s characteristic function S(x , t )  which 
corresponds to the minimising X q ( x , t ) .
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Following DTZ’s analysis in [7] and [8] we assume A(xo,x , t )  G C 2 in space for t > 0 so 
that the classical mechanical flow is determined by the equation
VX0^ 4(x0, x, t) = 0. (3.1.8)
The level surface conditions being
A(xq, x, t) = c and V XoA ( x 0 ,x , t )  = Q- (3.1.9)
The prelevel surface is obtained by eliminating x  and the level surface obtained by elim­
inating xq from the two above equations. If x  is a non-degenerate critical point and 
xo(x, t) has a finite multiplicity n G N then we can write
=  {xo(x > t), xo(x i *)> • • • > x o (z, t)}.
From our work in the previous chapter we saw
uHx, t )  ~  ^ f t e x p  ^  |  > (3.1.10)
where
Sq(x, t) = S 0(xq(x, t)) +  A(xlQ(x, t ), x , t) (3.1.11)
for i = 1,2, . . . ,  n. The detailed structure of 0* can be found in the penultimate result of 
the preceding chapter, but in short, is an asymptotic series in fi2. From Theorem (2.3.8) 
of Chapter 2 we can also deduce that as fi ~  0 the leading term in v** is
uM(x, t) ~  V5o(x, t) — a(x , t) +  0(/x2). (3.1.12)
Here, S0{x, t) is the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation which minimises the action 
A . Since
S M )  =  i-S r,„ 'S S (* .0 .
we define the zero level surface of Hamilton’s characteristic function by
Ht° =  {x : 55(x, t) = 0, for some i}.
Notice that the definition of H ° will include the wavefront. From Equations (3.1.10) 
and (3.1.12) we observe that the dominant contribution to the ‘blow-up’ of u°(x,t)  and 
u°(x, t ) comes from the minimising Xo(x, t).
In forthcoming sections work is presented consistent with thoughts of Freidlin et al in 
[14] and [15] and DTZ in [7] and [8] in so much that u°(x , t ) can switch discontinuously 
from being exponentially large to exponentially small due to the possible disappearance 
of the minimising 5J(x, t).
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3.2 Extending D TZ’s results for a stochastic Burgers 
fluid with vorticity
Recall the stochastic action A(x0 , x , t )  given by Equation (3.1.2) as
A(X(0), x, t) =  J ‘ A  X (s)2 -  V ( X , ) \  ds + J  a(X„ s) ■ dX s -  e j f  k(X„ s)d,W,.
where X s = X ( s , x 0 ,p0) must satisfy the second order stochastic differential equation
d X s +  X V ( X s)ds 4- curl a(Xs, s) A d X s +  da(Xs, s) +  e X k ( X s, s)dWs =  0, 
* ( 0 ) = p o (3.2.1)
for s £ [0,t] with X(0) =  xq. We remark that, as usual, X s is assumed to be a unique 
T s measurable process. x0, p0 E and p0 is as yet an unspecified function of xq.
Previously we used the ibp2 ( see Equation (3.1.4)) on the continuous process X(s)  
and deterministic u G Crl(0, t) to prove necessary conditions for the extremiser. In fact 
the ibp2 holds for random u and continuous process X{s)  =  X (s, Xo,po) if the stochastic 
integral is of Ito form and, dusd X s, the corresponding Ito correction is zero. Following 
DTZ we study the important case when
us =
s dxg1
for s G [0, t] and a  =  1,2, ...,d. Kunita in [20] proves that if X V  and X k  Lipschitz and 
all second derivatives with respect to space variables of V  and k bounded then d X s/dx% 
satisfies
d f d X , \  dX. a = i t2,...,d. (3.2.2)
ds /  &Xq
Essentially, this means the Ito correction is zero and so for us =  d X s/dxQ the ibp2 
property can be legitimately used. We use this idea for:-
L em m a 3.2.1. Assume our usual conditions on a and V  together with So,V  G C 2 and 
k(x, t)  G C2,0, X V ,  X k  are Lipschitz, with Hessians X 2V, X 2k and all second derivatives 
with respect to space variables of V  and k are bounded. I f  X s satisfies Equation (3.2.2) 
and po is possibly xq dependent, then
J^f(go,Po,0 = [x{t)+a(X(t),t)j - (-Ya(O) +  fl(X(0))) , for a = 1 ,2 ,..., d.
(3.2.3)
almost surely.
Proof. From Equation (3.1.2) the stochastic action may be written as
A{x0 ,p0, t) = Qxs2 +  a(X„ s ) - X s -  V ( X , ) )  ds — e j ‘ k (X s, s)dWs.
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for X s satisfying Equation (3.2.1). Consider the term
0 dx§ (aWs)’s) ■X(s) ) ds
 ^ (s ), s) A J^ T(s) +  a(^ £T (s), s) ^
,2
ds
The ibp property gives
J * i « { a{x{s)' s) ' * {s)) ds
't
^ ^ - c u r l  a(X (s), s) A X(s)ds
Cf Xn
This would mean that
dA  ,
a{x 0ip0i t)
dx0
(  i f v / \ \ w  \ \  dX(s)  da(X(s),  s) dX(s)  }-  (curl a{X(s), s)  A X ( s ) ) - ^ L ------ ^  ^  J  cfe
- e  f \ k ( X ( s ) , s ) ^ ^ - d W s
J o  OXq
Once again, using Kunita’s identity (3.2.2) and ibp2 formula on the first term in the 
integrand yields
d A  ,
- ( x 0 , P o , t )
dx0
f M^s) +  VV( X( s) )ds  +  (curl o(X(s), s) A X (s)) dsJ o  o x 0 L V /
+  a° ^ a)’8b a +  sV k(X (s), s)dWs
+  a ( m * ® - o { X ( 0) ® .
+ X(s) .
dX(s)
dxg
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then a.s.
d A ,  . ^ , . d X ( t )  - , n,dX(0)  „ d X ( t )  , vrn^ d X ( 0 )
—  (*0,po, t) -  X ( t )— -  -  X W - f i z -  + « (* (* ). ~ a(x ( ° ) ) ^ o -
- {*«>+•«■>.•>} H 1 - {-*<“>+««»»} ^
=  {*(*) +  a(X (t),*)} -  { * ( 0 ) +  a(X (0 ))} .
dX (O )
□
Remark 3.2.1. Observe for fixed X(t )  we obtain a.s.
dA
dx% ( i o , P o , t )  =  - (A '(0 )  +  a(X (0 )))a
for a = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  d, representing coordinate position.
Following DTZ’s notation we set
X(s,  xo.x) =  V (s,X o,Po)|po=p(IO,I ,() >
where p0 = p(x0, x, t) is the (random) minimiser, which we assume unique, of ^4(xo,Po>1) 
with X(t ,  xo,Po) =  x. Likewise, set
A(x0,x, t)  = A(xo,po, i)lpo=p(xo,i,t) >
so that
T h eo rem  3.2.2. Defining A(x 0 l x, t )  as above 
d
dx% fixed (x,t)
d
A(x0 , x , t )  =  -  (x(Q)  +  a(X(0))^ , a  =  1 , 2 , . ..d ,
and so
r)
[A(x0, x, t) +  S'o(xo)] = 0 , a  =  1 , 2 ,..., d, 
oxo fixed (x, t)
will define the stochastic mechanical flow map $ t with x = <f>txq.
Proof. Follows from Lemma (3.2.1) and above remark. □
We now introduce the stochastic action corresponding to the initial momentum VSo(xo)- 
a(x0 , 0 ) by
*4(x0, x, t) =  A (xo, x, t) +  5 0 (x0) .
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3.3 Geometrical results for the level surface
Here we closely follow DTZ’s account of Level Surface Geometry in [8 ]. In this section 
we assume that
d 2ADet 0 , Xq, x G M (3.3.1)
dx0dx
It is possible to weaken this last assumption, however, by assuming this condition the 
proofs are much simpler. Moreover, this assumption is sufficient for us to extend DTZ’s 
results to incorporate studies of vorticity.
For this section let us remind ourselves that the prelevel surface of Hamilton’s char­
acteristic function, denoted by Ht is found on elimination of x  from
d AA {x0, x , t ) = c  and —— (x0, x, t) = 0 , a  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  d.
O X q
Likewise, the level surface, Ht, is determined by the elimination of x0 from the above two 
equations. The precaustic, which shall be noted by is obtained on elimination of
x from
( d 2A  \  d A
Det ^ ^ g r(x ° ,x ,^ )J  =  0 and — (x0 ,x ,£ ) = 0  a  =  1,2, . . . , d
and the caustic Ct being found on elimination of X q .
L em m a 3.3.1. The classical flow map x = ^t(xo) is a differentiable map from $ t l Ht to 
Ht with Frechet derivative
(  d2A  \ ~ l f d 2A  \
M,(*o)=r W xo,M)J w Kx,t)J ’
if A  is C 3 in space variables with probability one.
Proof. Assume x =  $ t(x0), x0 G x G Ht, so that
d AA ( x 0 , x , t )  = c and 7 r-^(xo, x , t) = 0  a = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  d.
dx0
Consider a neighbouring point (x0 +  5x0, x  +  dx, t) on $ t l Ht and Ht respectively. From 
the above this immediately implies
d A
A ( x q  +  5x0, x  +  Sx, t) =  c and —— (x0 +  5x$, x  +  6x, t) =  0  a =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  d.
dx J
Working with the left most equation it follows that
dA  dAA (x 0, x, t ) + 6x 0. - — (x0, x, t) -)r8x .— ( x 0 , x , t) -1- 0 (S2) = c
(/Xq O X
s--------- v--------- '
=0
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So that, correct to first order, we obtain
d ASx. —  (x0 , x , t )  = 0.
Likewise, the right most equation yields
8 A  t N r d2A ,  s _ d2A  , . r \ f  s:2\ a-(zo , x, £) +  dx0 . - ^ 2"(xo, x , £) +  OX. ^ ^  (x0, x, t) +  0 (5  ) =  0 ,d x d x d x  o
hence
This Allows us to write
Sx ■
Noting that
{x0 , x , t )
d 2A
S x 0 +
d 2A
d x d x  (
(x0 , x , t ) Sx = 0.
d x d x r (xo , x , t )
- l d 2A
d x 2Q (xo,x, t)
Sx 0.
x  +  Sx = $ t(x 0) +  D $ t(x0)Sx o 
Sx = D $ t(x0)Sxo
the result follows. □
This allows us to prove the following proposition in d dimensions
P ro p o sitio n  3.3.2. Consider the random prelevel surface obtained by eliminating x be­
tween the equations
d AA(xo,x , t )  = c and —— {xo, x, t) = 0 , a  =  l , 2 . . . , d
dx o
Then, for a.e. u  G the normal to the prelevel surface at x 0 is to within a scalar 
multiplier given by
n (3.3.2)
where p0 = Po { x 0, x ,  t) = V 50 (x0) -  a(x0 , 0).
Proof Evidently, n(xo) =  V  XQA{xQ,x,t)  where x = the map being defined by
d A (x0 ,x, t) = 0  a  = 1 , 2  , . . . , d .
Hence only the partial derivatives with respect to x contribute to n(x0) giving
t  dAn = ( D $ t(x0)) — (x0 , x , t )
X = $ t ( x o )
T denoting the transpose. However, following the method of Lemma (3.2.1) it is not 
difficult to show that
dA
—  {x0 ,p0 ,t) = X a(t ,x0 ,p0) 
almost surely for a = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  d, proving the proposition. □
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C oro lla ry  3.3.3. In three dimensions at any point x 0 G &t 1Ct Pi 1Ht (i.e. where the 
prelevel surface meets the precaustic at a point Xq) where n (xo) ^  0  and
(  d2 A  \
Ker ^ - ^ ( x o , $ t(zo),*)J = <  e0 >,
e0 being the zero eigenvector. Then the tangent plane to the prelevel surface is spanned 
by eo and (n(x0) A e0) .
Proof. By symmetry of
e0.n = e0. -
d2A  \ _ 1  •
' X ( t , x 0,Po)dx0dx
This is implies eo must be in the tangent plane TXo. By definition e0 A n is perpendicular 
to n and eo- Hence, e$ = n  Ae0 G TXo. □
Remark 3.3.1. Observe from Equation (3.3.2) that if \X(t,  £o>Po)| — 0, be. if the speed 
is identically zero, then n(x0) = 0. Consequently, x 0 is a singular point of the prelevel 
surface, either a node with two distinct directions for the tangent plane or a cusped 
singularity. Because, =  X  necessarily x  = is a singular point of the level
surface even if xq £ If both xo ^ $ t l Ct and X  =  0 then the singularity may only
be a node because the tangent space is fully two dimensional at this point.
Corollary 3.3.4. In two dimensions let the prelevel surface meet the precaustic at a point 
xo where n(x0) ^  0 and Ker = <  e0 >, eo being the zero eigenvector.
Then the tangent plane to the prelevel surface is spanned by eo .
Proof. Simple consequence of the above proposition. □
Proposition 3.3.5. Assume that in two dimensions a point Xo G 1Ht where n(xo) ^  0 
so that does not have a generalised cusp at x0. Then Ht will have a cusp at x =
o) £ Ct, the caustic surface. Moreover, i f  x = <frt (x 0) G
then Ht will have a generalised cusp at x.
Proof. When n(xo) ^  0 the direction of the tangent to the prelevel surface, l Ht , is 
well defined at x 0. Let x 0 = £0 (7 ) be a parametrisation of the two dimensional prelevel 
surface with 7  G ^ ( 7 0 , £) in a neighborhood of xq = £0 (7 ). ^  follows that the tangent to 
the level surface is
dx( 7 )
d7 =  D M x * ) dX0il)7=70 7=70
dxo{7 )
^  ^ 7 = 70
D et=0  if x£Ct TXq
=  0 ,
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because Txo is spanned by eo, hence we conclude x0 must lie on the intersection of the 
precurves, i.e. x 0 E H ^ f xCt. Therefore, $*(£o) =  x is a cusp on Ht if x E Ct. If
dx°^-— = 0 then necessarily Det = 0 if Xo is not a generalised cusp. □
If the intrinsic parameterisation of the curve is x$ = £0 (7 ), 7 € N { ^ 5 )  in a neigh­
bourhood of xo = £0 (7 0 ) then it follows from DTZ’s above proof that if =  0
then dx^  = 0. Consequently, generalised cusps map to generalised cusps regardless of 
whether or not £ 0  G
Definition 3.3.1. Define the cusped part of the level surface as
Cusp(Ht) = {x E Ht : x  E H Q ^ H t )  , x = $ t(£0), n(x0) ^  0}.
Proposition 3.3.6. Let x  E Cusp(Ht) then in three dimensions , Tx, the tangent space 
to the level surface at x is one dimensional at most.
Proof. We have seen, via the preceding results, that if x = $ t(£0), £ 0  € xCt l Ht 
with n(x 0 ) 7  ^ 0. Consequently, TXq is a well defined two dimensional tangent plane to the 
prelevel surface at x 0 where TXo is spanned by e0 and (n A eo). Yet the derivative of the 
flow map is given by
so D $ t(xo)-e0 =  0 and therefore Tx =< D $ t(x0)(nAe0) > can be at most one dimensional.
□
Remark 3.3.2. A similar result holds in higher dimensions.
The next result explains why we can expect to see generalised cusps on planar cross 
sections of level surfaces in three dimensions, dx is to be considered as second order of 
small quantities. The reader is asked to consult [8 ].
T h eo rem  3.3.7. Any point x on the level surface Ht, x =  $ t(x0) with x 0 — lx on 
the prelevel surface, can only be a generalised cusp of a curve on Ht if  £ 0  is a generalised 
cusp of the precurve on the prelevel surface or if  xq E  $ t XC t  the precaustic.
Proof. See [8 ]. □
3.4 Consequences for the Burgers fluid
Consider the zero limiting viscosity solution v°(x, t) of the deterministic free Burgers 
equation with vorticity.
T h eo rem  3.4.1. Let r(p) be the first time such that there exists minimisers y\ 7  ^ 2/2 ; 
Hit 2/2 £ M.d such that 4b-(2/1) =  $ t{v2 ) =  P and 4V (2/1) ^  $ 7-(2/2), i-e r  is a caustic time at 
a point p. Then vQ(x, t) is discontinuous at (r,p).
Proof. See [8 ]. □
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In two dimensions this theorem provides an important application to the Burgers 
fluid. We illustrate For smooth So, we can divide one side of the caustic into hot and 
cool parts (we will define this concept shortly). Consider the level surface S q ( x , t) defined 
by Equation (3.1.11). Now consider points a  on the caustic where the caustic intersects 
a level surface 5J(a;, t) =  c. Recall that {x  : So(x,t) = c} will have a cusp at a  if 
V SJ(a,t) =  0. If this level surface cusped at a  corresponds to the minimising x 0(a,t)  
then VSJ(x, t) — > V5J(a,£) =  0, as x  —» a  from the cusped side of the caustic. The 
occurrence of a cusp can be explained by the fact that the minimising surface on the 
cusped side of the caustic cannot be continued as we cross the caustic. Necessarily, 
u°(x,t)  will be exponentially discontinuous as we cross these parts of the caustic. At 
such points on the caustic two of the minimising x q ( x , £)’s coalesce at the cusp and then 
disappear. This is something we will expound on in the next section. We conclude this 
part of the study with a result for the random Burgers velocity field for any potential 
V(x)  and non-zero k(x,t).  We remind ourselves that all results in the previous section
hold for any finite e, the strength of white noise, so long as as Det ^dxtdx)  ^
Recall our random map $ 5 (0 ;) : M.d —> M.d satisfies
=  —W ( $ s)ds — curl a(4>s, s) A d $ s — da($s, s) — £V/c(4>s, s)dWs,
where <F0 =  I  and 4>o =  VSo — a. Applying the global inverse function theorem from [35] 
yields
P ro p o sitio n  3.4.2. With the usual conditions on a and V  and i f V ,  k and So are smooth 
with bounded second order partial derivatives, there exists T(u)  such that 4>s(o;) : —*•
is a random diffeomorphism.
Remark 3.4.1. For large a, T(u)  = infs> 0  {det (VXo4>s(a:o)) =  a} is assumed to be a stop­
ping time.
In light of this we conclude that we have been able to use DTZ’s analysis in [8 ] to 
describe how after the caustic time T( lj) the stochastic action can be used to portray 
how the level surface meets the caustics of the Burgers fluid with vorticity in cusps. In 
higher dimensions, as observed by DTZ, we saw how a zero speed condition (see Remark 
(3.3.1)) on the precaustic and prelevel surfaces lead to turbulent behavior of the Burgers 
fluid at corresponding image points on the caustic. Under this condition the deterministic 
Burgers fluid will behave in a similar manner to its stochastic counterpart. Turbulent 
behaviour is characterised by the geometry of the minimising level surface of Hamilton’s 
characterisitic function changing infinitely rapidly at points where it meets the caustic at 
cusps. The next section uses a sophisticated, yet simple, argument to comprehensively 
investigate jump discontinuities and turbulence in the inviscid limiting Burgers velocity 
field.
3.5 The reduced action functional
In this section we illustrate how work of Reynolds, Truman and Williams [RTW] in [26] 
has shown that the construction of an elementary action functional, in one space variable,
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can be used as a vehicle to divide caustics into hot and cool parts. This segregation 
allows detailed analysis in to the jump discontinuities across cool parts of the caustic in 
the inviscid limiting Burgers velocity field. Across hot parts of the caustic the field is 
simply continuous.
We show how the ideas in the preceding section can be used to investigate the com­
parisons between the possible intermittence of the stochastic turbulence and the corre­
sponding deterministic turbulence. We will show that turbulent behavior can in fact be 
associated with the number of cusped curves on the level surface. Theorem (3.3.7) and 
Proposition (3.3.6) indicate that the times t at which the precurves touch give rise to tur­
bulent behavior. Towards the end of this section we show, in the deterministic case, that 
the times t at which the number of cusped curves change will be given by the zeros (com­
monly isolated) of a deterministic function f. In the analogous stochastic case the zeros 
come from a stochastic process ( £ which form a perfect set. It will be shown that at these 
times the number of cusped curves change with infinite frequency due to the infinitely 
rapid oscillations of the stochastic process Indeed, when this stochastic process ( £ is 
recurrent we regard this turbulent behavior as intermittent since the fluctuations vary in 
a random way.
Below we introduce the notion of global reducibility and the reduced one dimensional 
action function as first used by RTW in [26]. Under mild restrictions, this function 
allows us to reduce an d-dimensional problem into a study of a single dimension. It 
allows progress in areas that would previously have been almost impossible. Particularly 
for fluids that incorporate vorticity since studying a rotational fluid adds another level 
of complexity to the problem. These difficulties will be made explicit in the following 
chapter. We begin by encapsulating earlier findings of [26].
D efin ition  3.5.1. The classical flow map <I>t is globally reducible if
x = $ tx 0 = *  x r0 =  Zq(z, z£, zjj,. . .  Zq_1, t) 
where z 0 =  (zj, Zg, . . . zjj), z =  (z1, z 2, . . .  xd) and r  =  d, d — 1, d — 2 , . . .  2 .
For the above map, in d-dimensions, we require twice differentiable functions 
Zq, Zq-1 , . . . ,  so that
zjf =  zjj(z,z£,z§, . . . x $ ~ \ t )  
d A
^  d 4 ^ x ^  = 0
x i ~ l  =  X V  4  4  4 -  t )
^  ^ ^ ( 4 4 - - - 4 “ 1 »4()»a;>*) = 0
O X Q
x l =  4 ^ , 4 0
d A
^ 2  ( 4  4  4  zj, *), z j ( ) , . . . ,  zj5(), z, t) = 0 , (3.5.1)
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where xfjQ =  X q ( x , X q , X q ,  . . . , x$~l ,t). Since no root is repeated the second derivatives of 
A  will not vanish. With this ordering of the coordinates and corresponding decomposition 
of the non-uniqueness in d-dimensions can be reduced to a study of the xj coordinate.
P ro p o sitio n  3.5.1. Assuming the map is globally reducible we define the one dimen­
sional reduced action functional as
f ( x J, x, t) =  A {x\, x§(x, xj, t), xg(x, xj, x§(x, xj, t), t ) , . . . ,  x, t)
Then
1. J^-(xJ,x, t) = 0 and Equations (3.5.1) x =  $ tXo
2. Equations (3.5.1) and J ^ (x J ,x ,t)  =  (gJ/)2  {x h x , t) — 0 
the number of solutions Xo of this equation changes.
Proof. See RTW in [26].
L em m a 3.5.2.
x =  $ tXo is such that
□
Det ( § ^ ( x o ,x ,0
X = $ t X  0
d — ln
»=0
d 2A
(ftsg" * ) 2
(xl, x 20{x, x\,  t ),  x l ( x ,  X q ,  x l ( x , x lQ , t ) , t ) , . . . ,  X ,  t )
the last term is /" (x j,x , t) and the first (d — 1 ) terms are non-zero as above.
Proof. RTW in [26] indicate that the above result is obtained by applying the principle 
of stationary phase to
1 = \  G(x0)
JRd
exp ( — - A ( x 0 , x , t )  ) dx0.
See [1 1 ] for details of this method. □
By stationary phase if (^chx , t ) ^  0 then J^ (x J ,x , t) = 0 must have exactly n
roots xj =  (3l(x, t), p](x, t ) , . . . ,  ft^(x, t). However, if x is varied in such a way that 
(dJ/)2 (xo>x »t) — 0  two °f the above critical points say ft_ i and ft, z < n, which had 
previously formed a local maximum and local minimum, now coalesce to form a point of 
inflexion. Algebraically, we interpret this as a repeated root in f ' ( x J).
To illustrate this concept consider Dn (? L 2 (^ cb x > 0  7  ^ 0, where Dn is the directional\ox  o;
derivative. The series of figures portray how the graph of f(x,t)(x o) deforms as we vary x 
moving in the direction of n  and crossing a cool part of the caustic.
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Cusped side of the caustic On cool part of caustic Beyond caustic
Figure 3.1: Graph of
f(x,t)ixo) as we move in
the direction n where 
Dn (Qx(}2 (X0, X, t) > 0.
Figure 3.2: Here two con­
secutive critical points say 
(3}_x and (3} have coalesced 
to form the repeated root 
/3}(x,t) = =
Figure 3.3: The point of
inflexion at (1 ) has disap­
peared
Remark 3.5.1.
1. In the series of figures the progression from figure (3.2) to figure (3.3) illustrates 
the root that disappears is in fact the minimising one.
2 . On the cool part of the caustic the global minimising root corresponds to a point of 
inflexion. This inflexion point cannot be continued beyond the caustic and hence 
the minimising root must jump form (1 ) to (2 ).
3. It is precisely this concept that allows us to analyse the jump discontinuities in the 
v° Burgers solution and the exponential jump discontinuities in the u° solution of 
the heat equation.
This leads us to a formal definition of the hot and cool classification of the caustic.
D efin ition  3.5.2. Let A *-+ ir^A) be a parameterisation of the caustic Ct for A G 1 . 
Suppose the derivative of the reduced one dimensional action functional f ^ X) t)(x o) ^as 
roots /?}, • • • > Pd-n Proposition (3.5.1) guarantees one of these roots, label this /?*,
will be repeated. Consider a fixed point A =  A. One side of Ct , the caustic, will be cool 
at x t (\)  if
/(*,<A),t)( # )  <  <)(#)• (3-5-2)
i^r
The boundary of the cool part is given by
/ ( * (  A ) , t ) ( # )  =  (A),, ) ( # ) '
i^T
Ct is considered to be hot if Equation (3.5.2) is not satisfied at x t{\).
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C oro llary  3.5.3. The vQ(x, t ) solution of Burgers equation with vorticity is smooth across 
hot parts of Ct but switches discontinuously across cool parts.
Proof As we cross Ct the point of inflexion disappears. Consequently, If we cross a cool 
part of Ct the minimising z j must switch discontinuously to another one. If we cross a 
hot part of the caustic the disappearance of the inflexion has no effect on v°(x , t) since it 
has no effect on the minimiser. □
In short, the reduced action functional / ( z j )  =  f ( x l , x , t )  provides a complete one 
dimensional method for analysing an d-dimensional problem. Moreover, its usefulness in 
determining jump discontinuities in the inviscid limiting Burgers velocity is paramount.
3.6 Interm ittence of stochastic turbulence
The Zeta process is a stochastic process ( £ whose zeros are the turbulent times t at which 
the prelevel surface touches the precaustic. The idea holds in any number of dimensions 
so long as the map $ t is globally reducible. For the sake of clarity we work here in two 
dimensions.
D efin ition  3.6.1. Turbulent times are those times when the prelevel surface and pre­
caustic touch.
Remark 3.6.1. It follows immediately from Proposition (3.3.5) and the above definition 
that these are the times at which the number of cusped meeting points on the level surface 
with the caustic changes.
Recall from Proposition (3.5.1) that f[xt^{xJ) has a repeated root if, and only if, x  is 
on the caustic. In two dimensions, if the precaustic is parametrised by A i—► (A, ZqM ), 
A G M, so that ^ ((A , Xq(A)) is a parameterisation of the caustic, the repeated root must 
be xl  =  A. The number of meeting points of the precurves is therefore given by
#  {A G R : f(xt(\),t)W = c} ’
In order to find the turbulent times we wish to know when this value changes. Conse­
quently, the turbulent times must satisfy
f ( Xt ( x) , t ) (X ) =  c  a n d  =  ° -
This leads to the following results on the so called Zeta Process.
D efin ition  3.6.2. Assume the stochastic classical mechanical flow map $ t is globally 
reducible and that the precaustic is parametrised by A i—> (A,Xq(A)), A G E. Then the 
Zeta Process is defined by
Cc{ t )  f ( x t (X0),t) (^o ) ~  c >
where f(x,t)(^o) is the reduced action evaluated at points x = x t(X0) = $t(A0, Xq(Ao)) on 
the caustic and A =  A0 satisfies
^ (A ) . ^ (A) =  0 , 
where X(A) =  $ t(A,x2(A)),$t((Ao,^(A0)) £ Cool(Ct).
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Remark 3.6.2. Defining (c(t) in this way indicates that the Co processes are simply the 
stochastic action evaluated at cusps on the caustics and their inverse images.
P ro p o sitio n  3.6.1. The turbulent times of the Burgers fluid are the random times t(u)  
which are the zeros of the C,c(t) stochastic process. Moreover, the turbulence occurs at 
M ( * o , x 20 (\o)) € Cool(Ct).
Proof. Let A k-> (A,Xo(A)), A £ 1  be a parameterisation of the precaustic Then
the number of cusps on the level surface S  =  c is
#  {A 6  M : /(xt(A),t)(A) =  c} .
Differentiating this expression with respect to A yields A =  Ao satisfying
x ,(A ).^ (A ) =  o,
and Q(t) =  0 . □
RTW remark that the above suggests three kinds of turbulence
1 . Cusped, where there is a cusp on the caustic,
2 . Zero speed, where the Burgers fluid velocity is zero,
3. Orthogonal, where the Burgers fluid velocity is orthogonal to the caustic.
Remark 3.6.3. At the turbulent times t(cu) the number of cusps on a cool part of the caus­
tic change. At such times the geometry of the level surface of Hamilton’s characteristic 
function changes infinitely rapidly giving rise to the turbulent behaviour.
3.7 Analytical results of DTZ for small noise
We conclude this chapter by extending some small e analytical results of DTZ in [7] and 
[8 ] to the Burgers fluid with vorticity. Consider, for v = v (x , t),
dv +  (v • V) vdt +  (v A curl v)dt = —W (x)dt — da(x , t) — e Vk{x , t)dW t
with the corresponding stochastic classical mechanics
d X £(x0, s) =  —W (X £(x0, s))ds — curl a ( X £(x0, s)) A d X £(x0, s)
-  da{X£{xo, s)) -  e V k ( X £{x0, s))dWs, (3.7.1)
with X c(ico,0) =  Xo and A e(xo, 0 ) =  V5o(x0) — a(x, 0), 0  < s < t. Let X°(a:,s) =  
satisfy the deterministic (e = 0) version of Equation (3.7.1). Let Q be represented by
g i j  =  { X ° ( u ) , X ° ( s ) } 9 ( s - u ) ,
which is the product of the Poisson bracket {} and the Heaviside function 6 .
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L em m a 3.7.1. Q satisfies the matrix Jacobi equation
(J ?  +  v "(-x °<'Xo' g(-Xo' s■u) =  °-
with boundary condition
Q(x0 , s+, s ) =  0 , ^ ( z 0 ,s ,u )  = 1 .
U = S -
Let
X e(x0 ,s) = -  e [  Q(x0 , s, u)Vk($uxo, u)dW u,
Jo
for s G [0, t]. T/iis is the first term in the perturbation expansion for X £.
Proof. Consider our underlying classical Hamiltonian
H{q,P,t) = i ( p -  a(qfi ) ) 2 + V(q) 
and formally write its small noise stochastic analogue as
H{q,P,t) = p -  a{q,t ) ) 2 + V(q) + ek(q, t )Wt.
Write the classical mechanical path as
X \ s )  = f { X ° ( s ) , X \ s ) , s )  (3.7.2)
which we assume to have a well behaved solution X°(s)(qo,Po), (qo,Po) € M6 with initial 
conditions X°(0) =  qo, X°(0) =  po — a(q0). Recall from Equation (3.1.6) that we are 
interested in solutions of
X(s)  = f ( X ( s ), X(s),  s) -  eVk(X(s) ,  s)W s.
To solve this equation write
X (s) =  Xq(s) +  £Xi(s) +  0 (£2) 
and try  to find Xi(s). If we assume /  is smooth then, dropping the s dependence,
Xq +  eX \ +  0(£2) =  / (Xo +  zXi ,  Xq +  e X \ , s) — s X k W s +  0(£2) 
where V/c =  V/c(X0 (s), s). Equating coefficients of powers of e we obtain
Xo =  / (X 0 (5),Xo(s),5) (3.7.3)
and
[ D 2 -  - % D -  Xj =  -e V k W ,  (3.7.4)
V d X  d X  v ’
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where D is the derivative operator. We proceed by trying to find the matrix L =  (L ip  
where
d2 d p  d d p
ds2 °  d X l  ds ~  d X l  J -.O ^P r\ t'r i J .  r\ r i   ^ L 3  1 )2 ,3 ,
with | ^  =  2£j (X0(s),Xo(s)t s) etc. so that
3
^ 2  Liox i = - e V i k ( X 0(s), s)W s z =  1,2,3. 
j = 1
Observe that for any parameter a, partially differentiating Equation (3.7.3) yields 
d2 ( d X A  d p  d X J0 d p  d ( d X l \  . . , 0  0
ds2 ( d a 0 )  -  d Xi  da 0 + d X 3 ds (& * ° )  ’ 1,3 ~  ' ’
Using the matrix notation we can say
3 dX^
^ Lij~ d a = ° f° r i =  1’2’3’
3 = 1
since (^o(s), ^ o(£)}9o,po a Hnear combination of such derivatives. Define
to be the product of the Poisson bracket {} and heaviside function 0 which satisfies 
lim £/y (s,t) =  {X'0(t),X&{t)} = {qi{t),qj{t)}q =  0.
s / t
Then G i j ( s , t )  must satisfy
d_
5/ t  ds S// t
=  { ? i ( < )  -  a i { q ( t ) , t ) , q j ( t ) } g 0im
=  {p.W .%W }
=  i, j  — 1,2,3.
So must be the matrix solution of
L(s)Q(s, £) =  0, s < t ,
with
d
lim ^(s ,t) =  0 and lim — Q(s, t) = I.
s / t  s / t  ds
Hence, Q is the matrix green function for our set-up. It follows from a simple calculation 
that
X 1(s) = - e  [  g{u , s )duVk{X0{u),u)Wu 
Jo
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that is to say that X i  is the vector
Xi(s)  = —e f  Q(u,s )Xk(X0(u),u)dWu.
Jo
All that remains is to find the differential operator when L is in matrix form where 
/ = - w  -  (curl a A X~\ -  . So
d f
d X i
d a '
d t
7 =  — V i V j V  — X j  ^curla A X ^ j  — X j
— X i X j V  Xj  ^£ilm£lnp^n&pXrn'j X j ^
X{X' j V  “I- Xj  nQpXrn'j X  j ^ '
— X { Xj V  +  (Sin6mp Sip6mn) X j X ndpXm Xj
d a % 
d t  
d a 1
= - X i X j V  +  ( X j Xiam) Xm -  ( x nVn) Xjai -  for i , j  = 1,2,3.
Likewise,
d f
d &
£ilm£lpqX p a  qd.mj
—  £ i j l £ l p q X  p a  q
= Xiaj — Xjai  for i , j  = 1 , 2 ,3.
□
Remark 3.7.1. For details of convergence in the above proof see [9].
T h eo rem  3.7.2. Given that the vector potential a € together with some mild con­
ditions on continuity and boundedness of V  and k and their derivatives, there exists a 
constant M  > 0 such that for any 8 > 0 and sufficiently small e > 0
f 1 1 M e2
P < — sup X £(x0, s) — X £(x0, s) > 8 for some 8 £ [0, t] > < ——-
I £2 XQ I 84
and
f 1 ~ 1 M eP < — sup X X £ ( x q , s )  —  X X £ ( x q , s) > 8 for some 8 £ [0, t] > <
I £ 2  xn \ 8 2o
In particular, 
and
as £ \  0  in probability.
X £ { x 0 , S ) - X £ ( x 0 , s )  = O{£>) 
V X* ( x 0 ,s)  - V X s(x0 ,s) =  0(62)
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Proof. See [9] for details. □
With no consideration for a vector potential, DTZ indicate that it is not difficult to show 
that the precaustic surface of the stochastic mechanics converges to the precaustic surface 
of classical mechanics as e \  0 in probability. Caustic surfaces are stable in probability. 
We would expect this to be true with a vector potential as well as the following theorem 
which is pertinent to the stability of level surfaces of the Hamilton-Jacobi function.
T h eo rem  3.7.3. Let $>s be the minimiser of 
2 1
]- f  $ sx 0 ds +  S0($iX0)+  [  a($sx 0) .$ sx0ds -  [  V ( $ sx 0)ds.
* Jo Jo Jo
such that $ txo = x , with corresponding minimum S° (x , t) and let be the minimiser of
- f2 Jo
ds + 50 ($(X0) +  f  a($lx0).frsx o d s -  f  V { ^ sx 0) d s - e  [  k{&sx 0)dWs, 
Jo Jo Jo
satisfying ^ \ xq = x for almost al lu  e  Q with corresponding minimum S £(x, t). Then we 
have for almost a l lu  G Pi
<S°(x, t) -  e f  k{$£sx 0)dWs < S £(x , t) < S°(x,  t) -  e f  h( $sx 0)dWs.
Jo Jo
In particular, as e \  0, S £{x, t) —► <S°(a:, t) a.s.
Proof. See [9]. Suffice to say the set of u ’s for which the above inequalities fail depends 
on e. □
Following this result DTZ remark:
Remark 3.7.2. If one assumes there exists a unique Xq for fixed t and x such that =  x, 
then the first approximation is
S £(x,t) = S°(x, t )  — e f  k ( $sXo)dWs +  0(£2),
Jo
where S°(x,  t )  is Hamilton’s characteristic function for the path X°(xo , 5 ) .  Similar results 
hold for X q ( x ,  t )  and corresponding S \
3.8 Zeta Process for small noise in 2  dimensions
We conclude this chapter with an elegant result of DTZ concerning the f  process for small 
noise in 2  dimensions. We are interested in the consequences of adding a small noise 
potential term £k(x , s)Ws to our underlying deterministic classical mechanical system. 
The next proposition indicates what one can expect of the stochastic turbulence at the 
displaced deterministic cusp xt(Ao). We use the notation ^  to represent the globally 
reducible deterministic flow map where X j =  It is important to realise that
X °0 = x^(x,t)  and x = X ° =  xt (A0) with x^ the repeated root vector. When X° =  0 a 
straightforward result exists for the small noise (  process.
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P ro p o sitio n  3.8.1. Let be the stochastic turbulence at the cusp on the deterministic 
caustic x t (Xo). Assuming X ° = 0 , formally correct to first order in e, the stochastic 
turbulence processes £ are given by
Cc(t) =  C(t)  -  £ j  ks($°3 (xr0 (xt( \ 0), t)))dW„ c € R,
Jo
where Xo(xf(A0), t ) is the repeated root vector evaluated at x t ( \ f ) .  is the reduced classical 
action at x t{Ao) and x rQ(xt (\o), t).
Remark 3.8.1. is a deterministic function which is simply the reduced classical action 
evaluated for the repeated root at the cusp on the caustic, i.e. C? =  t)(xo) using 
our usual notation.
Remark 3.8.2. A simple extension of work by Reynolds in [25] give numerous examples 
of turbulence when X ° =  0  in the free case.
In Chapter 5, by means of an example, we explicitly illustrate the usefulness of the 
£ process and how the recurrent nature gives rise to the intermittence of the stochastic 
turbulence.
Chapter 4
D eterm inistic Burgers Fluid in a 
R otating Bucket under a Harmonic 
Oscillator Potential
In this chapter we use a detailed deterministic example to complement geometrical and 
analytical results of previous chapters. For this illustration we use a deterministic Burgers 
fluid in a rotating bucket under a harmonic oscillator potential.
4.1 The set-up
In this chapter our equation of interest is the deterministic inviscid Burgers equation with 
vorticity, namely
where v = v(x, t), x G i 3 and v(x t 0) =  V S q(x ) — aix » 0)- The domain of this equation is
where q = (qi,q2, ^3 ) and p = (pi,P2 ,P3 ) are canonical cartesian coordinates. Hamilton’s 
equations read
where a = (ai, 0 2 , as) and V  = (Vi, V2 , V3 ) represents the vector and scalar potentials 
respectively. Differentiating Equation (4.1.1) gives
q = p -  d(q)
Summary
—  +  (v.V) v + v /\ curb  =  —W ( x ) ,  
dt
the whole of R3. However, the fluid ceases to rotate at infinity since the vector potential 
is C%°. Working in three dimensions, consider the Hamiltonian
H{q,p) = 2 - 1{ p - a { q ) f  + V(q), 
q = p — a(q),
p = —(curl a(q) A q) — VF(g),
(4.1.1)
(4.1.2)
=  -(cu rl a(q) A q) -  W ( q )  - (4.1.3)
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Consider a uniform field fi, which is everywhere parallel to the <73 axis, acting upon the 
fluid particles, i.e. fi = (0, 0,17). The vector potential a(q) for such a field is defined to 
be
a(q) '■= ~ 2 Qa Q
(  Slq2 fi<7i
\  2 ’ 2
Observe that a(q) is time independent and
d d d
, 0
curl a = dqi
f t  <72 U g i  Q
dq2 dqz
h  
2
=  (0 , 0 , n) =  fi.
Equation (4.1.3) now simplifies to
q =  —fi A q — W ( q ) . (4.1.4)
Set V  as the harmonic oscillator potential V  = \ q u 2qT, where lj2 is a real symmetric 
positive definite 3 x 3  matrix with
u  if i = j ,
0  otherwise.
In short, V = then Equation (4.1.4) becomes
q = —fi A q — u 2q. (4.1.5)
Changing notation to 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinates so that q = (x, ?/, 2 ) the above 
equation reduces to
+ u 2(x,y , z)  =  0 ,0  0  fix y z
<£> (x, y, 2 ) +  (—fi£, fix, 0 ) +  u 2(x , y , 2 ) =  0 .
Coordinate wise, this result yields three equations. The last being the differential equation 
2  =  — u 2z which describes simple harmonic motion along the 2 -axis with solution
z(t) = 2 (0 ) cos(ut) +  2 (0 ) sin(ut).
The remaining two equations govern motion in the (x, y) plane
x —  fiy +  u j 2 x  =  0, 
y +  fix +  uj2y = 0 .
To solve these we multiply the second equation by i and add it to the first to obtain
(x +  iy) — £ly +  zfix +  u 2(x +  iy) =  0
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or
(4.1.6)
(x +  iy) +  iCl(x +  iy) +  u>2(x +  iy) = 0 .
Setting ^(s) = x(s) iy(s) this simply reduces to
q -f- iflq +  uj2S = 0 .
Consider the identity
g(D)ea* f ( x ) = e Q*g(D + a) f ( x )
where D represents the derivative operator with respect to x, and g(D) is some polynomial 
function of D.
Remark 4.1.1.
To see this observe that
eaxf ( x )) =  aeaxf(x)  +  e°*Df{x),
and
dx2
=  eax{D + a ) f ( x ),
(c«/(x)) = c«(D + a)2/(x).
We require the result when a  =  so
d2 if2e inc /  d iQ \ 2
i ? e2 < =  e2 U  +  y )  f -
ms}<p ,n d a2.
= e 2  { d ?  + zQTs - T l? -
and therefore Equation (4.1.6) becomes
(  d2 n 2\  in
This gives
U *  +  T | e 2   ^=  " w e 2  '•
(4.1.7)
We recognise this format as that of a differential equation for simple harmonic motion. 
Observing that f{t) =  — u 2r(t) has a solution r(t) = r (0) cos(cj£) +  ^  sin(o;t) we conclude 
that
e ^ s<;(s) =
in
e 2 s «(o) «x» [ syw* +  4
+ I  (•*«*>) s=0
sin ( s \ / u j 2 +  T  | ,
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ef '\ ( s )  =  ?(0) cos ( - V4w2 +  Q,2)  + 2 (y 0) + ^ 0-^- sin ( ^ 4 w 2 + Q2) ,
^ 2  /  v  4lj2 +  Q2 \ 2  /
C(S) =  e -¥ *  U ) cos ( ' - +  W ° )  +  2^ ° )) sin (£
L ^2 /  v 4cj2 +  0 2 \2  /
/x  _ias I” /nN /s ro \  , ( i ^ ( 0 ) +  2 <r(0 )) . ( s w \  s { s ) = e  *s ?(0) cos J +  ----------  —  s m [ y  J (4.1.8)
on setting \J4 uj1 +  SI2 =  w.  Of course in order to make sense of the above equation 
we have assumed that 4 cj2 +  Q2 > 0. If this was not the case then the trigonometric
functions would simply be replaced by corresponding hyperbolic ones. We also need to 
address what is a reasonable initial assumption about the motion of the fluid particles in 
the (x, y )  plane?
We assume that at time t = 0 the particles originate from
<^(0 ) =  x 0 +  iy0,
with time derivative
<r ( 0 )  =  X q + Z 2 / q .
Setting a ( x , 0) =  a ( x o), recall from work in previous chapters that the initial momentum 
of such a system was defined to be V S q ( x q ,  2/o» ^o) — a(xo, Vo, Zq). Therefore, we must 
demand that
£(0) =  VXo5o(x0, Vo) ~ aXQ(xo,y0),
2/(0) =  Vyo5o(x0, yo) -  ayo(x0 , 2/o),
where VXo and VTo represent spatial derivatives with respect to xq and yo.  a XQ and a yo
are the first and second components of the vector potential respectively. Let us take the
2
initial function So(xo, 2/°’ *o) to be the generic cusp condition, i.e. <So(xo, ^°’ Zq) ~  ^
follows that
x(0 ) =  x 0y0 + ta/o
X r
2
2
This immediately implies
c(0 ) =  x 0y0 + ^ 2/o +* ?
Qxr
2 ' ' V 2 2
To simplify equation (4.1.8) we insert these initial conditions to obtain, for s = t,
<(t) =  e
' ( w t \  (2 x0y0 + ixl) . ( w t \
(:xq +  iyo) cos ( —  I H — sin I —  J (4 .1.9)
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Remark 4.1.2. Recall for that r, w G C, |riu| =  \r\.\w\ and arg(rw) = arg(r) +  arg(w), 
which implies
m \  =
(tw\ , 2*03/0 . ftw\\ ( (to\ Iq . / t o 'Xo cos ( t J + t t  sm U  J J + (* cos ( t J + wsin I t ,
This expression gives us information on the distance of the fluid particles from the z-axis 
as time increases. Furthermore,
fit . / x 0 c o s ( f )  +  ^ s i n ( f )
arg ?(t) =  -7T +  tan ’ 1 -------- ^ ------ 2 -------
2  V j /o c o s ( f )  +  ^ s i n ( f )
fit _j / tux0 cos (t®) +  2 x0i/o sin ( ^ )
2  +  tan ^  ro ? /0  cos (M'j +  x 2 s;n
Observe that the first term provides linear growth in time whilst the second gives an 
oscillatory behavior.
To obtain the caustic equation consider
for the classical mechanical flow path X  (s ) G M3 where
X (s) := (Re c(s), Im ?(s), z(s))
with boundary conditions X(t )  = (x , y , z ) ( t ), X(0) =  (x0, yo, zq). By eliminating the 
(x ,y , z)  variables we obtain the precaustic, likewise eliminating the (xo,yo,Zo) variables 
yields the caustic. Separation of Equation (4.1.9) into real and imaginary parts yields
x(t) = Re{<r(t)}
f t w \  f tQ ,\  2 x0y0cos (£*) sin ( ^ )  { t m \  . / t t t \
= x 0 cos j  cos j  + -------------   +  y0 cos J sin ( j  j
+  V ^ ( f ) ^ ( f )  (4L10)
VO
and
y(t) =  Im{s(f)}
f t w \  / t f i \  x02cos ( ^ )  sin ( t f )  ( t o \  . / f f i '
=  J/Ocos T  cos y  +    x0cos T  sin y
2 x0i/o sin ( ~ )  sin ( y )
VO
in addition to z(t) =  z0 cos{ut). Therefore
(4 .1.11)
/ d X H ) \  I i- 0R e { < t)} \
Det ( )  = Det =  0 (4.1.12)
v 9 X 0 1 1 & ( t )  )
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where
a  ■ & « * )}  =  cos ( ^ )  cos +  *Vo<*» ( ? ) * * ( ? )  +  2* °sin ( ? ) sin ( ? )
dx0 \  2  J \  2  J zu w
d c / \~\ 2 x0 c o s (^ )s in  ( w t \  . [ f i t_ R e m }  =  y j  +  cos ( _  j  sin ( _
=  0 ,
9  ,I m { m  =  cos ( f )  sin ( f )  _  cog / * A  g.n /  QA _  2 t/0 sin ( f ) sin ( f )
dxo E7 \  2  /  \  2  /  w
9  I m { m  =  cos f  ^  cos f  -  2 X 0  Sin ( f }  Sin
% , \  2  /  \  2 /  E7
=  °-
^ 2(4) = 0’
d , . , N— 2:(t) =  cos(^).
Elimination of x and y from Equations (4.1.10), (4.1.11) and (4.1.12) yields the precaustic 
equation
Vo(xo) = - y  cot ^  tan x°2‘ (4.1.13)
Remark 4.1.3. Observe this equation to be a quadratic function of x 0. The vertical 
orientation of the precaustic is determined by sgn tan (^r)] • This will be all important 
in later sections of the chapter.
Remark 4.1.4. For the remainder of the chapter we shall neglect the uninteresting simple 
harmonic motion of the fluid along the 2  axis.
Suppressing our considerations to two dimensions the caustic equation is best repre­
sented in terms of two parametric equations in x 0
. w  ( w t \  ( w t \  . / f l t \
x(x0, i) = - ~  cos Y  j  cot j  sm { j )
3 . f  w t \  . f  f l t \  2
+^sH ^ r nu r °
4 {  f l t \  . f  W t\ f  W t\  O , 4 + * 4 \
+ w* C0S ( t  )  Sln \ 2  J  tan ( t  ) X° (4'114)
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and
vo
y(x0 ,t)  = -  — cos 
3
H cos
VO
vo t\ ( Q t \
t M t J (votT
y
4 ( vot
—  sin I 
voz
sin
sin
t )
(?■ CijAtan I —  I x0.\ 2  J  \ 2  J  \ 2  J  
The cusped singularities of the caustic are confirmed in Figure (4.1).
(4.1.15)
Figure 4.1: Left to right shows a typical time evolution of a cusped caustic.
Previously we had mentioned that our two dimensional classical mechanical path was 
given by X(s)  — (Re s(s), Im s(s)). However, to calculate the classical action of our path 
X(s)  when it starts at a point x0 and reaches a point x  in a time t  we first need to find the 
initial momentum vector p(0 ) =  po(xo,yo,x,y, t) = (pXQ,pyo) satisfying these boundary 
conditions. Consider
q(t) = x ( t ) + i y ( t ) ,  
f(t) = x ( t )+iy( t ) .
Hamilton’s equation (4.1.1) gives us
®(0) =  Pxo -  aX0(x0, i/o) and y(0) =  pyo -  ayo(x0, y0)
and so
<(0 ) =  x(0 ) +  iy( 0 )
=  Px0 — axo(%0i Vo) T  i{PyQ flyo(^0 ? Vo))'
Substituting into the equation of motion (4.1.8) for c(t), we obtain
q(t) = q(x0 , 2/o,Po(zo, 2/o, x, y, t ), x, y, t)
, . x ( vo t\ iQ . . x . / w t \(x0 +  iy0) cos I —  J +  ^ ( ^ 0  +  Wo) sin f —  j
 iClte 2
, 2sin(? )  /_ , ya& . (  x0n \ \
+  w  ( Pz° +  T  + t \ p* > - — ) )
(4 .1.16)
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where vo =  \ZAlj2 +  fl2. Observing the real and imaginary parts of Equation (4.1.16) to 
be equal to x(t) and y(t) respectively, the initial momentum vector pQ = (pX0,Py0) of the 
classical mechanical path originating from (xoj2/o) and arriving at (x , y ) in a time t can 
be found explicitly. It turns out that
vo (  vot\ (  ( Clt\ . ( Q t \  ( v o t \ \
Px 0 =  ~2 c°sec I —  I ( xcos l y  1 - y  sin l y  J - x 0cos ( —  ) 1
and
vo ( vo t\ (  ( Q,t\ . { fi,t\ ( t v o \ \
Pyo =  y  cosec I —  J i ycos I —  J +  xsm  i —  j  - y 0cos I —  I 1 .
Substitution into Equation (4.1.16) and taking the real and imaginary parts yields the 
desired classical mechanical path X ( x 0, yo,Po(xo, x, t), x, y, s) = (X(s) ,Y(s) ) ,  where
X (s) =  cos ( y )  ( x 0cos + 2/0 Sin ( y ) )
f  vot\ . / vos\ (  ( £ ts \  . ( S l s \
-  cot ( ^ y  J  sm { — )  cos { j  J  +  yo sm ( ^ y  j
f v o t \  . fvos\  (  /Q,(s — t ) \  . fQ,(s — t)+  cosec —  sin —  ) x cos ------— 1 + j/sm  1
and
Y(s)  = cos ( y )  ( y 0cos ( y )  -  x0 sin ( y ) )
. f V O S \  ( vo t\ (  . ( Cls\ ( f l s
+ sm [ — )  cot ^ y  j  (z„  sm ( ^ y  j  -  y0 cos ( ^ y
Q (s — t ) \  . /Q  (s — t)
— x  sm
. /vo s\ ( w t \  (  (
+  sm J cosec I —  I I y cos I
We use this path to calculate the action for a classical mechanical path starting at a point 
(x0 , y0) and finishing at a point (x, y) in a time t. The action A( x0 , y0 , x , y , t )  of such a 
path was defined in Equation (3.1.2) as
A(x0, 2/o, x ,  21, t) =  j f  Q * 2 ( « )  +  < X ( s ) ) . X { s )  -  V ( X ( s ) ) \  ds.
Via lengthy computation *4(x0 , 2/o, z, y , t ) := A(x0, y0, x , y , t) +  5 0 (x0, y0) is given by
A {x 0 , y0, x , y , t )
- * o 2 / o  ™ cosec( t w \
2 4 V 2  ,
cos ( y )  (x2 +  V  +  y 2 +  2/02) -  2 (xx0 +  2/2/0 ) cos ( y )  +  2 (x0y -  xya) sin ( y )  j
(4.1.17)
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where So(x0 , y0) = ^ p .  Using the equation A  =  c, together with the relationship 
VXqA  =  0  and Vyo*4 =  0 , it follows that the prelevel surface equation is given by
2 Xq2W — 6 xo2m  cos(mt) ±  y j V( xq)
Xq 2 (4x02 sin (mt) — m 2 sin(ro£))
where
V ( x o) :=(2xo2w  — 6 xo2m cos(mt) ) 2
— 4 (m 2 sin (mt) — 4x02 sin (wt)) (S cm — x0 4 sin(mt) +  X q 2 w 2  sin (mt)) .
The level surface equations are
X q W
x ^ 2x 0 cosec ^ “7^  sin ( p ^ j {{^xo2 +  ^ 2) cos (™t) ~  2 a?o2)
— msec ^ “7^  cos (w 2 ~  ^ x ° 2 (2 ^o2 +  m 2) cos
s in ( f  )2 t a n ( f  ) ^ ( 2 x0sin ( f )  cos ( f ) +  S7 C0 S ( f ) sin ( f ))
m (m 2 — 4 x q 2 )
y(x0,t) = X°W
2 m 2 (m2 — 4xo2) 
x f  2 x 0 cosec(^-) c o s (^ )  ((2 x0 2 +  m 2) cos — 2 x02)
— tusec ^"7^  sin ( ^ 2 — ^ o 2 +  (2 £q2 +  ^ 2) cos(rot))^
±
s in ( f  )2 t a n ( ^ ) ^ ( n 7 Cos (g*) sin ( f ) -  2 a:o sin ( f ) cos ( f ) ) ‘
m (m2 — 4x02)
where
7Z =  ^  2  ^ ^x0 2 (2xo2 +  m 2) 2 cos(2mt) — x 02 (4x0 4 — 16x02m 2 +  m A)
— l2xQAm 2 cos(mt) — 16cm (m 2 — 4x02) sm(mt)^j
and m = \j4uS2 +  O2.
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Figure 4.2: Zero prelevel surface and pre­
caustic parabola (dashed line) for unit 
time, =  0 .2 , and u  =  0 .0 1 , so that
w = V4w2 + n =  V0.0404.
Figure 4.3: Zero level surface and cusped 
caustic (dashed line) for unit time, ti =  
0 .2 , and u  =  0 .0 1 , so that tu =
V4w2 +  fi =  V0.0404.
4.2 Finding the cusped points of the caustic
D efin ition  4.2.1. A curve x  =  x(A), A G N(Xq,5) has a generalised cusp at A =  Ao, A 
being arc-length, if
d x  =  0 .
A=A0dX
Parameterising the caustic equations (4.1.14) and (4.1.15) by A yields
and
titx tJ7 f  w t \  ( W t \  . f  t i t \  3 . / ro A  . / db(, » , 2
*(a, o = - 2 cos( y )  cot ( t  J sm I t  J + w sin ( t  J sm [ y  ) x
4 / t i t \  . ( t w \  ( tu t \
tan —  A3H rCOS sm
w (  wt
— COS —
2 V 2
4  • ( tu t \----- - sm —
tu2 V 2 J
Qt'
tit
w t
tut'
(4.2.1)
3^
tu
tut
s i n l y  l l a n l ^ l A 3 (4.2.2)
By definition, if A is arc length, the condition for cusps on the caustic in two dimensions 
is simply g(A) =  *(A ) =  0 .
i i m  _  6 A s in (^ ) ( ro s in (^ )  +  2 A co s(^ )tan (^ f)) _ n
-ttVA) -  ----------------------------- -^--------------------------  -  Ud \ w A
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and
6Asin(^f) ( tu co s(^ ) -  2A sin(^) tan (* f)) _ Q
Clearly, both equations are simultaneously satisfied if A =  0 or t = ^ , for k G N. When 
A =  0 the cusped point of the caustic is given by Equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) as
(z(o .t).y (o .t)) =  ( - y  cos ( y )  cot ( y )  sin ( y ) 1
(4.2.3)
C oro llary  4.2.1. As the time t —> oo the coordinate position of this cusp oscillates 
infinitely often in the interval [—0 0 , 0 0 ]. Consequently, there exists infinitely many zeros 
of (x(0, t ), ?/(0, t)) as t —► 0 0 .
Proof. Observe that whenever s in (^ )  =  0 we have division by zero and consequent blow­
up. This inevitably happens for those times £ =  —y where k G N and w  =  y/iuP+Ti?. 
For fixed values of Q and u,  as t —> 0 0  the first and second components of this two 
dimensional cusp oscillate infinitely often in the interval (—0 0 , 0 0 ). Hence, by continuity 
and the intermediate value theorem there must exist infinitely many zeros. □
4.3 Using the reduced action functional to determine 
the cool parts of the caustic
Recall the following definition
D efin ition  4.3.1. The classical flow map is globally reducible if
where xq = (rrj, xjj,. . .  x = {x1^ 2, . . . x d) and r = d, d — 1, d — 2 , . . . 2.
D efin ition  4.3.2. Assume the two-dimensional map is globally reducible. Then the 
reduced action functional is given by
f(x,t)ixo) = A ( x l , x l ( x , x l  , t ) ,x , t ) ,  
where x  =  {xl , x 2), and xq = (xj,x§). Moreover, if x  £ Ct and A i-> x*(A) is a param-
(zo) =  A(xl ,  xg(x(A), xj, t), x(A), t).
L em m a 4.3.1. The 2-dimensional $ t map, defined by Equations (4.1.10) and (4.1.11),
x = $ tx0 4=^ xr0 = x r0(x, xj, Xq, . . .  xr0 \  t)
eterisation of Ct for A € R then the reduced action functional on the caustic is denoted
is globally reducible.
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Proof. It follows from Equation (4.1.11)
s in ( ^ )  (  , Q t , (  o
y{x0,yo,x,t)  = — -  ( c o s ( y ) ( x 0 + y0w cot(— )J
-  x0 s in (y )^ 2 i /o  +  w c o t ( ^ ) )
which can be solved explicitly for y0 = y0(x0, x, y, t) as
y0(x0,x ,y , t )  =
yw  — xq2 c o s ( ^ )  s i n ( ^ )  +  xQw  c o s ( ^ )  sin(
w  c o s ( f ) cos(y ) — %xo s in (^ )  s in (^ )
(4.3.1)
□
P ro p o sitio n  4.3.2. Let A h-> rcf(A) be the 2-dimensional parameterisation of the caustic 
Ct for  A G R. Setting \J4cj2 +  LI2 = w, the reduced one dimensional action function on 
the caustic is
P5XQ +  PaXq +  Vzx Q +  V2X\  +  P\XQ +  po 
( qiXo +  go)2
where
(4.3.2)
P5 =P5(t)
= 8zu3s in ( ^ )  sin(tQ),
P a = P * { t )
tQ, 2
=  — 2tt74cos(— ) sin ( t w ) ,
t w  2
P3 = P s ( \ t )
. t w , .tQ. tQ, t Q ,  , t w .= —32A tu sin(— ) sin(— ) ( 3n7cos(— ) +  2Asin(— ) tan (— )
P 2  = P 2 { \ t )
_  1 
“  2
sin (tw)  ^— 192A6 +  36A 4w 2 +  24X2w 4 — -cc76 -|- cos (tQ) (192A6 — 36A4tu2 +  w Q)  ^
_ 2
+  sin(2fau)sin(^-) ^64A6 — 36A4rc72 — 12\2w 4 — w 6^ j 
— 64A3ru3 sin(tQ)  ^cos(tci7) — 1  ^ — 256A6 t a n ( ^ )  ^ — 1 +  cos m )
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P i =  P i ( A , £ )
m sec(^f-) 
= 16
64A3h7 (6A2 — m 2) sin ( — 64A3w (18A2 +  m 2) sin
+  128A6sin ( t { ^  ~  +  576A5o7sin ( t { ^  ~  Cl) j^ — 72A4c*72sin ( t (r^  — Cl)^ j
— 32A3^ 3sin (t(~^ ~  +  24A2€C74sin {t(~^ ~  ~  10w6sin ( t { ^  ~  Cl)^ j
— 192A6sin — — 192A5t*7sin ~  +  108A4t^ 72sin —
3m
3m
2 "
■ 3m
— 32A3n73sin — — 12A2ro4sin ~  — 5tu6sin ~~ Cl
+  64A6 sin — — 36A4zu2 sin — — 12A2ii74sin —
— m 6sin ~  Cl)^ +  192A6sin +  ^ ) )  — 192A5tusin +  ^ ) )
— 108A4rc72sin +  ^ ) )  — 32A3ro3sin +  12A2w 4sin +  ^ ) )
+  5n76sin +  ^ ) )  — 64A6sin +  Cl) j^ +  36A4w 2sin +  ^ ) )
+  12A2cc74sin +  ^76sin +  ^ ) )
+  2^ — 64A6 +  288A5G7 +  30A4m 2 — 16A3?a73 — 12A2w 4 +  5m 6^  sin ( t ( i ^  +  ^ ) )
P o  =  P o ( A , £ )
m 2 cosec (tm) 
= 64
1 7 9 2 A 6 -  1 4 4 A 4 r o 2 +  4 8 A 2 t u 4 -  2 0 t u 6
+  cos(tm)  ^— 2176A6 +  72A4n72 +  24A2tu4 — 30ri76^
+  4 cos(2tm) ^64A6 +  36A4tu2 — 12A2t<74 — 3 m 6^ j
+  128A6 cos(3tw) — 72A4m 2 c o s ( 3 tm) — 24A2£74 cos(3tm) — 2m6 cos(3tm)
+  960A6 cos (t (m — Cl)) +  36A4w 2 cos (t (m — Cl)) 4- 12A2m 4 cos (t (m — Cl)) 
—15g76 cos (t (m — Cl)) — 384A6 cos(£ (2m — Cl)) +  72A4m 2 cos(t (2m — Cl))
—24A2n74 c o s (£ (2m — Q)) — 6m6 cos(t (2m — f2)) +  64A6 cos (t (3m — f2))
—36A 4tu2 cos (t (3m — Cl)) — 12A2tu4 cos (t (3m — Cl)) — m 6 cos (t (3m — Cl)) 
— 1280A6 cos (tCl) — 144A4tu2 cos(tCl) +  48A2zu4 cos(tCl) — 20m6 cos(tCl) 
+960A6 cos (t (m +  Cl) ) +  36A4tc72 cos (t (m +  Cl) ) +  12A2m 4 cos (t (m +  f i ) ) 
—15ci76 cos (t (m +  Cl)) — 384A6 cos (t (2m +  0 ) )  +  72A4tu2 cos (t (2m +  Cl)) 
—24A2ti74 cos (t (2m +  Cl)) — 6m6 cos (t (2m +  £1))
+  cos (t (3m +  Cl)) ^64A6 — 36A4ro2 — 12A2^ 4 — m 6^ j
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/ \ ™ • ( t w \  . f  tQ,Qi = qi{t) = —32zu sm I —  ) sm I —
qo = qo(t) = 16g74 c o s  ^ y ^ j  cos ^ y ^ j  .
a ndx  = (x,y),  x0 = {x0,y0).
Proof. Use the fact that the classical mechanical flow map is globally reducible to sub­
stitute Equation (4.3.1) and the parameterised caustic Equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) into 
the stochastic action A (x 0,x,  t) given by Equation (4.1.17). □
Remark 4.3.1. See Section (4.5) for detailed graphs of this function.
C oro llary  4.3.3. On the caustic, the reduced action function f(Xt(\),t)(xo) has a singu­
larity independent of the position on the caustic. Furthermore, this singularity occurs at 
x 0 =  Xq where
. vocot ( ^ )  cot ( ^ )
*0 = ------------- — 2-— • (4-3.3)
We shall refer to this value as the break point of f ^ A),t)(zo)-
Proof. On the caustic the denominator of the reduced one dimensional action function 
f(x(\,t))(xo) given by Equation (4.3.2) takes the form
16w3 cos ^ y ^  cos ^ y j  -  2x0 sin ^ y j  sin >
consequently, for non-trivial values of t ,m  and Q, f(x(\,t))(xo) is undefined at
T _ r 6 _  roC0t( f ) C0t( f )
—  X q —  2
□
Remark 4.3.2. Since the denominator of f(Xt(x),t){xo) is independent of A, the break point 
Xq is independent of the position on the caustic .
P ro p o sitio n  4.3.4. On the caustic there exist four stationary points of f ^  x),t){xo), one 
of which is repeated. Label these
x 0 = x r0 = A,
X q  =  X0|i =  —2A,
Xq = Xq  ^ = v -  K If (A) I y j7] (A)
XQ = £0)3 = v  + K I f  ( A )  I y f q { A ) ,
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where x rQ is the repeated root of f[Xt \^) tjfao) and
w  c o t(^ )  co t(^ ) 
v  ~  2 ’
c o se c (^ )2cosec( y )2 sec( ^ )  sec( y )
8\/3z£7
2
£ (A) =  4A (cos(fit) — 1) sin +  w  sin(wt) sin(Qt),
rj (A) =  w  ^tucos cos sin ( ^ ) ^  • (4.3.4)
Proof. Differentiating Equation (4.3.2) with respect to x 0 yields a quintic numerator in 
Xo which factorises as
tan (xo ~  A)2(xo +  2A) ( x 0 -  v + k |f (A)| vV P O ) ( x0 - i/ - k \£ (A)|
t w ^
where k, v, £(A) and 77(A) are detailed above. □
Remark 4.3.3. Observe that k, and v are independent of A.
4.4 Finding hot and cool parts of the caustic
Recall from Theorem (3.5.1) and Definition (3.5.2) that one side of Ct will be cool at a 
point x t(X) if, and only if,
/(*,(A),t)(*S) <  i=^ “ ,n/(..(X).«)(*».<) > (4 A 1 )
where, in our example, x$ = xq< are the solutions of / '  ,r. (iq) =  0  for i = 1 , 2 ,3.
Remark 4.4.1. Recall that all four stationary points zjj, £0 ,1 , x o,2 and x0 ,3 have been found 
explicitly, see Proposition (4.3.4). However, there exists no trivial way of determining, as 
we move along the parameterised caustic, if f(Xt(\),t) (^0 ) the minimum over all extremum 
values.
In the case of a free Burgers fluid with zero vorticity Reynolds in [25] is able classify 
the cool parts of the caustic, more or less, trivially. Even with a harmonic oscillator 
potential his study turns out to be little more complicated. Here we address how, and 
why, Reynold’s analysis, and indeed the simplified approach of using the reduced one 
dimensional action function, breaks down for the vorticity study.
Studying a Burgers fluid with zero vorticity corresponds to setting the vector potential 
a(x) = 0. However, we defined this as a{x) — ^ x  A 0. Consequently, setting D =  
(0, 0, fi) =  0 in Equation (4.3.2) reduces our analysis to zero vorticity. In this case the
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reduced action function f(Xt(\),t)(xo) takes the form 
) (zo)
/ta n (o ; t ) \  4 /  3A2 tan(o;t) \  2 /A 3 tan(o;£)
V 8 u  ) V 4a; /  V a;
1 >
+
X0
^  3 ^2A4 (4A2 — 9a>2) tan(a;£) — 8o;6cot(o;£) — 4A6 sin(2o;£) +  (3A2o; +  2a;3) 2 sin(2o;t)^ .
(4.4.2)
This representation is considerably shorter than the corresponding case for vorticity. 
Furthermore, simplifying the above by considering a free Burgers fluid with zero vorticity 
turns out to be more or less trivial
f(xt(\),t)ixo) = |  (“ Zo4 +  6x02A2 -  8x0A3 +  4t2A6) .
Observe that in both instances the reduced action function is no longer a polynomial 
quotient in X q . In fact, for a Burgers fluid with zero vorticity, determining the cool parts 
of the caustic involves simply solving cubics. Unfortunately, with vorticity, the reduced 
action functional, in both the free case and harmonic oscillator case, is a polynomial 
quotient with a quintic numerator and quadratic denominator. Consequently, there is no 
reason why one should expect to find its stationary points, and hence the nature of the 
caustic, trivially.
W ith zero vorticity and a harmonic oscillator potential, the first derivative of the 
reduced action functional (4.4.2) is simply
/*(A,t)(zo) =  tan(wt)(z0 -  A)2 ( i 0 +  2A), 
yielding two stationary points
X 0 =  X q  =  A X q =  X 0 ) i  =  — 2A
where x0 =  xj is repeated.
Remark 4.4.2. Observe these two stationary points occur in an identical manner for the 
vorticity case.
Examining the extremum values at each of these stationary points yield
f ( x t (X),t) ( X q )
4o;6sin(2a;t) — 8a;6 cot(a;t) ( 3a;sin(2a;t) x2 , (9a;2 sin(2a;t) — 24a;2 tan(a;t))
H ; A H------------------ —— -----------------A16a;3 4 16a;3
- 4 :
16a;3
+  (8tan(a>t) s in (2 fa jt))^6 ^  4 ^
and
f ( x t {X),t) (^0 , l)
_  4a;6 sin(2o;£) — 8a;6 cot(a;£) ( 3a;sin(2a;t) ^2 t (9a;2 sin(2a;t) +  30a;2 tan(atf))
H 1 A 4------------------ ———------------------A16a;3 4 16a;3
- 4 1
16a;3
(8tan(a;t) — 4sin(2a;0)
+ 1 V ^  (4.4.4)
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As expected, the structure of these two extremum values are very similar. Only the 
coefficient of A4 differs. The problem of ascertaining cool parts of the caustic thus reduces 
to determining when
f(xt(\),t){xo) ^  f(xt(X),t) (^0,1 )•
A simple comparison of Equations (4.4.3) and (4.4.4) indicates
f(xt(\),t)(x o) ^  f(xt{\),t)(*^ o,i) > 0.
In other words the whole of the caustic is cool when tan (cot) > 0.
Remark 4.4.3. For a cusp we demand A =  0 (see Equation (4.2.3)) . Therefore, by virtue 
of the above analysis f(Xt(x),t){xo,i) = f{xt(x),t)(xo) at the cusp. Under our definition the 
cusp is defined as a cool part of the caustic.
We endeavour to make progress for a Burgers fluid with vorticity and a harmonic 
oscillator potential with the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4.1. Recall that xq =  x^ = A and xq = £o,i =  — 2A, are two from four 
of the roots of f[Xt X^) t)(xo) w^  x o = x o repeated. The orientation of the precaustic is all 
important in determining the hot and cool parts of the caustic. I f  the precaustic has its 
usual upright orientation then f(Xt(x),t)(xo) < f(xt{x),t)(xo,i) for all points along the caustic.
Proof. Via lengthy computation, it turns out by using Equation (4.3.2) the difference of 
the extremum values at xq = Xq and xq = £o,i is
f(xt(X),t)(x0,l) ~  f(xt(X),t)(xo) = f(xt(X),t)(~2^) ~  f(xt(X),t)(ty
27A4 ta n ( ^ )
\ w
Thus
f (xt (X) , t ){x 0, l )  >  f ( x t ( \ ) , t ) ( x o)  (" I”)  ~  0"
Recall the precaustic equation from (4.1.13)
, . w ( w t \  2 ( w t \  o
».(*«) =  - T cot j  +  -  ■tan j  x°
where w  =  y/^co2 +  fh Assuming w  > 0, observe the vertical orientation of the precaustic 
to be determined by
wt
sgn t a n l T
In conclusion, if the precaustic has its usual upright orientation then f(Xt(x),t){xo,i) > 
f(xt(x),t){xo) at all points along the caustic. □
The above result is not sufficient to guarantee a cool part of the caustic since we must 
examine what happens to the remaining two stationary points xq = £0,2 and xq = 2:0,3 . 
However, in light of this Proposition we obtain the following results:-
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C oro llary  4.4.2. I f  tan ( ^ )  < 0 the caustic is hot.
Proof For tan ( ^ )  < 0, by the above proposition, f(Xt(x),t)(xo,i) < f(xt(X),t){xo)- D
Lem m a 4.4.3. The critical values xq = £0,2 and xo =  0:0,3 are complex conjugate pairs 
for positions on the caustic where
w  f  w t \  ( Q t \
A < — -  cot —-  cot —  .
4 V 2 J  \ 2 j
Proof. Defined in Proposition (4.3.4), 77(A) < 0 if A < — f  c o t(^ )  c o t^ ) -  Consequently, 
£0,2 =  5^3 £ C, where x ^3 is the complex conjugate of 0:0 ,2 • □
C oro llary  4.4.4. I f  tan ( ^ )  > 0 then the caustic is cool at all parts of the caustic where
, Lk) . (aJ t . . f i t .A < -jCOt( — )cOt(y).
Proof. For tan (*f) > 0, by Proposition (4.4.1), /(x,(A),t)(io) ^  f(xtW,t)(xo,i) ■ Moreover, 
if
. Xa) . 'UJ t . , f i t ,
A < -jCOt( — )c0t (y ) ,
then by Lemma (4.4.3) there can exist only two real valued stationary points of f(Xi(x),t) (xo), 
namely, xq =  £0,1 and the repeated root xq = Xq. The result follows. □
Remark 4.4.4. At the point on the caustic where
, ~ XAJ . UJ t . . f i t .A =  A =  —— cot(— ) c o t ( y )
the critical points £0,2 and 0:0,3 are real and equal (see Proposition (4.3.4)). In fact, 
0:0,2 =  0:0,3 =  Xq, where xq =  x bQ is the value of the vertical asymptote of f(Xt(\),t)(xo). 
Then
lim (/(x t(A),o (2:0 ,2) -  /(*,«,!) (zo)) =  +oo-
A-
By definition, this point on the caustic is designated as cool.
Using this method of analysis, without direct numeric computation, the nature of the 
caustic has been indeterminable for
, w f  w t \  ( i l t \  . f  tw  \A >  cot —  cot —  and tan — ■ > 0.4 v 2 j \2j v 2; -
Expressions such as
f(xt(\),t)(0:0,2 ) — f(xt(x),t)(xo) and f(xt(x),t){xo,3) ~  f(xt(x),t){xo)i
or even
f(xt(X),t) (0:0,3 ) — f(xt(X),t) (0:0,2 )?
turn out to be highly non-trivial. To make progress in classifying these remaining parts 
of the caustic as hot or cool we resort to a geometric argument.
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4.5 Relative ordering of critical values
So far we have been unable to classify parts of the caustic where
. w  f  w t \  ( Q t \  f  t w \
A > —— cot —— cot —  and tan —— > 0.
4 V 2 )  \ 2 )  V 2 J -
Under the above conditions f[Xt X^) t)(xo) =  0 has precisely four roots (one of which is 
repeated) and a quadratic singularity. Thus, five critical points. Hence the task of trying 
to determining whether
o) < /(«(A),t)( o^,i)1=1,2,i
more difficult. Here we rely on geometrical arguments concerning the relative ordering 
of the five critical points. The break point
h w  f  ( w t \
10 = x°= 7 cot ( y ) cot [ y )
is extremely important in our study, allowing us the following lemmas:-
Remark 4.5.1. For the following analysis we assume tan ( ^ )  ^  0 and tan ( ^ )  7  ^ 0. 
Comments shall be made about times t  satisfying the contrary towards the end of the 
section.
L em m a 4.5.1.
S S C J /& )}—  - » ( ¥ ) > « •  <-■>Ax o \ x g
Proof. As x 0 —► Xq the numerator of f(Xt(\),t){xo) tends to
1 9 (  w t \ 3 f  w t \  (  ( w t \  ( £lt\  f w t
- w  cosec —  sec —  tucos —  cot —  — 2Asm
2 j v V 2 / V2/ V2
(  ( w t \  ( £lt\  A. . f w t \  . ( Qt
x (rocos ( y ) cos ( y ) +4Asin ( y  )sm ( y
2
or equivalently,
w *cosec ( ^ )  (  ( w t \  ( Q t \  . { w t X
v 2 '  1 w  cos —  cot —  -  2A sin —
4 c o s ( f  ) s i n ( ^ )  V V 2 /  V 2 /  V 2 /
(  ( w t \  ( Q t \  . f w t \  . {Pit
x ( rocos ( t  ) cos ( t  J +  4Asin [ t  ) sm \ t
Which is of course is positive as long as tan ( ^ )  > 0 . Result follows. □
L em m a 4.5.2. Assuming tan (^ l) > 0 and ta n (^ )  7  ^ 0; the tails of f(Xt(\),t)(xo) can be 
categorised as follows
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(i) For ta n (^ )  > 0,
lim f(Xt(\),t){xo) = Too and lim f(Xt(\),t){xo) =  -o o .
X Q —>00 X 0 ~ *  — OO
(ii) For ta n (^ )  < 0;
lim f(Xt(\),t)(x0) =  - o o  and lim / (xt(a),*)(zo) =  +°o-
X o —> oo X q —►— OO
Proof. By computing the limit we discover
lim f(xt(A),t)(^o) — t~ 7tfi\Tx0-^ oo sign {tan ( ^ ) )
and
f (x t ( \ ) , t ) {x o) — : 77 f t c i \ \  x  0 0 'xo^-oo sign (tan  }
Hence the result. □
L em m a 4.5.3. I f  ta n ( ^ )  > 0 then
(i) > 0 i f  tan ( ^ )  > 0,
(ii) Xq < 0 i f  tan ( ^ )  < 0.
Proof A simple consequence of its structure in Equation (4.3.3). □
L em m a 4.5.4. Assume A > — f  cot ( ^ )  cot ( ^ )  so that £o,2 ? ^ 0,3 € M. TTien, regardless
of sgn {tan ( ^ ) } and sgn {tan ( y ) }, critical values Xo =  £0,2 and x Q = xq$, lie to 
the left and right of Xq = Xq respectively. That is to say Xq$ < ^ 0  — xo,3 *
Proof. Recall from Equation (4.3.3)
l m ( Q t \  ( t w \  . , „xo = j  cot ( y J cot ( y  ) (4-5-2)
and the critical values from Proposition (4.3.4)
£0,2 =  I '— K I? (A)| \A? (A), 
Z0,3 =  «' +  « lf  (A)|\A?(A).
However, v = x b0 and so these two critical points can be expressed as
Zo.2 = 4 - K If Ml VvW 
xo,3 =  A  +  « I? (A)| l A  (A).
The result follows. □
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The following lemmas detail which, and more importantly how many, stationary points 
one can expect to obtain either side of the break point Xq =  x bQ.
L em m a 4.5.5. Let t a n ( ^ )  > 0 and ta n (^ )  > 0* Then
1. for  A > 0 the possible relative orderings are
xo,i < xQtj < x b0 < x0t3 < xj,
X o , i  <  x 0tj <  X q  <  X r0 <  X 0>3,
^ 0 ,1  < X ro <  X q 2 <  X q <  X 0 ,3,
XQ,i  <  X 0>j <  X q  <  X q  <  X 0>3,
f o r i j  = 1,2, i ^ j .
2. for  0 > A > — \  c o t(^ )  cot(^ ) the possibilities for relative ordering are
X q < X 0>i <  x 0ij < x b0 < x0)3, for i j  =  1, 2, j.
Proof Firstly, note that a point of inflexion such as Xq = Xq will not change the sign of 
the gradient and hence the vertical direction of the function. Therefore, if ta n ( ^ )  > 0 
and tan( y ) > 0 then by Lemmas (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) geometry dictates that the number of 
turning points to the left and right of the vertical asymptote, xq = Xq, must be even and 
odd respectively. Moreover, observe by Lemma (4.5.4) x0)2 < < £o,3 and by Lemma
(4.5.3), xbQ > 0.
1. For A > 0 we have xo,i < 0 < x tq and so the possible orderings are
Xq,% < X Q j  < X bQ < X 0)3 <  X rQ,
XQ,i  <  X 0 j  <  X q  <  X Tq <  X 0,3,
XQ, \  < X q  <  X 0,2 <  X q  <  X 0>3,
XQ,i <  X q j  <  X q <  X q <  X0)3,
for i j  = 1,2, i ^ j .
2. For 0 > A > — y  c o t(^ )  co t(y ), Xq < 0 < £o,i and so in line with the above results 
geometry dictates the only possible orderings to be
xr0 < x0ti < x 0tj < x b0 < x0,3 , for i j  =  1, 2, i ±  j.
□
L em m a 4.5.6. Let ta n ( ^ )  > 0 and ta n (^ )  < 0. Then for  A > — f  c o t(^ )  c o t(^ )  > 0 
the possibilities for relative ordering are
X q ,2 < X q  < XQti < X 0tj  < X q  or X 0 2 < X q  < X0,l < X r0 < X0)3,
f o r i j  =  1 o r  3, i  ^  j .
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Proof. Firstly, if ta n ( ^ )  > 0 and ta n (^ )  < 0 then by Lemmas (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) 
geometry dictates that the number of turning points to the left and right of the vertical 
asymptote, x0 = Xq, must be odd and even respectively. By Lemma (4.5.4) x0)2 < 
x bQ < x0,3 and by Lemma (4.5.3) Xq < 0. If we insist A > — ^  c o t(^ )  c o t ^ )  > 0 then 
x 0A < 0  < xl  and the only possible orderings are
£ 0 ,2  <  X q <  X 0ti <  X 0j  <  xJJ,
Zo,2 < X q <  ^0,1 <  <  *^0,3 •
for i , j  = 1 or 3, i ^  j .  □
Remark 4.5.2. For times t = k €  N, we can no longer use this method of analysis 
since ta n (y )  =  0 and consequently, by Equation (4.3.3), limt ^  Xq = +oo. Likewise,
for times t = — , r G N.VO 1
L em m a 4.5.7. I f  ta n ( ^ )  > 0 the nature of the caustic indeterminable by relative order­
ing of critical values when
1 . tan ( ^ )  > 0  and the critical value Xq is left most
2. tan ( y )  < 0  and the critical value Xq is right most.
Proof. For tan ( ^ )  > 0 lemma (4.5.2) states
lim f(Xt(x),t)(x0) =  -oo .
X q —>— o o
When Xq is the left most critical point no minimum bound can be set on the critical value
f(xt(\),t)(xo) in order to make comparisons with other critical values which give rise to
local minimums. A similar argument applies for tan ( ¥ )  < 0 - □
P ro p o sitio n  4.5.8. For tan ( ^ )  > 0 and A > — J c o t(^ )  c o t(^ )  all relative orderings 
of critical values stated in Lemmas (4.5.5) and (4.5.6) give rise to hot parts of the caustic 
except for the two cases described in Lemma (4.5.7) where the nature of the caustic is 
indeterminable.
Proof. Referring to the following series of figures and as outlined by Lemmas (4.5.5) 
and (4.5.6) there exist 9 possible cases detailing different relative orderings . In this 
proof each ordering will be considered independently. Firstly, the reader is asked to con­
sider the aforementioned Lemmas to familiarise themselves with geometrical properties
f(xtW,t){xo)•
Assume ta n ( ^ )  > 0  and ta n (^ )  > 0 so that the possible orderings are 
Case 1: If £o,i < x 0>j < xbQ< Xq < £0,3 then necessarily f { x 0,3) < f ( x J).
Case 2: If X04 < x 0j  < Xq < £ 0 ,3 < x^ then necessarily f ( x 0,3 ) < /(^o).
Case 3: If £o,i < x rQ < £0,2 < < xo,3 then necessarily f ( x 0,2 ) < f ( x J).
Case 4: If x0ii < x 0,j < xrQ < xbQ < x0,3 then necessarily f { x qj) < f ( x J).
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Case 5: If Xq < £0,1 < £0,2 < xo < ^0,3 no comparisons with / ( xq) can be made.
Assume tan( f ) > 0  and ta n (^ )  < 0 so that the possible orderings are
Case 6: If £0,2 < ^ 0  < xo,» < xo,j < xq no comparisons with J (xq) can be made.
Case 7: If x0j2 < xo < xo,i < x q < ^0,3 then necessarily f ( x 0y 1) < f { x rQ).
By definition, for those orderings where f ( x rQ) is not the minimum over all extremum 
values the caustic is defined as hot. □
As yet we have neglected to mention the consequences of the sequence of times {tk}keN 
such that tan ( ^ )  =  0 or tan ( ^ )  = 0 .  In fact, for t —» ^  we have by virtue of 
Equation (4.1.17)
lim A (x 0l 2/0 , x , y , t) =  ± 0 0 .t ► 2/C7T
tu
Computing the limit as t —► so that the second condition is satisfied, reveals the 
existence of only three roots of f[Xt X^) t)(xo)- Those being x0 = £0,i and the repeated 
root Xq = x$. Consequently, for these times Proposition (4.4.1) can be used to trivially 
determine the nature of the caustic.
f ( x  o)
Case 1: Hot.
}{x o)
Case 2: Hot.
/ ( z  o)
Case 4: Hot. Case 5: Indeterminable.
Case 7: Hot.
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/(*o)
Case 3: Hot.
/(*o)
Case 6: Indeterminable.
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Summary
To classify the caustics for a Burgers fluid with vorticity and harmonic oscillator potential 
we have relied on two very different methods. The critical values of the reduced action 
function f(Xt(\),t)(x o) have been very important in determining the hot and cool parts of 
the caustic.
It turned out that f(Xt(\),t){xo) had only two critical values xq = Xq and x0 = £0,1 
for those parts of the parameterised caustic where A < — j  cot ( ^ )  cot ( ^ )  =  A. Using 
algebraic techniques it was discovered
f ( x , W , t ) ( x o) <  /(x .w .o^o.i) t a n f ^ J > 0 .
Consequently,
1. If tan ( ^ )  < 0 the whole of the caustic is hot.
2. If tan ( f ) > 0  then parts of the parameterised caustic such that A < A are cool.
For tan ( f ) > 0  and A > A the reduced action function f(Xt(x),t)(xo) had five critical 
points Xq, xo.i, £o,2? xo,3 and Xq. To make progress in this situation we resorted to a 
geometrical argument concerning the relative ordering of these critical values. Under the 
aforementioned conditions it was discovered that, for non-trivial times, all parts of the 
caustic are hot. However, in a handful of circumstances the geometrical argument broke 
down and failed to provide a conclusive result. Thus, in the following situations we have 
been unable to classify the caustic for all generality
(a) tan ( ^ )  > 0, tan ( ^ )  > 0 and A > — \  cot ( ^ )  cot ( ^ )  where xrQ < x 0>i for 
z =  1,2,3.
(b) tan  ( ^ )  > 0, t a n ( ^ )  < 0 and A > — \  cot ( ^ )  cot ( ^ )  where x0)j < xJ for 
3 = 1,2,3.
If either of these two situations occur direct numerical computation is needed to determine 
whether the specified part of the caustic is hot or cool.
Chapter 5
A Stochastic Burgers Fluid in a 
R otating Bucket under a Harmonic 
Oscillator potential
Summary
In this chapter we continue our theme by considering an example of the stochastic invis- 
cid Burgers equation with vorticity. To achieve a stochastic mechanical system a noisy 
external force f ( t )  has been introduced to the classical set-up. Here we calculate the 
action of the stochastic classical mechanical path, illustrate geometrical relationships and 
discuss possible intermittence of stochastic turbulence.
5.1 The set-up
Formally write
H(Q, P, t) = 2-1(p -  a(q))2 +  V(q) +  eq.f( t)Wu (5.1.1)
where Wt is white noise. Defining V(q) := \qw2qT, where u 2 is a real symmetric positive
definite 3 x 3  matrix with
/ \ _  /  u  * =
\u )ij |  q otherwise.
and the vector potential a(q) := — ^ q A mean that Hamilton’s equations applied to 
equation (5.1.1) yield
dq = —Q A dq — u 2qds +  ef( t)dW t. (5.1.2)
Here q = (x ,y ,z) ,  f ( t )  = f y(t), fz{t)) and Q =  (0,0, fi), u  are constants. The
above equation is the stochastic analogue of Equation (4.1.5) from the preceding chapter 
and corresponds to the Burgers equation for v(x, t) =  v,
dv +  (v.V)vdt +  v A curl vdt = —W (x)dt — sVk(x ,  t)dWt
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where k(x,t)  = x. f(t) .
We proceed by following the deterministic example of the previous chapter by setting 
<^e(s) =  x(s) +  iy(s) and setting f q(t) = f x(t) +  i f y{t). Equation (5.1.2) reduces to
Now consider the identity
(<f +  iQq6 +  u 2qe) ds = ef<;(i)dWt.
g(D)eax f (x )  = eaxg(D +  a) f (x )
where D is the derivative operator. By setting a = ^  this identity yields
i f i f i f i t iQ,
eD e 2 ge(t) =  ee 2 ( D  +  — I g£(t),
iC lt n 2
= e e ~  D +  i Q D  — g£(t).
(5.1.3)
Equation (5.1.3) now becomes
£ l 2  \  iC lt
D 2 +  ) e"* q£(t)ds + u 2e"* se(t)ds = ee**2" f q(t)dWt
d 2 + ( t + “ 2
tilt „ , X . tiZt _ , v / V
e 2 g (t)ds = ee 2 / c(£)dWt. (5.1.4)
The general solution of this non-homogeneous ODE is given by
9(t) = 9 h ( t )+ g P(t)
where gh(t) is the general solution of the homogeneous (deterministic) problem studied
in Chapter 4 and gp(t) is the particular solution of the non-homogeneous differential
equation (5.1.4). Using the Green’s function, we find
9P(t) = e V t f t )  = e f
Jo
sm
iC l(u )
e 2
( u - t ) y i +  ur
f J u ) d W u.
+  u):
or
;(0 =£ fJo
t 2 siniW(u —t)
e 2 ------
(**-*)w Mu)dwu,
'0 w
on setting vo =  a/4cj2 +  Q. If g(t) is our solution to the deterministic problem, it follows 
that
?( t )  =  ? ( t)+ q ,( t)
 i f 2,
= e 2 
2e rt
. t w \  (2x0yo + ix%) . ( t w '  (x0 +  iy0) cos ( —  J H--------- —------- sm \ —
f  i Q ( u - t )
 / e 2 sin
w Jo
(■u - t )
w U { u ) d W u. (5.1.5)
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Remark 5.1.1. Observe the consequence of adding time dependent, but space indepen­
dent, noise to our dynamical system means the deterministic solution q(t) has been per­
turbed by an amount equal to that of the integral term above.
Remark 5.1.2. By a similar argument motion along the z-axis is described by
__. . , . sin \u(u — 01 / \ ITTrZ(t) = Zq cos (cat) + s ----------------- fz(u)dWu.
J o  u
Once again, it is the integral term that signifies the displacement in this stochastic 
case.
5.2 The stochastic mechanical path X
Following the deterministic example, we examine the fluid flow in the more interesting 
first two dimensions. For this we require the stochastic mechanical path X e(s) =  X £ =
Ys)  Siven by
X ;  = (Be C T m  <*),
= (Re (<?(s)+ sp(s)),Im  (c(s) +  <*(s))) 
where Re and I m  have been used to denote the real and imaginary parts respectively. 
L em m a 5.2.1. The stochastic caustic is displaced bodily by an amount
2s
Re Sp(t) =  — Re /  
w  J o
along the x-axis and
2s
Im qp(t) = — Im  /  
w  J o
i C l ( u - t )
e 2 sin
e  2 sin
(u - t )
vo
( u - t )
■vo
M u ) d w u
h ( u ) d W u
(5.2.1)
(5.2.2)
along the y-axis.
Proof. Using the above notation the deterministic classical mechanical path is defined by
X 3 =  (Re c(s), Im ?(«)), 
where as the stochastic classical mechanical path is
x l  =  (Re M s) +  <*(«)) . Im M s) +  ?p(«))) •
The result follows. □
If we are later to calculate the stochastic action we must first find an explicit rep­
resentation for the stochastic mechanical path X £s = (X ^ Y * ) .  Given that f^iu) = 
f x(u) + i f y(u) it follows from Equations (5.2.2) and (5.2.1) that
* ;  =  Re (<*(«))
X q . f S V O .  f n  . S H .  . .S V O . (  . s f L  . / (s f F \
=  ( 2 2/0 c o s ( — ) +  ®0sin(— ) I + co s(— ) I x0 cos(— ) +  y0 sin(— ) J
+
2e
vo I “n(
(■u - s ) w \ (  f ( u - s ) S l \  f . / ( u - s ) f i '  .COS I  1----- I f x(u) -  sm ( -----   ) fy(u) dWu
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and
Y* = Im(?£(s))
, S V 7 n (  ,sQ. . , s C t \  X 0 . ,S Z U . (  ( sCt. . ,s Q .\
=  cos(— ) ( 2/0 cos(— ) -  x0 sm (— ) J +  —  sm (— ) ( x 0 cos(— ) -  2 y o S in (Y ) )
2£ [ s . {{u  — s) w \  f  ( (u — s) Q,\ . . . f  (u — s)£l+ J  sin 2 ~  ) (C0S I “ 2 "  ) + Sin " 2 '  " )  )  dWu'
C oro lla ry  5.2.2. The stochastic cusped caustic for a Burgers fluid with vorticity and a 
harmonic oscillator potential is given by the parametric equations
, \ 4 . t^t v . . tuu. . tvu \ q 3 . , tuu. , . t^h x 2
x(x0, t) = —  COS —  sm(— ) tan — K  +  — s m ( - )  sm(— )x0 
A A A VO £  I
UJ f  , tuj . / tuj \ . / ^ 9 . \ / \
-  ~2 ( co s ( y ) c o t ( — ) s m ( y ) J  +  £W*W
and
/ \ 4 , , t (aj . # . t^l . . tuu \ o 3 1 t^l» , > t'UJ . 2
y(x  0 ,0  = -----  ^s i n ( - )  s i n ( - )  tan(— )x0 +  — cos(— ) s i n ( - ) x 0
vo* A A A vo A A
UJ f  . t'UJ . . . . t'UJ v \ / i
-  j  ( 'cos(— ) c o s ( y ) c o t ( — )J  +eWy(t),
where W x(t) and Wy(t) are the stochastic displacements along the x andy axes respectively 
given by
W , ( t )  =  |  J ‘ sin ( ( ^ )  (cos ( / , ( « )  -  sin ( / , ( « ) )
(5.2.3)
and
W v(t ) =  ^  f a sin ( ^  ( cos ( ^  /^(u) +  sin ( - ■ y — )  /x (« )) d,Wu.
(5.2.4)
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma (5.2.1) and the representation for the determin­
istic caustic. □
T h eo rem  5.2.3 (M cK ean). Consider a stochastic integral I(t) = J* f ( s )dW s where 
f (s )  is a non-anticipating, possibly random function. Assume that, with probability one, 
Jo f 2(s )ds < 0 0 , then
m  = w ( f f 2(S)di
where W  is a new Brownian motion.
Proof. See McKean in [22], □
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P ro p o sitio n  5.2.4. W x(t) and Wy(t) can be written as a sum of non-independent cor­
related Brownian motions. That is
W x(t) = - X i M t ) W i  (  f  gf(u)di 
& \ J  0
W .
2"
lu i = 1, 2, . . . ,  8.
o '
and
Wv(t) = Mt)Wi (J‘j?(u)dv\ i = 1,2,... ,8.
where fi(t), hi(t), gi{t) and ji(t) are continuous non-anticipating functions and is a 
particular Brownian motion.
Proof. Firstly, observe
,ntx 'uw' /^ ^=  — sin(— ) cos(— ) J  cos(— )cos(— ) f x(u)dWu 
+ c o s ( f )  c o s ( y ) j f  sin( ^ )  c o s ( ^ ) / I (u)dW„
-  sin(^-) sin( y ) f o c o s ( ^ y )  c ° s ( f l ) f y ( u ) d w u
Wt . Qt [l . UW , x,,,/
0S(*2~ "2"' L  s m (~ 2 ~ ) cos(~2 >fv(u )dWu
. w t  .tot. u w . . . uto. £ . . JTJ_
+  sm(— ) c° s ( y )  Jf cos{— ) sm(— ) f y(u)dWu
w t  tot f 1 . .UW . ,uto
- cos( - y ) cos( y )  I  s m ( - ^ ) s m ( ^ f ) f y ( u ) d W u
. tut. . .fit. f1 .uw  . fUto (
- s m ( y ) s m ( y )  J  ^ cos(— ) s in ( - y ) /a.(M)dW^ 
tut . fit . UW. . ,uto
+  c o s ( y ) s m ( y )  J0 slD( y ) sin( y ) W u) ^
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and
w
~2 W y ( t )  =  -  s i n ( y ) cos( y ) cos( y - ) cos( y ) f v ( u ) d W u
.w t . ,£lt. . . u w . , u Q . . ,  . ....
+  c o s ( y ) c o s ( y )  J  ^ sin(— )cos{— ) f y(u)dWu
. .wt .  . ,£lt. .uw  , u t t . r , . . . . .+  s m ( y ) s i n ( y )  J  ^ c o s ( y ) c o s ( y  ) f x(u)dWu
wt  . , t l t  [* . uw  ,ufl- C O S ( y ) s m (y )  J  S i n ( y  ) COS(y ) f x{u)dWu
. w t  Si t  [ l uw  . ,uSl
- s m ( y ) c o s ( y )  J  ^ COS( — ) s m ( y  ) f x{u)dWu
w t  n t  [ l . uw . ,uSi
( - y ) c o s ( y )  Jo s m ( y ) s m ( y  ) f x(u)dwu
( y ) s i n ( y )  jT c o s ( ^ ) s in (^ ) /„ (« ) d W „
+  c o s ( y ) S in (y )  si n ( - y ) s i n ( y  )/„(u)dlVu.
Using McKean’s result, it follows that W x(t) and Wy(£) can be expressed as a sum of 
particular, non-independent and correlated Brownian motions, i.e.
WxM =  —E ifi(t) [  gi(u)dWu,
Jo
=  ( 7  gf(u)duj  i  =  1 , 2 , 8 .
+  cos(
— sin
and
W„(i) = - S A W  f  ji(u)dWu,
™  J o
= ( J  j?(u)du) * =  1 , 2 , 8 .
□
Remark 5.2.1. If the first and second components of the noisy force f ( t )  where equal, i.e 
fx{t) = f y(t) then necessarily g^t) = ji(t), for i =  1, 2, ...8.
5.3 The stochastic action
We wish to calculate the action for the stochastic mechanical path X £s starting at a point 
x 0 and reaching x  in a time t. To realise this path we require X es in terms of some 
initial momentum p(x0,x,  t) = (pi(0),p2(0)). This is calculated as follows. Resorting to
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canonical coordinates q = (<71,(72) and p = (pi,p2) the stochastic Hamiltonian H (q ,p , t ) 
is defined by
H(q, p, t) =  2_1 (p -  a(q))2 + V(q) + eq. f( t)Wt 
where, as before, f ( t )  is independent of q. Write
q£(t) = q i+  iq2
to represent our equation of motion (5.1.5), then
q£{t) = ft +zg2-
Prom Hamilton’s equations <7 =  p — a(q). This would mean
^(0 ) =  9i(0) + ^ 2 (0 )
=  (pi(0) - a i l / " . ) ) )  + * (^ 2 (0 )
where a = (a i ,a 2) and p{xo>x,t) — (pi(0),7 2^ (0 )) is the initial momentum vector. Using 
the above initial condition when solving Equation (5.1.3) yields q£{xo,po(xo, £, t), t) which 
allows us to find (pi(0),p2(0)) explicitly
/ _ \ i/J / lkj "t . 7  / "Cut. / fit \ / - \ * . / \  \ . /  f i t % 1. / \ \ \
Pi(°) =  -~2  cosec( y ) I •^0 cos(— ) +  c o s ( y ) (eW x(i) - x ) +  s m ( y ) (y -  s W y(t))J
(5.3.1)
and
P2 (0) =  - y  c o s e c ( y )  (j/o c o s ( y )  + s i n ( y )  (eV»4(t) - 1 ) + c o s ( y )  (eWv(t) -  J /)) .
(5.3.2)
Here W x(t) and Wy(t) are the noise terms detailed by Equations (5.2.3) and (5.2.4). 
Following the procedure outline in the deterministic example we find the stochastic me­
chanical path X es =  (XJ, Yf)  in terms of the initial momentum as
/ \\ , SW\ 2Pl(°) C0S( ^ )  Sin( ^ )  ,SVJ. . .Sfl.X  (s, £0, po(xQ, x , t)) =  x0 cos(—-) cos(— ) + ---------------*------------- +  3 /0  cos(— ) sm(— )
A  A  VO L A
+  2f t (0)8in(? ) s i n ( f )  +
vo
and
__e , t ^  .scu , .s f l . 2p2( 0 ) c o s ( ^ ) s in ( ^ )  szu . .s fl.
r  (s, x o , U )  =  2/o cos(— ) cos(— ) + ---------------- *----------* £0 cos(— ) sin (— )
A  A  VO A  A
« 0 ) s i » ( f ) a , « ( f ) + e
ZJ7
It is indeed this path which will be used to calculate the action for a stochastic mechanical 
path starting at a point £q and finishing at a point £ in a time t. Recall from Equation
5 5
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(3.1.2) of Chapter 3 that the stochastic action with initial condition Sq(X q) was defined
as
where
A ( X 5, X I  t) := A{X'0, X I ,  t] +  So{Xi)
A[X5,X!,t] = f
Jo
\ x ?  -  V{X\) ds “I- f  <*X’„S).,  
Jo
d X es -  e /  k{X'„ s)dWs. (5.3.5)
2
As before, we take 5o(Aq) to be the generic cusp initial condition S o ( X q )  = . Before
we reveal the expression of A[X q, X[, t] consider the following proposition
P ro p o sitio n  5.3.1. The stochastic integral terms W x(t) andW y(t), defined by Equations 
(5.2.3) and (5.2.4), are differentiable functions with derivatives
dWxit) 2 f 1 d . / ( u - t ) w \  / [u — t)\L\ . f [u  — t ) \ l \  r , x
= * L  J t s m V ^ T - )  c o s - s m( - 2dt
( Q,' ( Q,'
dW„
and
dWyjt)  _  2 [ ‘ d_ / ( u - t ) w
dt w j 0 dt V
)  cos ( (“  f i Qf i y(u ) + sin ( ^  2^ n ) /x M  
Proof Recall
| ^ ( ( )  =  j f  sin ( ^  2^ ro) cos ( (“  f i Qf i x(u) -  sin ( (“  f i Q f i v(u)
dWu.
and
vo. 
~2 W y{t) = J  sin(^ ^ W ) CQS (~  + sin 2 t ')Q) f* ( u )
dWu
dWu.
Then dtW x{t) and dtW y(t) may be expressed as 
(t — t ) w \  f f { t  — t)£l'
j d tW x(t) = sin ( ^  2t>WJ cos ( ^ - y ^ ) / * W  ~ sin ( ^ dWt
=0
+ d . ( { u - t ) m \  r / ( u - £ ) f t \  . /( 'u - t ) P L \
L d t Sln ( — 2 — )  cos ) fx[u] ~  sin
(  — t)£l'
dWudt
and
^ d tW s(t) =  sin ( ^  cos ( ^  + sin ( ^  f i U f i x{t)
(t — t)£l'
dWt
=o
+ Jo dt sm ( - 2 - J  00 ( ~ 2“ +  sm ( — s H ' - w
Result follows.
dWudt.
□
LIBRARY
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It turns out from Equations (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) that A l X ^ X ^ t ]  may be expressed as 
=  i(p i(0 )x 0 + P 2(0 )2/o) (cos(wt)  -  l )
+ sin(tw)2 w
*t
^4 (pi(0)2 + p 2(0)2) -  (x02 +  y02) w 2)
e . , s m .
+ H  r sm(^ sin( - y )  f  (x0fi, -  2p2(0)) W x(s) +  (2pi(0) +  2/0 ft) Wy(s)
cQ cO
+  2sin(— ) (x0Wy(s) — j/0W '(s)) -  2cos(y)(zoW *(s) +  y0W y(s))
cos(~~) f  (2pi(0) +  2/0ft) Wx(s) +  2p2(0)Wy(s) -  x0QWy(s)
sw
-  cos(— )
oQ
sin(— ) ( (y0ix2 +  2pi(0)ft) Wx(s) +  (2p2(0)ft -  x Qw 2) Wy(s)
cQ oO
+  4sin(—-) (p!(0)W^(s) - p 2(0)W '(s)) - 4 c o s ( — ) (pi(0)>V*(s) + p 2(0)W '(s))
2
cO /
+  cos(— ) ( (x0w 2 -  2p2(0)Q) W x(s) +  (y0w 2 +  2p1(0)Q) W y(s)
+  T  j f  ( W ^(s)2 + 14/1(5)2 “  ^  ^W l(s)2  +  VV,,(5)2)
-  f iW ,(s )M /(s )  + 2fiW *(s)W ;(s))<fe -  £ jf fcpf,e, s)dW ,.
ds
(5.3.6)
where W '(s) =  dv^ a^  and W '(s) =  are well-defined time derivatives of a stochastic
integral.
Remark 5.3.1. Inherent in the initial momentum vector (p!(0),p2(0)) are terms of order 
£.
In a later section we consider the stochastic set-up where the noise is one dimensional 
and parallel to the x  coordinate axis, i.e setting f { t )  = (f x( t ), 0,0) so that 
k(Xg, s )  =  X s ( x 0,Po(xQ, x , t ) , x , t ) f x(s). In this instance, the final term of the stochastic 
action equation (5.3.6) would be
f  k(X*, s)dWs 
Jo 
= [  X esf x(s)dWs 
Jo
(  ( s f t \  / s w \  . ( s f t \  f s w \
=  Jo ^  COS J  cos ( T )  + y0 sm j  cos ( — j
2pi(0)
w cos | sin sin sin +  eW jfs jj f x(s)dWsV 2
(5 .3 .7)
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where p(x0,x,  t) = (pi(0),p2(0)) is the initial momentum vector outlined in Equations
(5.3.1) and (5.3.2) and Wx(s) is defined by (5.2.3).
Remark 5.3.2. Once the initial momentum term is substituted into the stochastic action, 
Equation (5.3.6), the complexity of the expression increases dramatically.
5.4 Simulating noise terms in the stochastic action
For the calculation of random quantities the computer software package Mathematica was 
used. The foundation of the study involves simulating a random walk to approximate 
Brownian motion. The basis of this work began with the following module devised by 
Reynolds in [25].
SeedRandom[n]
Brownianl[T_, a O p t i o n a l [ s _ ,  P lo tS ty le  -> RGBColorfO, 0, 0 ]]] := 
Module[{k, S, t ,  X, n, d},
SCO] = 0 ;  t[0 ]  = 0 ;  d = S q r tfa ] ;  n = F loor[T /a] ;
Do[k = Random[Integer] ; I f [k  == 1, X = d, X = - d ] ;
S [i]  = S [i -  1] + X; t [ i ]  = t [ i  -  1] + a, { i ,  n>] ;
Wl[r] := S [Floor [ r /a ]  ] ;
W2[r] := Sum[S[i -  l ] ( t [ i ]  -  t [ i  -  1 ] ) , { i ,  F loor [ r / a ] }] ;
W3[r] := Sum[S[i -  l ] ~ 2 ( t [ i ]  -  t [ i  -  1 ] ) , { i ,  F loor [ r / a ] }] ;
L is tP lo t [T a b le [{ t [ i ] , S [ i]} , { i ,  0, n}] , P lo tJo in ed  -> True, u]]
In the above module the user selects the time (T) that the process will run for and the 
time step size (a) to be used. This produces a sample path and calculates the following
quantities
W1 [t] «  W(t )  ,
Finally the command L is tP lo t produces a picture of the sample path.
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The command SeedRandom [n] has been added to the module to ensure one obtains 
the same sequence of pseudorandom numbers on different occasions ( the value n is to be 
chosen by the user). For a specific time, it is necessary to compute the stochastic action 
numerically before prelevel and level surface equations may be calculated. Therefore, 
in order to build a portfolio of meaningful pictures of the evolution of the stochastic 
mechanical system it is imperative that the sam e Brownian sample paths are constructed. 
The seedRandom [n] command takes care of this as long as the path is constructed for 
the same finite time and mesh size.
Step 1
The first step is to decide in what manner to add noise to our underlying classical me­
chanical system. For our illustration we choose to add the noise parallel to the x  axis. 
Consequently, we set k(Xg,  s) =  X es which implies f y(s) = 0 and / x(s) =  1.
Step 2
Under the assumptions of the previous step we define, for u < s,
^  ( \ • f t tS.  ,^ls v f  .'LL'W . .XiXl. . \ JTTTy W x(s) : = - s m ( — )cos(— ) J  cos(— )cos(— ) fx(u)d\Vu 
.ms. ,£ls. f  . .urn. .u£l. . .+ cos( -^)c°s(y^  J0 sm(^-)cos(-y)A(u) ^
. ms  . Sis  [ s urn . ,uQ,
- s m ( — )sm (— ) J  ^ cos(— )sm (— ) f x{u)dWu
ms  . Sis  [ s . urn . f uQ
and
+  cos
^ »i . / \ . /m s . . ,£ls. f  .urn. ,u£l. . .—Wy(s) := +  sm(— )sm (— ) J  cos(— )cos{— ) fx{u)dWu
ms  . Sis  f s . urn utt
- c o s ( — )sm (— ) J  ^ sin(— ) cos(— ) f x(u)dWu
. ms Sis  f s urn . ,vSl
- s m ( — )cos(— ) J  ^ cos(— )sm (— ) f x{u)dWu
ms Sis  f s . urn . ,u£l
+  cos(— )cos(— ) J  ^ sm(— )sm (— ) f x{u)dWu.
Both these terms occur frequently in the expression for the stochastic action. Moreover, 
they occur within the integrand of time integrals. If we consider individual terms of 
yUr(s) and Wy(s) the question arises of how one can approximate integrals of the following 
structure?
Jg sin( ^ ) c o s ( y )  c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ d W ^ j  ds. (5.4.1)
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Firstly, observe that all such integrands in W x{s) and Wy(s) are non-anticipating. Let 
0 =  so < Si < ... < sn = s be a partition of s, then for any non-anticipating function
I [r] : = Sum [f [ t  [ i -  1 ]](  W l[ t[ i] ]  — W1 [ t  [ i  — 1] ] ) ,  { i ,
F lo o r [ r /a ] } ];
Essentially, I [s] would then be a sum of functions dependent on s. Consequently, for 
any specified value s, I [s] is a real number. In light of this, Equation (5.4.1) can now be 
approximated using numerical integration techniques. The generic command N In tegrate  
will do this. However, there are more sophisticated techniques available to reduce the 
associated errors. Taking the naive option, the code to approximate Equation (5.4.1) is
N In tegrate  [ g [ s ] I [ s ] ,  {s, 0, t}  ]
Where g(s) := s in (^ )  co s(^ ) and t is the time for which the stochastic action is to be
S tep  3
Following the method outlined in Step 2 one may calculate virtually all noise terms 
encountered in the stochastic action. However, there exists a double stochastic integral 
arising from
/(«)
Hence, if we let f ( s)  := c o s (^ )  cos(^p), the code we would add to the above module to 
approximate
I[s]
would be
calculated.
The integrand of this expression may be separated into deterministic and random func­
tions. Write these as h(s) and 144 (s) respectively, i.e.,
The integral f* h(s)dWs can be handled following the procedure in step 2, but the series of 
double stochastic integrals inherent in f* W x(s)dWs requires a slightly different approach.
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Observing the expression for Wx(s), consider a typical double stochastic integral from 
this series, say,
sin( ^ ) cos( y )  (^Jo c o s ( ^ ) c o s ( ^ - ) d W ^ j d W s 
for u < s. From the work in step 2 we can immediately say
but s in (^ )  cos(^)/[s] is itself a non-anticipating function. Consequently, once this fact 
is observed, the method in part 2  is applicable.
Step 4
We have succeeded in finding a method to simulate all noise terms of any order for any 
specified time t. Direct numerical computation of the stochastic action is needed for 
each of these times t before we are able to use methods outlined in previous chapters 
to produce equations, and hence, pictures. The following catalogue illustrates how the 
prelevel and level surfaces deform in the presence of noise.
Remark 5.4.1. Little thought has been given to computing time in the construction of 
this method to approximate the necessary random quantities. Undoubtedly, there exist 
approaches and techniques to give better approximations. The obvious being a smaller 
time-step in the random walk and a more advanced integration technique. In a further 
publication these issues could be addressed.
Remark 5.4.2. Perhaps one way of obtaining a better approximation would be to use the 
Brownian Bridge technique with the random walk.
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Figure 5.1: Pre curves for c =  —0.01.
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Figure 5.2: Image curves for c =  —0.01.
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Figure 5.3: Pre curves for c =  0.
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Figure 5.4: Image curves for c =  0.
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Figure 5.5: Pre curves for c =  0.1.
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Figure 5.6: Image curves for c =  0.1
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5.5 Interm ittence of stochastic turbulence
Following work by RTW in [26], we saw in Section (3.6) that ideas pertaining to the 
reduced stochastic action functional /(Xt(A),t) can be extended to obtain the turbulent 
times of the mechanical system. Recall that the notion of turbulent times was defined 
to be the times for which the precaustic and prelevel surface touch. The turbulent times 
will be the zeros of a stochastic process which we name zeta. One can determine whether 
the turbulence is intermittent by analysing the recurrent nature of the zeta process.
In this section we illustrate the idea of intermittence of stochastic turbulence by 
using a harmonic oscillator potential and adding the noise potential term parallel with 
the x-axis, i.e. setting f (s )  = ( fx{s), f y(s)) = ( fx(s),0) so that k(x,s) = x f x(s). Let 
A i— > x t(X) be a parameterisation of the caustic where A is also the first coordinate of a 
point on the precaustic. For x =  (x1, x2, ...) and xq =  (xj, Xq, ...)> a point (A, Xq(A)) maps 
under the stochastic mechanical flow map $ t to xf(A), i.e, x t(X) =  ^ (A , Xq(A)).  Hence,
f ( x t ( X) , t ) ( x o )  =
Therefore, when xj =  A we must have
fUw,t)(Xo) = ° and /('«(A),t)(Xo) = °- 
Thus, xj =  A is a repeated root of f[Xt \^) t) (^o) =  0*
P ro p o sitio n  5.5.1. Let k(X*,s) =  x f x(s) and V  = |(x , y)uj2{x, y)T, where u 2 is a real 
symmetric positive definite 2 x 2  matrix with
= ifi = j,
J |  0  otherwise.
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and Xg = x. Consider S q ( x q , y0) = ^ p .  Then the zeros t(u) of the stochastic process
c w
m 2, . tm 2 . tm x = _c _ —oos(T ) 00t(—) 
+ y- cos(y) (sin(y)W*W + cos(y
Exu , t/ LU v C , «si~2 v , SW \ p / \ it t r
—2~ ("2”) J  sm(y)cos(-y)/*(s)dWs
2 r t  nt nt
+  -— —2 rofi /  Wy(s)W ' (s)ds +  /  Wx{s)W'v (s)ds +  2 w /  yyj,(s)2ds
4^7 jo . /o . /o
2tj7 f  W ' y ( s ) 2d s  +  (—cu2 +  Q2) f  W x ( s ) 2d s  +  j  W y ( s ) 2d s
Jo 2 Jo ./o+
+
£ 2 cosec(^)
407
.ttu.
4 cos("f^  (Wx^ 2 + wy W2)
-  4 c o s ( ^ ) ^ 72 cos(^)>V x ( £ ) 2 +  w 2 c o s (^ )W y(t)2)
+  ( -2  +  m) w 1 ( -1  +  w 2 +  3f22) c o s (^ )W x(t) f  c o s ( ^ )  s in ( ^ ) W x(s)ds
z J q 2 2
-  ( - 2  +  m) m 2 ( -1  +  m 2 +  3ft2) s in (^ )W y(£) [  c o s ( ^ )  s in ( ^ ) W x(s)di
Z Jo z z
+  £ 2 cosec (y ^ ) c o s (y )W x( t ) ^  c o s ( ^ ) s i n ( ^ ) / x(s)dWs 
+  — c o s (^ )W x(t) [  c o s { ^ - ) s m ( ^ - ) f x(s)dWs - y V x(t) [  s in ( ^ ) s in 2( ^ ) f x(s)dWs
w  2 Jo 2 2 J q 2 2
2  /  V / *  , /  (SX A ^ V ,  9 ,  i S l ^  \ i » / \ l T T r  /  \  ,  /  v (* ,  /  « S W  V , /  5 ^  v _  y v I T T  -
+  — W x(t) /  sin —  )sm2(— )fx{s)dWa + cos{— )Wy(t) /  sm{— )sm (— ) f x{s)dWa m JQ 2 2 2 J0 2 2
2  /  x  f l .  / 5 C C 7 X . ,s£L „  ,  .  I T r r
 cos(— )W„(*) /  sin(— )sm (— ) f x{s)dWs
m 2  J0 2 2
-  s in ( y  )W„(<) j f  c o s ( y ) s i n ( ^ ) / I (s)dW/s
+  to c o s ( y ) s i n ( ^ ) / x(s)dWs
will be turbulent times. Moreover, the turbulence occurs at (0, —y c o t ( ^ ) ) .
Proof. Let f(Xt(x),t)(^o) be the one dimension reduced stochastic action functional for the 
stochastic Burgers fluid with vorticity where xq = xj. Here xt (A) indicates the intrinsic 
paramterisation of the caustic. The turbulent times will be given by t > 0 satisfying 
f(xt(\),t)(xo) = C and ^ / (® t(A),t)(zo) =  0- By the above tautology x 0 = A is the repeated
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root of £ - J (xt (A)it)(xo). From Section (3.6), we know that one type of turbulence occurs 
at the cusps on the caustic. From Section (4.2) it is precisely A =  0 that gives rise to 
cusps on the caustics. Therefore, by evaluating this function at the cusps on the caustic 
and their inverse images a stochastic process can be obtained whose zeros give the times 
at which the cusped turbulence occurs. Thus, following Section (4.2) the stochastic Zeta 
Process (c(t) is found by computing
( c ( t )  •— f(xt(0),t) (0? t) c *
Moreover, observe from the precaustic equation
yo (A)
- ro 2 c o t( f l)+ 4 A 2 t a n ( f )
2m
If t represents the turbulent times then the turbulence must occur at (0? —-f c° t ( ^ ) ) -
□
In the following example we show the stochastic turbulence to be intermittent for a 
certain class of functions f x{s) by proving the £(£) stochastic process is recurrent to zero.
E xam ple  5.5.1. For \ f 2(s)\ < there exists an increasing sequence {£*} with ti /* 0 0  
such that £(£*) =  0  almost surely.
S o lu tion  5.5.1. Observe that the stochastic process ((t) may be rewritten as 
C(t) = -  c -  ^ c o s  ( ^ p j cosec (p p j +  £ p ( t )  +  co sec (^ )Q (t)^
+  e2 ^cosec p P j  U{t) +  
where e > 0  denotes the strength of the noise and
R(t) ■.= j  cos ^ y  )  (sin  ^ y )  Wx(t) +  cos ^ y  )  W „(t)) ,
Q(t) : =  - j  cos ( y )  sin ( y )  cos ( y )  f x ( s ) d \ V „
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"«>
and
4 cos( - |^  ( W x{ t f  +  Wy W 2)
-  4 c o s ( f )  ( 0 7 2 c o s ( y  ^ ( t ) 2 +  m 2 cos ( y  )Wy(£)2)
+  ( -2  +  07) w 2 ( -1  +  m 2 +  3fi2) c o s (^ )W x(t) [  c o s ( ^ )  s in ( ^ ) W x(s)d*
Z J 0 2 2
-  ( -2  +  0 7 ) 0 7 2 ( -1  +  w 2 +  3fl2) s in ( ^  ))%(£) [  c o s ( ^ )  s in (^ )> V x(s)cfe
2  J q 2  2
/ \ , / \ (* / 5^ 1 \ • / » _ / v _
+  c o s (y )W x(t) J  c o s (y ) s m (— ) f x{s)dWs
2 , \ / v /* / 5^ 1 v , / SUJ \ n / ITT r
+  — cos{—)yvx{t) /  cos(— )sm (—- ) f x{s)dWs 
m 2  J0 2 2
C ^  S777 s O
-W x W  J  sin(— )sin2(— ) fx(s)dWs
+ —Wx(t) [  s in ( ^ - ) s m 2( ^ ) f x(s)dWs 
w  Jo 2 2
+  cos(y )W y (i)  j f  sin( ^ )  sin (Y )/r(s)dW /s
( j ) W „ ( t ) |  s i n ( ^ ) s i n ( ^ ) / a;(s)dWs
in (y )W „ (« )^  c o s ( ^ )  s i n ( ^ ) / I (s)dW5
+  — s in (^ )W 9(i) [  c o s ( ^ ) / I ( s ) s in (^ )d W s 
07 Z Jo " 2
 COS
m
— sm
z w  - i s
2o7^ f  yVy(s)W'x(s)ds +  2ojQ f  Wa;(5)>V'(s)ds +  2o7 f  W x(s)2ds 
Jo Jo Jo
+  2m f  W y(s)2ds +  ^  (—072 +  Q2) f W x(s)2ds +  f  W y(s)2ds 
Jo 2 Jo ./o
are stochastic processes well defined for all £ and W x(t) and W y(£) are a  sum  of stochastic
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integrals given by
CKl , . , , UJ t . * f  . Vu'UJ . . u f l .. . .
—Wx(0 := — sm(— ) cos(— ) J  cos(— )cos{— ) f x{u)dWu
W t  n t  f *  . ( U ^ \ r  (C0S(_2~) cos(~2~) J sm{ ^ ) cos{^ )fx{u)dWu
~  sm( y ) s i n ( y ) j f  c o s ( ^ )  s i n ( ^ ) / a;(^)dH/u
*t
+ cos( y ) sin( y ) J a sin( y ) s i n ( ^ ) / I (u)diy„
and
— cos
- A / V , . CO* t V , , . 7 , XL’UU X . \ - / \ TT T ry W y(«) := +  sm(— ) sin(— ) / cos(— )cos(— ) f x(u)dWu
wt  . [ ‘ . uw
> ( y ) s in ( y )  J  s m ( y ) c o s ( — ) /x(ti)<W„
> ( y ) cos( y  cos(~ y )  s i n ( y  ) / r (u)dM/y
s i n ( ^ ) s i n ( ^ ) / I (u)<iWu
with well defined time derivatives, as shown by Proposition (5.3.1). Here /^(u) denotes 
the deterministic function dependent on time and tu(=  v^a;2 +  fl2) and fl are positive 
non-zero constants.
We remark that if |/^(«s)| < and #(s) is continuous function such that \g(s)\ < 1, 
then, for large time, stochastic integrals of the form
g(s)fx(s)dWs = w U  g2(s) fl(s)d  
W (v )< sup
<  00.
v £ f o  9 2 ( s ) f l { s ) d s
Such integrals are bounded by a constant to allow us to apply the following argument: 
Consider the increasing sequence of times {£n} =  ^  for which s in (^ 21) =  0. Since the 
R(t) and Z(t) are well defined stochastic processes that can be bounded, the dominant 
terms of £ (t ) for this sequence of times is
C(tn) = ^ _ ^ cos +  eQ(tn) +  e2U(tn) j  cosec
= f ^ " ( _ 1 )3n+1 + £Q{tn) + £ 2U{tn) \ cosec f wtn
Clearly, for t = {tn}neN and n sufficiently large, it would be absurd to suggest that the 
sign of £Q(tn) +  e2U(tn) remains unchanged. Thus, for an increasing subsequence {tnfc}
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we have ( (t) continuous on (tnk, tnk+J  and that £(£) must successively switch
between plus and minus infinity. So by continuity and the intermediate value theorem 
there will exist an increasing sequence {tj} with tj /* oo at which ( ( t j ) =  0 almost surely.
Remark 5.5.1. Since the Q{t) and U(t) processes consist entirely of non-anticipating 
integrands it is possible to use Mckean’s ideas to rewrite these processes as a series of 
time changed Brownian motions. The argument then becomes more intuitive.
Chapter 6
Remarks on Vorticity and its 
Influence on Incom pressibility of 
Fluid Flow
__________________________________ Sum m ary___________________________________
To conclude the thesis, let us take a brief and very speculative excursion into conditions 
imposed by trying to make the Burgers fluid incompressible in the presence of vortic­
ity. Compressibility is an important concept in modelling fluid behaviour. It is well 
known that the Burgers Equation is a simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equation. 
Burgers equation offers many advantages over the Navier-Stokes equation, particularly in 
aspects of turbulence. However, the price paid for this simplification is that no concept 
of incompressibility can usually be incorporated into the Burgers model because in effect 
<j> =  Det(V$t(xo)) is the fluid density. In this chapter we present a heuristic discussion on 
the effects of vorticity on the “incompressibility” of the Burgers fluid. This is inevitably 
a very preliminary and tentative study requiring further attention.
6.1 Introduction
Consider a fixed closed surface dS  within a fluid moving at a velocity v. Assume this 
surface to have an outward facing normal vector n. Certain portions of the surface dS  will 
have fluid entering whilst others have fluid exiting. Within this description the volume 
of fluid leaving via a surface element vdr  per unit time will be v • ndr. This is essentially 
the volume flux of the fluid. Therefore, the volume rate at which fluid is leaving dS  can 
be expressed as
f  f  v • ndr. = f  f  f  V • vdV = 0.
J  J a s  J  J  J s
If we insist the fluid is incompressible then the volume flux rate must be identically zero. 
Since we cannot have fluid entering dS  without the exact amount leaving. Consequently, 
for incompressible fluids we must demand that
V • v  =  0.
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6.2 Adding a noise potential term
In the endeavour to make our existing Burgers fluid incompressible consider the following 
argument. Recall Hamilton’s characteristic function
S ( t , x) = inf
X q
S o ( z o ) + /  C(q(s),q(s),s)ds
where #(s) is the classical mechanical path starting at xq and finishing at x  in time t,
that is to say g(0) =  xq and q(t) = x. In other words
S(t, x) =  inf [So(x0) +  A(x0, x, t )] ,
XO
where A(xo,x ,t)  is the classical action of the classical mechanical path q(s). Let us 
now consider the above Hamilton characteristic function when a noise potential term
£kt{x)dWt has been added to the scalar potential V(x)dt.  Here Wt is a one dimensional
Wiener process on the probability space (Q, T , P). Keeping the vector potential at{x) 
fixed and setting S{t , x) =  St(x) we find to first order in e
S t(x) = 5(°(x) -  e f  k{s, $,<S>?x)dW,. 
Jo
(6 .2 .1)
Here <1>S denotes the classical mechanical flow map in the absence of noise. =
S°( t , x) is the above Hamilton principle function satisfying the deterministic Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation
+  I  I V 5t°(x) -  a j(x ) |2 +  Vt(x) = 0. 
a°(x) can be thought of as the vorticity potential for k(x, t) = 0. By taking the gradient
of equation (6.2.1) we obtain
V*St(x) =  VxS°(x) - e  [  s)dWs.
Jo
Using Taylor’s theorem on Equation (6.2.1), to first order in e, we have
dSt{x) = ( s t°(x) -  £ J  j k { § „ § - lx, s)dW,'\ dt -  ekt{x)dWf  
However, St{x) has to satisfy the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equation
dSt(x) +  ^ |V 5t (x) -  at(x)\2 dt +  V(x)dt  +  ekt(x)dWt =  0.
Hence, substituting expressions (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) into the above yields, for fixed at (x) ,
S°(x) -  £ s)dWs J^ dt -  sk(x, t)dWt
(6 .2.2)
(6.2.3)
(6.2.4)
+ 2-1 V 5t°(x) -  £ [  I-f1! , s)d.Ws -  at(x)
Jo
dt + V  (x)dt +  ek(x , t)dWt = 0.
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We conclude to first order in £ and fixed at(x)
( V S t° ( i )  -  at{x)). f  V ^ ^ x ,  s)dWs +  j  s)dWs = 0. (6.2.5)
We label this equation as the rate of work equation, which we shall discuss in more 
depth later. Recall that in our set up the velocity field associated with the deterministic 
Burgers equation was defined to be 1^(2;) =  V 5 ° ( x )  — a j ( x ) .  In the presence of noise the 
corresponding change would be
vt(x) =  vQt (x) -  £ [  Vx/c(^s^ 1x ,s)dWs 
Jo
=  V xS?(x)-a° t ( x ) - e  f  V xk ($ a^ lx , s )dW a. (6.2.6)
Jo
Taking the divergence of (6.2.6) and working in the gauge of V.at{x) =  0 leads us to
div vt(x) = A X5t°(x) -  e [  s)dWs. (6.2.7)
Jo
If we try to demand the fluid is incompressible then
div vt (x) = 0.
If this condition is satisfied equation (6.2.7) would imply that
A  xSt(x)  = 0 and A  Xkt(x) = 0, (6.2.8)
since A S$(x) is a deterministic quantity.
L em m a 6.2.1. The rate of work equation is trivially satisfied.
Proof In what follows revert to an earlier notation once used where
X  (s ,x0,po) = (6.2.9)
is the stochastic mechanical path with initial momentum po(^o) =  V5o(xc>) “  aixo)- Here 
Xq satisfies
x = X  (t, x0,p0(xo)) and x0 = x0(x,t) = Q ^ x .
Differentiating equation (6.2.9) with respect to time t we obtain
d X {
But
and so
ds
d X {
9 s  s= t
d X i dx3,  „ 
+  — 5— =  0. 
s=t 9x1 dt
= V iS (x , t )  -  Oj(x, t),
r] nr-) F)rP
- ^ ( x , t )  =  - g ( V i S - o i ) ( x , t ) .
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Defining the connected derivative as
D t  d t
D  = 4 :  +  ( V S ?  -  at) . V  ( 6 . 2 . 1 0 )
this is nothing but
D j
— xi(x, t ) =  0.
For a function /  of x 0(x, t) it follows 
In other words
— f ( x a(x, t )) = V xJ ( x 0).— x 0.
This implies -B;f(xo(x,t)) =  0 also. Consequently, the rate of work equation must be 
trivially satisfied. □
6.3 The implications of div v t ( x )  =  0, i.e. ASf(x) = 0 
and A k t ( x )  =  0
We know that S®(x) satisfies
+  \  |VS?(x) -  a°t (x) |2 +  V(x)  =  0.
Taking the Laplacian of the above equation yields
2_1A |VS?(i) -  a°(x) |2 +  A V (x )  = 0,
and so
2 _ 1  | V S ? ( i )  — a ? ( x ) | 2 =  — j -  f  U
47r yE x -  x'
for x' G in neighbourhood of x. This result is meaningful only for potentials whereupon 
AVt(x) <  0. Geometrically, at time t , a?(x) lies in a sphere of centre V 5t°(x) and radius 
1Zt(x) where
Remark 6.3.1. This argument can be repeated with the stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi equa­
tion so that
2_1 |V S ? ( i )  -  a ? ( z ) |2 =  ~  f
1 1 4?r JR \x — x'\
= 2_1 |V 5 ( ( i )  — at( i ) |2 (6.3.1)
Remark 6.3.2. At first glance there appears to be a high degree of non-uniqueness since 
(VS t{x) — at(x)) can be rotated in a random way (possibly to be consistent with div 
at(x) = 0).
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6.4 The vorticity potential for an incompressible 
Burgers fluid
If we make the fluid incompressible what consequences are there for the so-called stochas­
tic Burgers equation which reads
dvt(x) +  (ut(x).V) dt +  (vt(x) A curh^(x)) dt = —W ( x ) d t  — eVxkt(x)dWt — dat(x)
where at(x) has to satisfy the gauge condition div at (x) and conditions (6.2.8) and (6.3.1)? 
Consider to first order in noise
VxS*(x) -  at(x) = V xSt(x)  -  aj(x) -  e f  V xk(s, $ s$ i lx)dWs -  ea\{x)
Jo
where it is assumed at(x) = a?(x) +  eaj(x) +  0(£2). Evidently, we need
( j f  V xk(s, $ s$ t lx)dWs -  a l (x ) \  ( V xS?(x) -  a°t (x)) = 0 (6.4.1)
and div (aj(x)) =  0. To make progress consider the deterministic Hamilton Jacobi 
equation where
sKx) +1 h0(z)|2 + v{x) = o,
where u?(x) = VS°(x) — a°(x). Differentiating with respect to time t gives
s?(*) +  h ° (z ) |2 =  °
taking the Laplacian of this yields
lu^x)!2 =  0 
2 d t ] tK n
which implies ^ ( x ) ! 2 is constant in time. This allows us to write
Z t =  [  Vxfc(s, ^ s^ ~ 1x)dWs -  a\(x)
Jo
= a.t(x)v*t (x) +  Pt(x) t>°(x) +  7 t(x) (vt°(x) A ut°(x)) .
Here we have written the vector Zt in its most general form in terms of the three orthog­
onal components ^ (x ) ,  f>?(x) and ( v°(x) Avt°(x)). From equation (6.4.1) we now see 
Zt.v® = 0. This implies Zt = 0 and consequently must imply that a t(x) =  0. Taking the 
divergence of Zt we have
div [A(x)u°(x) -1- 7 t(x) (u°(x) A vt°(x))] =  0.
Using the following vector identity for a vector A  and scalar function (f>
div(A(f)) = (j)div A  +  grad 4>.A
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implies that
Vf3t(x).v?(x) +  V 7 t (x). (v^{x) A ut°(x)) +  7 t(a:)div (K°(z) A v?(x)) =  0.
In two dimension fluid flow we conclude that if 7 t(x) is dependent only on the coordinates 
in the plane of motion the last two terms in the above equation have to be zero. Therefore, 
VPt{x)-Vt(x ) = ^ which implies (3t{x) || v^(x). A solution of this last requirement is 
provided by the fact that (5t{x) can be expressed as flt(x) = f t (\v(x)\) for almost any
function f t. This is proved in the following lemma. Assuming the result to be true a 
general solution of Zt is therefore
process.
Remark 6.4.2. For div (^ (z ))  =  0 for all time it is necessary that A V  < 0. We can argue 
this as follows. The deterministic Burgers equation reads
as is obvious anyway.
L em m a 6.4.1. For two dimensional fluid flow for a fluid velocity whose speed remains 
constant in time i f V x(3t{x ) || Vt(x) then Pt(x ) = ft(\v(x)\) where f t is almost any arbitrary 
function.
Sketch proof. Here we resort to a geometrical argument. Consider vt(x) as a velocity 
field constant in time. Interpret this as the collection of points x  in space which have an 
identical velocity at some fixed time t . Connecting these points gives a level surface in 
2  dimensions.
Let the velocity field v{x) be given by
Zt = f  (t, k °(z)|) V?(x ) + 7t(x ) K ( z )  A iij°(x)) .
Remark 6.4.1. It seems that flt{x ) and 7 t{x) can possibly be any arbitrary ^-m easurable
This is nothing but
therefore
as before. Also note that by taking the curl, because forces are gradients,
v ( x )  =  ( X ( x ) , Y ( x ) ) ,
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for x G M2. Then for fixed time
|v(®)| =  y /X (  x )2 +  Y{x)2 = c
=► X ( x f  + Y (x )2 =  c2 (6.4.2)
where c is a constant. We must prove the normal to this curve always parallel to the
velocity field vt(x). We know that (X(x)  +  SX(x),  Y(x)  +  5Y(x))  is a point on the curve.
Consequently, subtracting
(X(x)  + 6 X ( x ) f  +  (Y(x) + S Y { x ) f  =  c2
X{x)5X(x)  +  Y(x)SY(x)  =  0, (6.4.3)
(X(x) ,Y(x) ) . (SX(x) ,SY(x))  =0,
from (6.4.2) yields 
equivalently 
which implies
(X(x),Y{:x)) ±  {SX(x),8Y(x)).
This proves our assertion in polar coordinates, but what about a more general coordinate 
system? Clearly, for x = (x, y), 5X(x)  and 5Y(x)  can be expressed as
d X ; d X . , d Y .  d Y .oX = -z—dx +  -7— dy and dY = —— ox +  - by.
ox By ox By
Substitution into Equation (6.4.3) yields
B X . J I t \  ( „ d Y s „ d Y s \  n X —- S x  + X —- S y  +  Y -z~Sx + Y - - 5 y  =  0 ox By J \  ox oy )
r ( v d X  v d Y \  r ( v d X  v d Y \  n5x [ X —  + Y - )  +6y  [ X —  + Y - )  =0 .\  ox ox J \  oy oy J
It follows immediately that
/c  r •. ( „ d x  b y  b x  a y \  „( fe , sy) .  [ x —  +  r — , x —  + y _ )  =  o,
and so
/j. r \ i f v d X  BY BX B Y \  (5x, Sy ) ± ( x —  + Y — , X — + Y - ^  j  .
The coordinate on the right hand side must therefore be on the normal to the curve 
X( x ) 2 +  Y{x)2 = c2. We must now determine if this is indeed parallel to the velocity 
field vt{x). From our assertion
A(z) =/t(l«t(a:)|)
for almost any function f t . So
5
v ,A W  =  ( v x * + y *)
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for fixed time t. Setting R 2 = X 2 +  Y 2 gives
v,AM-/'<«>(§,§?).
Differentiating the equation for R 2 with respect to x  and y yields
and
Hence
dR _  XdX_ Y_dY_ 
dx R dx R  dx
d R _ X d X ^  YdY_ 
dy R  dy R dy
m i f +s i )  
- > > ( *
However, the right hand side is a constant multiple of the normal to the curve X ( x ) : 
Y( x ) 2 = c2 and so must be parallel to vt(x) =  (X(x) , Y(x) ) .
This discussion has only scratched the surface of an area that is clearly important in 
developing a model to study physically meaningful fluids.
□ 
+
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